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Abstract
Semiconductor diode lasers are successful tools in atomic spectroscopy. They are rou-
tinely used in frequency conversion applications to develop devices that access regions
of the spectrum not directly available. This thesis describes the practical application
of novel violet diode laser systems and their possible inclusion in spectroscopic sys-
tems.
The design, assembly and successful operation of a doubly resonant optical paramet-
ric oscillator is described. There is discussion of the spectral behaviour of the device
and the potential for pumping with a violet diode laser. Methods to adapt the output
from the solitary diode devices are demonstrated with the use of microlensed diode
lasers and extended cavity configurations. Details of the current tuning, linewidth and
smooth tuning characteristics of a number of the lasers used are given. A commercial
violet diode laser is used within an extended cavity to measure the hyperfine struc-
ture of atomic indium from a hollow cathode galvatron source at room temperature.
Stabilisation of the diode laser to a line from the indium spectrum is attempted.
The remainder of the thesis is concerned with the development of techniques to de-
liver clearer and more precise spectral information about trace species. Microlensed
red and violet diode lasers are used to generate light at 254nm via sum frequency
generation for the direct detection and modulation spectroscopy of mercury vapour,
with microlensed lasers with modulation allowing more accurate discrimination be-
tween spectral features than direct absorption measurements. In addition Raman
tweezers modulation spectroscopy is undertaken to investigate polymer microspheres
and biological cell samples where the use of the modulation technique demonstrated
improvements in the acquisition time and clarity of spectra through increased signal
to noise and rejection of background fluorescence effects. A comparison between the
direct and modulation techniques for all the systems indicates the greater sensitivity
of the modulation technique.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Synopsis
In nature the optical radiation generated from any material is confined to a restricted
range of wavelengths (colours) determined by the energy level structure of the ma-
terial. This is the basic principle of operation of the laser, implying that coherent
radiation generated by such sources is over a limited range of wavelengths. When laser
light interacts with a medium the behaviour of the light consequently can give rise to
many interesting effects, providing users with opportunities to exploit these phenom-
ena within devices. The use of laser devices, particularly those emitting in the violet
region of the spectrum, along with the exploitation of non-linear optical phenomena
to facilitate generation of a broad, coherent wavelength range for investigation is the
major aim of the work described in this thesis.
1
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1.1 Overview
In 1814 Josef Fraunhofer dispersed the solar spectrum into its component colours. For
the first time alongside the familiar band of bright colours, narrow dark lines appeared
which followed a definite, unaltering pattern. This phenomenon was repeated when
the spectra of other sources, most notably in flames, were observed with some sources
showing bright lines. This was the birth of spectroscopy and the dark and bright
lines were identified as characteristics of chemical elements. The advent of the laser
provided spectroscopy with a fundamental tool and the field of laser spectroscopy has
grown rapidly, with the laser being used routinely to identify information about trace
elements [1, 2]. The applications of laser spectroscopy are wide ranging including
pollution monitoring, medical applications and investigations into astronomical phe-
nomena. Their use in the determination of frequency standards and precision time
measurements with atomic clocks is crucial and this was attested to with the award
of part of the Nobel Prize for Physics in 2005 to Theodor Ha¨nsch for his work on laser
based precision spectroscopy for use in the determination of frequency standards. The
development of the semiconductor diode laser provided yet another tunable radiation
source that allowed spectroscopic investigations to take place.
There is a growing demand in a wide variety of applications such as those mentioned
for continuous wave, frequency tunable optical sources. The development of optical
devices that are compact and portable yet retain the accuracy and precision of larger
lab based devices is vital for the applications of these devices to move from research
based to commercial mass produced markets. Such applications require compact
portable sources, with a coherent output of high amplitude and frequency stability,
narrow linewidth, broad tunability and appropriate output powers for the required
application. The semiconductor diode laser has many of these characteristics and its
output can be adapted to satisfy any requirements not inherently met.
Many well established tunable laser systems operate in the visible and near to mid
infrared regions but until recently there were no available sources emitting in the
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violet visible region. The only way to access this region was via frequency conversion
methods employing other longer wavelength laser sources. A device emitting in the
violet region that exhibited typical diode laser behaviour was the next logical stage
[3], satisfying an increasing demand in the optical storage markets. Gallium Nitride
(GaN) violet emitting lasers have been very commercially successful soon after their
initial demonstrations. Optical storage, reading and writing of memory on compact
discs and optomagnetic memories all provide huge markets for blue, blue/green and
violet emitting lasers [4]. Storage density within these media is primarily determined
by the wavelength of the light. The bit size is determined by the spot size of the laser
beam, so for maximum storage, the smallest beam is desirable. The spot size is given
by
Spotsize(diameter) =
λ
2NA
(1.1)
where λ is the wavelength of the light and NA is the numerical aperture of the lens
within the focussing system, given by Equation 1.2, determined by the refractive
index of the medium and the outer angle of the cone formed by the converging light,
given by
NA = nsinθmax (1.2)
Therefore a violet emitting laser is likely to increase the storage density by a factor
of four compared to the red and infrared lasers commonly used. The violet laser
also proves to be of great benefit in biological and medical applications where the
shorter wavelength light can be favourable because of the reduction in scattering. The
GaN diode laser is now being developed in similar fashion to its longer wavelength
counterparts and they are starting to be used in applications where traditionally a
frequency conversion system was used to generate the violet light. Violet diodes
have been successfully incorporated within optical feedback configurations such as
external cavity diode lasers [5]. ECDLs retain in large measure the compactness
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and simplicity of solitary cavity diode lasers and in addition provide a number of
performance enhancements such as operation on a single longitudinal mode and a
narrower linewidth.
This thesis studies diode lasers emitting in the violet region of the spectrum and
investigates their use with frequency conversion techniques to generate tunable laser
output suitable for spectroscopic investigations. Both home built and commercial
single frequency violet diode lasers are used to access spectral lines both directly in
the violet and UV regions via frequency conversion techniques.
Central to the applications described here is the the phenomena of non-linear optics
and the use of materials possessing a non-linear susceptibility. The first observation of
frequency conversion using a non-linear material was by Franken et al [6] in 1961 and
since then a wide range of practical devices harnessing the non-linear process have
been demonstrated. Non-linear optical processes can be used to access regions of the
spectrum that are difficult to access through direct laser emission. The advancement
of violet diode laser devices has provided laser output at a new range of wavelengths,
introducing exciting new possibilities for less complicated methods to allow access
to the UV region. Both optical parametric generation (OPG) and sum frequency
generation (SFG) offer this through the subtraction and addition of fundamental
laser frequencies. In Chapters 4 and 5 the applications described exploit the second
order non-linear effect where both OPG and SFG are realised experimentally. Both
effects are used to adapt the output from diode lasers to achieve tunable radiation
sources by using the non-linear response of certain media.
The optical parametric oscillator (OPO) is a device based upon the OPG non-linear
interaction. Since its first demonstration, many different types of OPO have been
developed as wavelength tunable sources of both pulsed and continuous wave coherent
light [7]. OPOs are now available in a wide spectral range from the UV to IR providing
average output powers in the range of a few mW to several watts. The wavelength
tuning capabilities and high power efficiency make OPOs ideal devices for applications
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such as high resolution spectroscopy and trace gas detection, precision frequency
metrology, environmental monitoring and light detection and ranging LIDAR.
The initial aim of this PhD project was to develop an optical parametric oscillator
pumped by a violet diode laser. The OPO is an optical converter that converts
monochromatic laser emission (pump) into tunable output via a three-wave mixing
process and delivers high peak or average powers, high conversion efficiency and broad
continuous tunability. The heart of an OPO is a non-linear optical crystal. In the
crystal the pump photon is converted, via the parametric generation process, into two
photons of lower energy (i.e longer wavelengths), termed the signal and idler, that
retain the coherent and spectral properties of the laser pump source. The energy of
the generated signal and idler photons is equal to that of the pump. The typical
characteristics of OPOs make them highly suitable devices for use in spectroscopy.
There are many powerful laser based systems for trace gas detection. Wieman and
MacAdam [8, 9] give excellent accounts of the use of saturated absorption spec-
troscopy techniques using diode lasers. Absorption spectroscopy simply looks for
depletion in power between a reference beam and a beam that interacts with the
trace species. The sensitivity of these techniques can be refined by introducing mod-
ulation of the laser without any major changes to the experimental setup. This has
the effect of improving the signal to noise ratio and can bring more clarity to an ab-
sorption spectrum, identifying less abundant features. A review of these techniques
is given in [10].
All of the work described in this thesis is united by the central themes of semicon-
ductor diode lasers, non-linear optics and spectroscopy.
1.2 Synopsis
Throughout this thesis the laser devices used are all semiconductor diode lasers.
In Chapter 2, I present a review of diode lasers, detailing their development since
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their first demonstration over forty years ago. Their spatial, spectral and tuning
characteristics of diode lasers along with techniques that enhance these properties
are described. The recent violet emitting diode laser is introduced with a discussion
of the structure of the laser and and the difficulty that there was in manufacturing a
structure that allows a laser to emit light in the violet region of the spectrum.
Chapter 3 introduces the basic theory behind non-linear optical processes that are
used throughout this thesis. The theory of non-linear optics, the origin of the non-
linear susceptibility and second order processes is given followed by detailed theory
of optical parametric generation. The optical parametric oscillator and its common
configurations are introduced. Finally sum frequency generation is introduced.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 detail the experimental work that was carried out. These chapters
bring together the ideas introduced in Chapters 2 and 3, to develop devices based
upon diode lasers used in non-linear optical interactions suitable for spectroscopic
applications.
Chapter 4 details the design and operation of a doubly resonant optical parametric
oscillator (DRO) device pumped by a diode laser. The spectral characteristics of
the DRO output are discussed and then mechanisms and solutions that improve the
output from the DRO to make it more suitable for spectroscopic trace gas detection
applications are given. The cluster hopping phenomena described is a crucial factor
that must be overcome to obtain smoothly tuning output from the device. Pumping
an OPO with a violet diode laser would hope to address some of these tuning effects
and also provide a new range of the spectrum that is accessible with this type of
device. This would be the first time that mechanisms to improve the spectral output
from the DRO will have been implemented and the first opportunity to experimentally
verify the theoretically predicted results. Due to factors outwith the laboratory the
work described was unable to be brought to a satisfactory conclusion. The extensive
discussion and review of modelling work carried out on tuning behaviour is presented
as a guide to the direction in which the experimental work would have gone towards.
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Chapter 5 describes the characterisation of the lasers used within the experimental
applications within this thesis. The current and temperature tuning properties and
spectral output are investigated for a Nichia violet diode both free running and in
external cavity for use as a pump source for an OPO, red and violet microlensed
diode lasers for generation of UV light for spectroscopy and a commercial violet
ECDL for use in spectroscopy. This laser was then used to measure the hyperfine
structure of indium using a hollow cathode discharge source. Preliminary results on
the stabilisation of the violet laser to an indium line are also presented.
Chapter 6 describes the generation of UV radiation using sum frequency generation of
two microlensed diode lasers. This UV output is then used to identify the fine struc-
ture of mercury through direct absorption spectroscopy. Modulation spectroscopy
techniques are then used to refine the technique and allow resolution of individual
isotopes within the mercury vapour. A comparison between this method and the
direct detection method is drawn. For both cases an accurate frequency calibration
of the fine structure features of mercury is given. In addition the technique of Raman
spectroscopy using diode lasers is used in combination with modulation spectroscopy
techniques to provide refinement and improvement in the clarity of recorded spectra.
In the final chapter, Chapter 7, the results and observations described within the
thesis are brought together and suggestions for improvements and further research
are also proposed.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis has brought together the theory of non-linear optical frequency conver-
sion with the use of semiconductor laser based devices to provide practical tools for
applications in spectroscopy. The results obtained demonstrate the versatility of the
blue diode laser and show that its characteristics and uses are as valuable as those of
the more well established diode lasers at longer wavelengths. The major aim of the
practical work was to demonstrate the use of diode lasers for atomic spectroscopy and
investigate techniques that improve the detection to yield clearer spectra and provide
a more detailed insight into the properties of the samples under investigation.
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7.1 Summary of Thesis
Following a brief introduction, Chapter 2 described the main characteristics of diode
lasers and the mechanisms used to improved the quality and behaviour of the output
that were then successfully applied practically in the experiments described in this
thesis. After identifying the spectral and spatial characteristics, and some of their
limitations of diode lasers, mechanisms to improve the operating characteristics and
tailor their output, loosely termed ‘coherence enhancement’ were introduced. The sen-
sitivity of the diode laser to optical feedback and the use of this phenomenon to obtain
narrow linewidth operating lasers was described along with some devices that exploit
this sensitivity such as microlensed diode lasers (MDLs) and external/extended cavity
diode lasers (ECDLs).
Chapter 3 gave a discussion of the regime of non-linear optics which underpinned the
frequency conversion techniques described in Chapters 4 and 6. The background to
non-linear optics was discussed extensively with particular emphasis on the processes
of optical parametric generation and sum frequency generation. The basic charac-
teristics of an optical parametric oscillator including details of cavity configurations
and threshold requirements was given and the concepts examined in Chapter 4 were
introduced. Laser systems that are based on non-linear optical conversion techniques
such as optical parametric oscillators and sum frequency generation were successfully
demonstrated.
In Chapter 4, the design, construction and operation of a doubly resonant optical
parametric oscillator (DRO) was described along with a discussion into how this tool
was to have been used in future work. The DRO was successfully operated using an
IR emitting diode laser in both single and double pass configurations with threshold
powers of 42mW and 21mW respectively. The OPO was operated through three
grating periods of the PPLN crystal and tuning ranges for the 21.6 grating period
was 5THz and the total signal and idler tuning ranges were 1.2µm to 1.23µm for the
signal and 2.3µm to 2.6µm for the idler wavelengths. An estimate of the conversion
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efficiency of the DRO was obtained as 65% and 82% for the single and double pass
configurations respectively. The low threshold power of the device obtained showed
promise for the use of this type of device with violet diode laser pumping. The
opportunities for development of this work and the methods that could be employed
to investigate the spectral and tuning characteristics of the OPO were discussed.
In Chapter 5 the characteristics of a variety of diode lasers used in the experimental
applications were given. An elementary characterisation of a GaN diode laser was
presented showing that the behaviour of this devices followed typical diode laser be-
haviour. The violet laser has a threshold of 33mA in free running mode and 27mA
when operated within an external cavity. In external cavity the single mode oscil-
lation was demonstrated by observation of the spectral output and a mechanism of
phase continuous tuning by varying the length of the solitary and extended cavity in
phase allowed 16.5GHz of smooth mode-hop-free tuning. It is noted in this conclusion
that since this work was carried out the speed of development of violet diode lasers
coupled with the huge research interest in these relatively novel devices has meant
that operating characteristics of the lasers are continually improving. The properties
of the red and violet microlensed diode lasers were given as well as the properties of
a commercially built T-Optica violet external cavity diode laser. The T-Optica laser
was then used, within an absorption spectroscopy application, to identify the hyper-
fine structure of indium. The wavelength of the violet laser was set at 410.293nm and
all four absorption features were resolved within a single scan of the laser (37GHz)
and the features matched those given in the literature. Side-of-fringe stabilisation of
the violet laser to an indium absoprtion feature was attempted and although incon-
clusive provided promising elementary results, indicating that with more time and
stronger indium features the stabilisation would be more successful.
The combination of microlensed diode lasers with non-linear frequency conversion
and trace gas detection techniques was used to great success in Chapter 6. The use
of red and violet MDLs to generate 253.7nm using SFG allowed generation of over
50nW of UV power, over an order of magnitude greater than previous work. The
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conversion efficiency of the SFG process was 2.45.10−4%, again much greater than
any previously reported. The UV light was used to resolve the hyperfine structure of
mercury via direct detection absorption spectroscopy in a single scan. Furthermore,
modulation spectroscopy techniques were used within the system to refine the spec-
tra obtained and enable individual isotopes within the natural mix to be resolved,
providing a degree of precision not seen previously with this type of spectroscopy
measurement. This precision was due in a large part to the greater UV power and
non-linear conversion efficiency as a result of using MDLs. The parameters for modu-
lation spectroscopy of mercury were refined systematically to find results that would
yield the clearest spectra. Detection at different harmonics was performed to identify
the optimum operating parameters for the system and show that for this system there
was no benefit in shifting the detection to higher harmonics as had been the case in
previous studies on similar modulation spectroscopy systems. Accurate calibration of
the fine structure of mercury with separations between the features of the spectrum
was given and the results obtained with the direct detection system and the wave-
length modulated system were in agreement. In addition spectroscopy on a single
isotope source indicated the presence of features that were only resolved when the
modulation system was used, due to the improved signal to noise ratio.
Finally, elementary results for the use of modulation techniques for Raman spec-
troscopy on trapped particles were given. Comparisons between direct and modu-
lated Raman spectra were recorded for polymer microspheres and for cervical cancer
cells. In each case the modulation system allowed resolution of features within a
much shorter acquisition time than for the direct technique and methods to improve
the signal to noise of the spectral data and the effective rejection of the effects of
background fluorescence were shown to be successful.
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7.2 Future Work
The main results obtained within the experimental chapters of this thesis point to a
wide variety of future work that would be possible.
Section 4.7 in Chapter 4 alluded to the work that could continue on from the demon-
stration of the DRO. To the best of my knowledge the problems caused by the cluster
hopping phenomena have not yet been resolved and in addition an OPO pumped
directly by a violet diode laser has not yet been reported. Alterations could be made
to the device such as the introduction of passive and active stabilisation measures.
These could include the manufacture of new OPO cavity mounts that are more vibra-
tion sensitive and the stabilisation of the pump laser to an external stable reference to
minimise the effect of the laser instability on the OPO operation. The spectral output
could be observed for the single and double passing case and a comparison made. In
addition, the spectral output at different grating periods and temperatures could be
recorded to gain insight into the tuning behaviour. Modelling indicated that the use
of a shorter pump wavelength would improve the tuning output of the device and if
an OPO pumped by a violet diode could be designed and operated a great oppor-
tunity would arise to not only observe the effect upon the spectral characteristics of
the OPO but also explore applications with this device, not only within spectroscopy
but in other spheres most notably medical and biological applications.
The improved stabilisation of the blue diode laser using the indium line provides an
additional study to add to the already highly successful area of stabilisation to atomic
resonances. Subsequently, a more in-depth investigation could examine the effect of
stabilisation to different lines within the indium spectrum and a comparison between
different methods, for example top-of-fringe or current/PZT locking.
The mercury spectroscopy system demonstrated the advantages of the use of MDLs
in maximising non-linear conversion and the potential for these types of SFG systems
as UV sources. There are a number of factors that could potentially improve the
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SFG system in its current configuration. The UV power output from our system
was still below the theoretically predicted value and there would be great benefit in
investigation of methods that may improve the non-linear conversion. These could
include the use of periodically poled non-linear materials that have already been
shown to yield greater output powers when used within parametric generation devices
or the use of different coatings on a crystal more suited for the wavelengths that
are being generated. The use of an enhancement cavity system would provide a
mechanism to enhance the intensity of the sum frequency generation process. An
enhancement cavity would be built around the non-linear crystal, although a simple
linear cavity configuration such as that used in the OPO application is not suitable.
A more appropriate geometry would be a ’bow tie’ cavity using two plane mirrors
and two concave mirrors. Stabilisation of the violet diode laser to a stable cavity
would allow the frequency of the violet diode to be fixed, which is a crucial factor in
accessing the mercury line, and make the system more suitable for use as a mobile
pollution detector system. In addition, locking techniques could be used to lock the
violet or red MDLs to either the direct detected mercury absorption feature or the
derivative signals obtained through modulation spectroscopy.
A simple search on a database such as that operated by NIST [11] shows a large
number of spectral absorption lines that are close to the UV wavelength of 254nm
used in this system. These include cobalt (253.596nm), iridium (254.397nm) and
tungsten (255.135nm). The success of the mercury spectroscopy suggests that this
system could be easily adapted to allow investigations into these spectral lines. The
wavelengths generated by the SFG system are variable by tuning of the two lasers and
only a very minor adjustment of the grating of the violet ECDL would be required
to access these spectral lines.
There is a great deal of investigation that can still be carried out into the wave-
length modulation system parameters. Firstly, modelling of the Gaussian, Lorentzian
and Voigt profiles to fit the lineshapes of the mercury features that were obtained
would provide greater insight into the broadening effects occurring within the sample
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and allow further refinement of the system parameters. In addition increasing the
modulation frequency could take the system into the regime of frequency modulation
spectroscopy, where the FM spectra have only a single sideband, providing higher
sensitivities.
Wavelength modulation Raman spectroscopy is a very promising area of research.
The results presented in Chapter 5 were elementary but identified the potential of this
technique and how it could be developed to deliver clear spectra in short acquisition
times. The improved signal to noise and rejection of background shows that it will be
possible to identify weaker features and information on the composition of cell lines
will be easier to deduce. The combination of short acquisition time and clearer spectra
mean that there is the possibility of in vivo cell tissue studies. The parameters of
this wavelength modulation system would benefit greatly from detailed investigation
to determine the nature of the features and the optimum modulation parameters.
The effects of detection at higher harmonics may yield more clarity if the detector
noise from the CCD can be eliminated. Again, the variation of modulation index
may have a significant effect upon the clarity of the spectra and with many of the
features from biological samples as yet unidentified the use of this system to provide
new information as to the nature of biological tissue would be very promising.
Chapter 2
Semiconductor Diode Lasers
Review
Since their invention in 1961, semiconductor lasers have revolutionised the commercial
laser market, dominating it as a result of their favourable physical and operational
characteristics and ease of mass production. They now play a principal role in con-
sumer electronics but retain a major importance in the research laboratory, providing
a degree of flexibility, adaptability and economy that had been previously unavailable
to users. Researchers now have a wider choice than ever of diode laser devices, encom-
passing a wide range of operating wavelengths and with rapidly improving spectral,
spatial and tuning characteristics. The success of applications employing diode lasers
continues to motivate the futher development of devices.
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2.1 Introduction
Semiconductor lasers have successfully moved from specialised research applications
to the mass consumer market with the manufacture of high power GaAlAs and In-
GaAsP laser diodes. In recent years, the highly successful development of Gallium
Nitride (GaN) light emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes region by the Nichia
corporation have further developed the market and provided users with a new device
for research applications. Although still in their infancy, both the research and com-
mercial possibilities of violet diode lasers are being realised with considerable success.
Much of the work in this thesis concerns the employment of violet diode lasers.
The wavelength of the diode laser output depends upon the band gap of the mate-
rial used to construct the laser structure. Commercial diode lasers can be classed
according to laser materials as shown in Table 2.1.
As the technology surrounding diode lasers has evolved, there have been dramatic
improvements in the efficiency, spectral characteristics and functional lifetime of de-
vices. The evolution of laser diode configurations has delivered devices that retain
the positive attributes of diode lasers, yet address some of their limitations, providing
tools that are readily compliant with the requirements of highly specialised research
or high volume consumer electronics markets. The structure of diode lasers that we
have today is efficient, compact and gives inherently tunable laser output, suitable
for wide ranging applications.
Some of the output beam properties of diode lasers are not appropriate for specific
applications, and must be corrected by the addition of optical elements or by other
mechanisms. In this chapter a brief review of the development of diode lasers is
given followed by a description of their characteristics. The methods employed to
enhance the output from diode lasers are discussed and the recent development of
short wavelength diode lasers emitting in the blue region, a major concern in this
thesis, is reviewed. Finally, some examples of research applications using diode lasers
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Compound Wavelengths(nm)
GaN < 400
ZnSe 460− 530
AlGaInP 630− 680
GaInP 670
Ga1−xAlxAs 620− 895
GaAs 904
InGaAs 980
InGaAsP 1100− 1650
InGaAsSb 1700− 4400
PbEuSeTe 3300− 5800
PbSSe 4200− 8000
PbSnTe 6300− 29000
PbSnSe 8000− 29000
Table 2.1: Important Semiconductor Laser Materials
are presented.
2.2 Semiconductor Laser Review
The light emitted by a semiconductor diode arises from the recombination of electrons
and holes at a p-n junction as current flows through it in the forward direction. An
electron from the n-layer conduction band recombines with a hole from the p-layer
emitting a photon. If the current is sufficiently large and the recombination layer
(active layer) is narrow enough, this radiative process dominates over the losses. This
mechanism was first proposed by Wantanabe and Nishizawa in 1957 [1] and eventually
realised in 1962 with the first homojunction diode laser [2, 3]. These original laser
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diodes were made from a single material (GaAs), selectively doped to form a p-
n junction. However, they suffered from large losses and thus required very high
threshold currents as there was no device to confine carriers to the junction region.
In addition, there was considerable absorption across the junction region into the n
and p type material layers which caused overheating and then premature breakdown
of the device, as well as increasing the threshold current. This resulted in early
semiconductor lasers operating at cryogenic temperatures and with pulsed output,
severely limiting their practical use. Thus, a primary objective in the future design
of these laser devices was the prevention of internal losses by developing methods of
confinement to maximise the efficiency and output power of the laser and also improve
spatial and spectral beam characteristics.
GaAs n-type
GaAlAs p-type
GaAs p-type
Heterojunction
GaAlAs p-type
GaAs n-type
GaAlAs n-type
GaAs p-type
Double Heterojunction
GaAs n-type
GaAs p-type
GaAs p-type
Homojunction
Figure 2.1: Evolution of the Diode Laser
The evolution of the diode laser from homojunction to heterojunction to double heterojunc-
tion.
To overcome these issues, the heterojunction and later the double-heterojunction
lasers were developed, shown in Figure 2.1. The heterojunction appeared to solve
the threshold issue, however room temperature continuous wave (C-W) operation
was not achieved until the development of the double heterojunction. A double-
heterostructure junction laser consists of a thin active layer sandwiched between two
cladding layers. The active layer has a lower band gap and a higher refractive index
than those of the cladding layers. Because of the lower band gap of the active layer, the
electrons and holes are confined to this region where they recombine to yield optical
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gain. Furthermore, the optical mode is also confined to the active layer because of
its higher refractive index. The confinement of both charge carriers and photons in
the active layer results in a reduction in the threshold current density for the C-W
operation of diode lasers at room temperature. Confinement can be refined with
the introduction of stripe geometries in the structure of the laser material normally
involving narrow active layers.
Two of the most basic methods of altering the material geometry to improve confine-
ment are index guiding and gain guiding. In the index guided structure, the electric
field confinement in the transverse direction perpendicular to the junction plane oc-
curs through dielectric wave guiding. This design relies upon a waveguide groove
that is formed in the wafer during the deposition process. The groove, adjacent to
the active junction, creates a geometry that confines laser radiation by surrounding
the narrow active region on four sides by a low refractive index, wide band gap ma-
terial which serves to contain both the charge carriers and the photons. In the gain
guided structure, the variation of the optical gain in the lateral direction parallel to
the junction direction is controlled by changing the current flow through the active
layer. However the performance of gain guided lasers may be degraded due to their
undesirable characteristics which are described next.
Figure 2.2: Index guided and gain guided semiconductor laser
The degree of ellipticity of the output beam from the diode laser is determined by
its guiding mechanism. In an index-guided laser, the guiding mechanism is the same
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in both the parallel and perpendicular junction planes. In contrast, a gain-guided
diode laser has a gain-guiding mechanism parallel to the junction plane and an index-
guiding mechanism perpendicular to the junction plane. The narrow active region
of an index-guided laser can generate a tight, coherent beam. Gain-guided lasers
generate a broader, less coherent beam which allows them to reach higher optical
powers than index-guided lasers but with poorer beam quality.
The development of the double-heterostructure laser (GaAs/AlGaAs) operating at
room temperature with continuous-wave output, provided a platform and trigger for
many subsequent developments in laser structure through different stripe geometries
such as those described above and the multiple quantum well (MQW) structure.
2.3 Theory of the Semiconductor Laser
The detailed theory of the semiconductor laser has been discussed extensively [4, 5, 6].
However, it is useful here to focus on certain features of these devices to understand
their applications and their role in the work herein.
2.4 Diode Laser Characteristics
The output of a diode laser is highly susceptible to changes in the temperature and
the input current. Figure 2.2 shows the output power of a typical laser as a function
of injection current. The abrupt change in slope occurs at the threshold current. At
and above this current input, the device is showing laser operation.
The common method of wavelength tuning for the diode laser is to change the tem-
perature of the material. Changes in temperature result in a change of the refractive
index of the active medium followed by a change of the optical path length of the
cavity which governs the longitudinal cavity modes through interference. In addition,
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Figure 2.3: Output Power versus input current for a diode laser
The sharp change in the slope indicates the threshold injection current and marks the
beginning of laser operation.
changes in the gain curves result from the change in temperature. Usually quite dif-
ferent behaviours between the optical path length and shifts in gain curve are the
main reason for mode-hops, the major drawback in using diode lasers for measuring
the whole absorption spectrum. Changes in the current affect the junction tempera-
ture because of Joule heating. Figure 2.3 shows the wavelength variation with tuning
of the temperature for a typical diode laser.
The short continuous segments or ‘steps’ indicate tuning of a single longitudinal mode
caused by variation of the optical path length. The steps are caused when the peak
of the gain is shifted too far and the laser jumps to oscillate on another mode.
The most valuable advantage of diode lasers is that the wavelength (or frequency) can
be tuned very easily and rapidly by coarse variation of the temperature and injection
current.
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Figure 2.4: Wavelength versus temperature for a diode laser
Short continuous segments of similar wavelength values show the tuning of a single longi-
tudinal mode as a result of varying the optical path length.
Spatial Characteristics
The output beam from a diode laser is emitted from a rectangular aperture whose
dimensions are of the same order as the wavelength of the emitted light. This results
in diffraction of the beam through the aperture and thus a large divergence. A typical
output beam has a divergence angle of 30o in the parallel and 10o in the perpendicular
direction. This beam is then collimated using a lens with a short focal length to give
an elliptical profile shown in Figure 2.5.
If a circular beam profile is required, beam shaping optics can be included in the op-
tical system using prisms, cylindrical lenses or fibre coupling. Recently, microlensed
diode lasers that provide inherently circular beams have been developed and are de-
scribed in Section 2.7. A circular output beam is required for many of the applications
described throughout this thesis.
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Figure 2.5: Elliptical Beam Output from Diode Laser
Linewidth Characteristics
The resonating cavity, formed by the cleaved facets of the diode laser supports lon-
gitudinal modes defined by the free spectral range (FSR) of the cavity with the laser
outputting one or more modes. At low powers, just above threshold, it is common for
the laser to run multimode. As the injection current increases the effect of competition
between supported modes increases, with one or two modes dominating.
Linewidth broadening is caused by two mechanisms - ‘technical’ noise caused by
external noise such as mechanical vibrations of the laser cavity and the ‘fundamental’
broadening, caused by quantum fluctuations.
Tuning Characteristics
The wavelength of a diode laser is primarily determined by the bandgap energy of
the semiconductor material used. However, smaller changes in the wavelength can
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be obtained by varying the temperature and operating current of the diode laser.
This coarse tuning capability is one of the diode laser’s most powerful features and
is exploited widely in the applications discussed in this thesis. This tuning capability
offers considerable control over the device, allowing tailored systems to be developed
within the limits of the structure and material composition.
The variation in wavelength with temperature and injection current has a ‘staircase’
type pattern with a period of continuous change followed by a mode hop. The slope
of each step represents the tuning of that particular cavity mode whilst the jump
represents hopping from one mode to another. In the continuous tuning region the
wavelength is precisely tunable via fine control of the temperature and current. A
linear relationship is especially desirable for spectroscopic applications. Mode hopping
forces wavelength jumps along several modes and prevents continuous tuning. Mode
hops are caused because the change in the laser gain spectrum is greater than the
wavelength of the cavity mode.
2.5 Limitations of Semiconductor Diode Lasers
Solitary diode lasers are characterised by multimode operation and have large linewidths
due to a short photon cavity lifetime and strong coupling between the phase and am-
plitude of the intracavity optical field. Temperature and current tuning have limited
ranges and cannot access all spectral regions. This means that it is not possible to
fully exploit the broad semiconductor gain bandwidth with temperature and current
tuning. The continuous tuning range of a commercial diode laser is limited by mode
hops which occur because the cavity length cannot be tuned synchronously with
the gain profile. Other disadvantages include limited output power, sensitivity to
current and temperature changes, sensitivity to randomly phased feedback radiation
and acoustic vibrations. The frequency instability and susceptibility of diode lasers
to mode hopping limit their long term stabilisation.
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2.6 The Blue Diode
Diode lasers emitting in the IR, mid IR and red visible region have been in mass
production for the last two decades. Their characteristics are well known and they
are in widespread use within research, industrial and commerical applications. There
are circumstances where the longer wavelength light is not always appropriate for use
and the desire to have diode lasers emitting at shorter visible wavelengths motivated
much research into development of these devices.
In 1996 Nakamura and colleagues reported room temperature operation of an Indium
gallium nitride (InGaN)-based multiple quantum well (MQW) providing at that time
the shortest wavelength from a semiconductor at 417nm [7]. Further research yielded
C-W operation and commercialisation of this diode.
Nakamura’s achievement in successfully manufacturing a laser emitting in the blue
region of the spectrum was particularly notable as the development of diode lasers that
emit in the shorter wavelength visible region had lagged behind the longer wavelength
diode lasers due to problems with the semiconductor structure. Additionally the
experience with longer wavelength diode laser devices had already guaranteed market
and commercial success with these new devices.
Several materials were investigated in the process of developing a blue laser diode. It
had been impossible to achieve room temperature operation from a C-W diode laser at
this wavelength. The major reason for this was due to problems in the characteristics
of the materials used. Zinc Selenide (ZnSe) had a very high number of crystal defects
which resulted in excessive non-radiative recombination of electrons and holes. These
defects cause overheating and eventual breakdown of the device. III-V nitrides such
as GaN exhibited low carrier concentrations which meant that sufficient population
inversion to achieve laser operation was unobtainable. The development of these
devices followed great effort in amending the growth processes to prevent defects and
increase carrier concentrations [8].
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A tunable diode laser emitting in the violet/blue region offers many new opportunities
for applications. Previously, researchers wanting to perform experiments had limited
options in obtaining a tunable C-W source of blue light. There were three possibilities;
optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) [15], a Ti:Sapphire laser [10] and frequency
doubled semiconductor lasers [11].
The structure of the Nichia Indium Gallium Nitride (InGaN) multiple quantum well
(MQW) laser is shown in Figure 2.6.
sapphire substrate
n-GaN
n-electrode
p-electrode
MQW
GaN buffer layer
n-GaN
n-Al Ga N0.08 0.92
p-Al Ga N0.2 0.8
p-Al Ga N0.08 0.92
{ }
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}GaInN
Figure 2.6: Structure of Blue Diode Laser
Diagram showing the GaN layer arrangement in a Nichia diode laser with an MQW structure
(reproduced from [12])
The layers surrounding the MQW structure exist to minimise the defects in the crystal
and aid carrier confinement and stimulated photon emission. This overcomes the two
major problems in achieving a device emitting at these wavelengths. The n and p-
type GaN layers that surround the MQW are used for guiding whilst confinement is
achieved by the n and p-type AlGaN layers. This structure forms the basis of the first
Nichia diode laser with the lowest wavelength generated from an electrically pumped
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diode laser [7].
Since their first demonstration the blue lasers have developed rapidly, with operating
characteristics and lifetimes improving considerably (typical output powers now are
40mW compared with 15 mW from the first demonstration) and their properties are
being further developed for a wide variety of applications.
2.6.1 Applications using blue diode lasers
The main market for violet laser diodes is optical data storage, however the com-
bination of their short wavelength and coherence enhancement schemes for generic
diode lasers have meant that they have been successful in applications in atomic
physics and chemistry for trace gas detection, offering an alternative to complicated
frequency conversion techniques that have been traditionally used to access the short
wavelength region.
Although the characteristics of blue diode lasers for atomic and molecular spec-
troscopy are similar to those of the red and near-IR diode lasers, their relative in-
fancy has meant that to date there are far fewer spectroscopic applications. This has
provided a new and potentially fruitful area of investigation adding to the already
significant body of work in tunable diode laser spectroscopy.
Blue diodes operating below 420nm have been used to access a number of different
trace gases and elements, and more recently lasers emitting in the 420-450nm range
have been applied to similar studies. The first instance of the use of violet diode lasers
for spectroscopy was in the study of pottassium [13]. More recently blue diodes have
been used in spectroscopy of gallium atoms within a hollow cathode discharge lamp
(HCL) [14]. A stabilised blue diode has been used for spectroscopy of rubidium atoms
within a cell [15] and blue diode lasers have been used for absorption spectroscopy of
aluminium atoms in a hollow cathode discharge [16]. Violet diode lasers have been
used in atom and ion cooling experiments [17].
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Violet diodes operating above 420nm have been less prevalent in spectroscopic stud-
ies. For those applications requiring wavelengths around 450nm frequency conversion
systems have been used. Diode lasers are an attractive alternative to these systems.
Recently spectroscopy of indium at 450nm has been carried out and subsequently
laser induced fluorescence of indium within a flame has been sucessfully done [18].
2.7 Feedback in Diode Lasers
One of the unique features of diode lasers relative to other lasers is their high sensi-
tivity to optical feedback arising from a number of factors. Firstly, the gain curve is
a very flat function of wavelength; secondly, the cavity finesse is quite low; thirdly,
the cavity is very short. As a result, the overall gain of the system has an extremely
weak dependence on wavelength and there are relatively few photons in the cavity
causing the lasing frequency to be easily perturbed.
Optical feedback affects the output from a diode laser. Feedback is achieved by
creating a cavity external to the diode’s own front and back facets by using an extra
optical element to return a fraction of the output light back to the diode. The laser
adopts those characteristics defined by the extended cavity whilst the diode provides
optical gain. Optical feedback can have both detrimental and beneficial effects on
the performance of a diode laser. In most cases unwanted reflections returning to the
laser cavity can be eliminated by an optical isolator. Feedback into diode lasers can
sometimes contribute to further instability in the system.
The major benefits of frequency selective optical feedback include single mode opera-
tion, increased tunability, narrow linewidth and increased frequency stability. Several
stabilisation methods have been implemented, which couple the laser to an external,
high Q cavity or to a diffraction grating. In the first case, a proportion of the output
beam is coupled back to the diode laser. This geometry provides linewidths typically
below 10kHz but the method is technically complex. In contrast the use of a diffrac-
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tion grating in the geometry achieves linewidths of order 100KHz which is sufficent
for the experimental applications and far simpler to realise. The level of feedback
tolerance is dependent on the application of the laser. Lasers that have an AR coated
output facet are more sensitive to optical feedback than uncoated lasers. Conversely,
lasers using strong optical feedback to control the wavelength are correspondingly less
sensitive to unwanted feedback.
2.8 Diode lasers with a circular output beam
Some of the issues regarding the spectral and spatial beam quality of the elliptical
output beam from a laser diode have recently been addressed by the development of
laser diodes which have a circular beam output [19]. Microlensed diode lasers (MDLs)
have an incorporated cylindrical glass microlens which is used to improve the spatial
profile of the diode laser. A schematic of the MDL is shown in Figure 2.7. A microlens
acts as a simple reflecting element which returns light back to the laser diode at an
angle similar to that incident upon it. This does not affect the spectral profile of the
device. The resulting improvement in the beamshape and quality means there are
fewer beam shaping optics required in an optical system, thus minimising power loss
through the system and allowing the opportunity to maximise non-linear frequency
conversion. In addition, the introduction of the microlens encourages single longi-
tudinal mode behaviour by incorporating a small amount of feedback into the laser
from the reflection off the back facet of the microlens [20]. The MDL configuration
results in the creation of an effective external cavity, the effect of which is described
in Section 2.11, which encourages narrow linewidth and single longitudinal mode op-
eration. Although the microlens provided optical feedback similar to a diffraction
grating, the crucial difference between the methods is the lack of a mechanism of
wavelength selectivity with the microlens.
The microlens is a cylindrical glass lens ( ∼ 250microns thick) which is located ap-
proximately 50 microns from the diode laser facet. The lens has a high numerical
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Diode Laser Microlens
Figure 2.7: Microlensed Diode Laser
The microlens acts to beam shape the output from the diode and results in a circular beam.
In addition a small amount of feedback from the lens into the diode encourages oscillation
on a single longitudinal mode.
aperture (NA) (∼ 0.7) which maximises the capture of the entire output beam thus
ensuring maximum efficiency when the power is converted when the beam is shaped.
The microlens improves the astigmatism of the beam, because the output facet of
the diode laser is the same size in both axes. In a standard diode laser assembly the
output facet is greater in one axis than the other causing two foci for the x and y
planes of the beam. This effect is diminished with the use of a microlens.
The extended cavity effect observed with an MDL means that the issue of competition
between modes within the cavities is a consideration. We expect that the tuning range
will not be as large as for a standard diode laser due to this external cavity effect
[19]. However it has been proven that competition at near IR wavelengths is not
detrimental to the laser operation [20] and now we have shown that this is also the
case for more challenging diodes emitting in the red and violet region of the spectrum
[19, 21].
The use of microlensed lasers has the potential to improve on spectroscopic work that
has already been performed using their predecessors. In Chapter 5, the spectroscopy
of mercury using microlensed diode lasers is described, and the significant improve-
ments upon previous work are a direct result of the use of microlensed diode lasers.
Notably, we have demonstrated in previous work that such microlensed diodes may be
operated in extended cavity mode with a grating offering exceptionally low linewidths
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suitable for laser cooling and spectroscopy [19]. This study shows that there is limited
influence in extended cavity mode from any competition between the grating and the
microlens. A violet microlensed diode laser is characterised and compared to a red
microlensed diode laser in [21] and their use in spectroscopic applications is described
in [22] and in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
2.9 Single Frequency Lasers
Different methods have been investigated to reduce the linewidth of diode lasers
and achieve single frequency operation. The most significant of these include the
distributed-feedback arrangement (DFB) Figure 2.7(a), distributed Bragg-reflector
(DBR) Figure 2.7(b), cleaved coupled cavity(C3) Figure 2.7(d) and the external wave-
length selective feedback method (ECDL) Figure 2.7(c).
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Figure 2.8: Principle Designs of Single Frequency Diode Lasers
a) DFB laser; b) DBR laser; c) ECDL; d) Coupled Cavity Laser;
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Distributed Feedback (DFB) Laser
To improve the longitudinal mode selection DFB lasers were developed. The feedback
necessary for the lasing action is distributed along the cavity length using a grating
etched so that the thickness of the active layer varies periodically along the cavity
length. The grating reflects a little light over each period of the grating until there
is no more light at the back of the grating. Since the light is being reflected by the
grating the reflected light is always in the correct phase no matter from which portion
of the grating it was reflected. DFB lasers have a periodic, spatially-modulated
gain, with strong selectivity for the wavelength that matches the period of the gain
modulation and lase in the same single longitudinal mode from threshold up to the
maximum operating power. DFB lasers typically have linewidths of 1-10MHz. Tuning
of a DFB laser can be achieved through either thermal or electrical tuning. This
adjusts the effective grating period.
By far the largest application of distributed-feedback lasers is in fiber optic transmis-
sion systems. Most DFB lasers sold commercially have typical output powers range
from 1 to 35 mW in the fiber. A small number are used for various interferometric or
spectroscopic applications. Distributed-feedback lasers have been demonstrated for
such applications at wavelengths from 633 to 2000 nm and beyond [23, 24].
Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) Laser
The distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser adopts the same concept of DFB lasers
but the grating is etched outside of the active layer. The Bragg reflector is a volume
grating providing wavelength selective feedback at one end of the cavity. These lasers
lase on a single longitudinal mode but the lasing hops between longitudinal modes
to stay near the peak of the reflectivity of the Bragg reflector as temperature and
current are changed.
The grating encourages the distributed-feedback laser to operate single frequency.
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More complicated laser structures combine gratings with grating-free waveguide re-
gions and two or more contacts to give monolithic tunable lasers. The distributed
Bragg reflector (DBR) laser replaces one of the facets of a Fabry-Perot laser with a
grating similar to that of the DFB. It provides higher CW powers than an equivalent
DFB laser, at the cost of introducing mode hops with drive current. Addition of a
second contact to the grating region gives wideband tunability. DBR lasers are used
for various spectroscopic and instrumentation applications [25].
Cleaved Coupled Cavity Laser
The coupled cavity laser structure consists of two independent cavities that are fab-
ricated in close proximity to one another. The cavity lengths are similar so there is
no mode competition and as such the C3 laser is very stable and resistant to mode
hops.
The C3 laser is manufactured from a single piece which is then cleaved to create the
two cavities. The base electrode remains in tact and as such the two cavities are
in perfect alignment. The current to each portion can be applied separately and in
practice one portion is kept above threshold, acting as the laser whereas the other
portion is operated below threshold but sufficiently strong to alter the carrier density
and thus the refractive index of the cavity. This allows tuning of the frequency over
a wide range.
2.10 External Cavity Diode Lasers (ECDLs)
The design that is used throughout the work described here is the external cavity
diode laser which is a method used to improve the spectral purity and tuning range
of a diode laser. By using the diode as the gain medium within a longer external
cavity, the cavity length formed by the cleaved facets is extended to the length of the
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external cavity. A free running diode laser is a high gain device with a very low cavity
finesse producing a relatively large fundamental linewidth as the linewidth is inversely
proportional to the photon lifetime in the cavity. High reflectivity mirrors will increase
the photon lifetime thus also reducing the linewidth of the laser. Typically, free
running laser diode sources emit over a band perhaps 10-15MHz wide, but with this
ECDL configuration a linewidth as small as 1MHz or less may be achieved, more than
sufficient to resolve the natural linewidth of an atomic transition.
A tunable external cavity laser comprises an optical gain medium (e.g a diode laser),
optics to couple the output of the gain medium to the free space mode of the external
cavity, wavelength selective filters and one or more mirrors that define an external
feedback path, with the use of a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) for fine tuning. The
crucial determinant for desired operation of the ECDL is the separation between the
optical elements.
2.10.1 Diffraction Gratings
Diffraction gratings are mechanically tuned filters used in spectrographic equipment
as the principal optical element to separate light into its component wavelengths
by diffracting them at various angles. Dispersion of light from a grating can have
the effect of narrowing the linewidth of the laser and allows a degree of wavelength
selectivity across the gain bandwidth of the laser material. A small portion of light is
returned to the diode from the diffraction grating, the wavelength being dependent
on the angle of the diffraction grating. There is often a difference between the grating
stabilised wavelength and that of the free running diode.
The behaviour of the diffraction grating is governed by the grating equation:
α(sinθi + sinϕm) = mλ (2.1)
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where α is the grating spacing, θi is the incident angle, ϕm is the diffracted angle of
the mth order and m is the order of diffraction. When light of wavelength λ is incident
on a grating at a certain angle, there is a unique set of diffraction angles at which light
leaves the grating with reinforced intensity. At other angles the intensity of the light
is reduced. The diffracted light is dispersed, with different wavelengths appearing at
different angles. By differentiating the grating equation we obtain an expression for
the angular dispersion D which describes the variation in the diffraction angle with
the wavelength.
D =
dϕm
dλ
=
m
αcosϕm
=
(sinθi + sinϕm)
λcosϕm
(2.2)
When a beam of light is incident on a grating, each groove generates a diffracted
wavelet. For each wavelength in the incident beam the constructive interference of the
diffracted components from each groove occurs at a unique set of discrete directions
called the orders of the grating. In ECDLs, diffraction gratings are normally operated
in the first order, i.e m=1. The m=0 order is sometimes used for output coupling.
An ECDL will operate on a single external cavity longitudinal mode without the need
for active stabilisation. The degree of available modes is determined by the ratio of
the external to the solitary cavity lengths.
There are two major external cavity configurations, the Littman-Metcalf and the
Littrow. In both designs a diffraction grating is used to control both the emission
wavelength and the selection of a single longitudinal mode of oscillation of the laser
diode. This ensures single frequency operation, vital for high-resolution spectroscopy.
The Littman-Metcalf external cavity geometry, shown in Figure 2.9 consists of a laser
diode, diffraction grating and a tuning mirror.
The first order diffraction beam is directed towards the tuning mirror where it is
reflected back and returned to the laser diode via a second pass of the grating. The
zeroth order diffraction beam is coupled out of the laser. The benefits of this config-
uration is that the beam angle and position remain constant as wavelength tuning is
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Figure 2.9: External Cavity Diode Laser in Littman-Metcalf Configuration
achieved via rotation of the tuning mirror.
The Littrow configuration, described next, is used throughout the work here both in
commercial and home built systems.
2.10.2 Littrow ECDL Geometry
The Littrow extended cavity geometry was first incorporated within a diode laser
system by Fleming et al [26]. This followed on from the successful demonstration of
the grating tuning by Ha¨nsch in 1972 [27] using a pulsed dye laser. The schematic of
the geometry when used with diode lasers is shown in Figure 2.10.
In this design, the first order diffraction beam of the grating is directed back into the
laser diode. The zeroth order diffraction beam is coupled out of the laser. One of the
advantages of the Littrow ECDL is that it is possible to achieve much higher output
power with more straightforward alignment than the Littman-Metcalf ECDL. A major
disadvantage, however, is a shift in the position of the beam whilst attempting to tune
the wavelength by adjusting the grating angle.
A standard diode laser in Littrow configuration can be coarsely tuned over its gain
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Figure 2.10: External Cavity Diode Laser in Littrow Configuration
bandwidth through rotation of the grating. It will generally emit at a single narrow
linewidth longitudinal mode, and exhibits a much better spectral stability than the
free running laser.
Coarse tuning is achieved by rotating the mirror mount about the pivot point. Fine
tuning is possible by the use of a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) beneath the adjust-
ment screw which then influences the motion of the grating and thus the length of the
extended cavity. A voltage is applied to the PZT and by varying the cavity lengths
in the same ratio, which assists with achieving large tuning ranges. To obtain large,
continuous tuning, the cavity length and the gain dispersion should be varied syn-
chronously, supporting the same mode over all wavelengths. Single mode oscillation
is achieved by having one extended cavity mode coincide with one peak of the diode
laser transmission.
To avoid mode-hops during tuning, the length of the external cavity must be changed
in synchronicity with the grating angle to preserve the number of cavity modes. Fur-
thermore, the position of the active diode laser mode must be tuned at the same
rate as the extended cavity mode, to preserve the mode overlap. Normally the syn-
chronized cavity length variation and grating angle tuning is achieved by fixing the
grating element to a mechanical arm, which is allowed to rotate around a pivot point,
located at the intersection of the grating plane and the diode laser back facet plane.
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Figure 2.11: Cavities in the Littrow ECDL
There are two cavities present in the Littrow geometry; L1 is the solitary diode cavity and
L2 is the extended cavity.
A schematic of this is shown in Figure 2.11. To achieve long, mode-hop free tuning
ranges, the output facet of the diode is normally AR coated, to suppress the diode
mode structure. There are two problems with this design, the first being that a custom
made mount is needed, allowing for precise adjustments of the pivot point position of
the ECDL grating. Second, the application of a custom made anti-reflection coating
is an expensive process which furthermore risks damaging the diode laser unit.
To fully understand the combination of the solitary and extended cavities, it is useful
to look at the relationship between the grating dispersion, the solitary diode mode
structure and the extended cavity mode structure. There is inherent competition
between the modes within the two cavities. Figure 2.12 shows how the competing
factors come together to determine the operating wavelength of the laser.
It is clear that there are numerous possible external cavity modes under the broad
gain curve of the solitary laser, but the grating selectivity allows the selection of one
of these modes. For a given incident angle the maximum spectral gain and grating
selectivity aligns with one of the external cavity modes.
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Figure 2.12: Competition between cavities within the Littrow configuration
A representation of the competing processes that occur when there is the external cavity and
feedback from a diffraction grating. The spectral gain profile of the laser (green line) and
the grating selectivity (blue line) are shown in (a) whilst the modes that can be sustained
within the diode laser and the extended cavity are represented by the blue and red lines
respectively in (b). Figure reproduced from [12]
It is now possible to build successful ECDL systems without the need for anti-
reflection (AR) coating of the back facet of the laser diode. This in turn removes
the need for custom precision mounting apparatus thus making ECDLs within a
home built system practical and more affordable.
Ricci et al [28] outlined the reasoning behind a shorter external cavity in their work.
The choice is a tradeoff between a narrow linewidth and wide bandwidth. The use
of a short external cavity allows single mode operation to be obtained without any
additional AR coatings on the laser. The design used by Ricci is now adopted in
many of the reported uses of ECDLs [15, 29, 19, 30].
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2.10.3 Phase Continuous tuning
For continuous mode-hop-free tuning of the ECDL, the number of half wavelengths
between the laser cavity mirrors must remain constant whilst the wavelength is varied.
There exists both long and short range continuous phase tuning. Short range (few
GHz) can be accomplished by adjustment of the cavity length whilst tuning the
temperature/injection current of the diode.
The ECDL has two cavities, the first defined by the grating and the back facet of the
diode and the second defined by the front and back facets of the diode. To facilitate
wavelength continuous tuning, the optical fields in both of these cavities must remain
in phase with each other, otherwise the continuous mode-hop-free tuning range is
severely limited. Where the phase shift between the two fields is greater than 2pi, a
mode hop will occur. As the length of the external cavity decreases, the continuous
tuning range increases. A variation ∆L of the optical path length L of the external
cavity yields a relative frequency detuning given by ∆ν
ν
∼= −∆LL . The detuning ∆ν
is inversely proportional to L and therefore a short external cavity will yield large
frequency scans and quick scanning rates which can be important in atomic physics
experiments.
A simpler and cheap solution to the mode hop problem is to vary the injection current
and the angle of the grating simultaneously in a prescribed numerical ratio using an
electronic circuit. The ratio is dependent upon the properties of the PZT, the scanning
characteristics of the diode laser and the ECDL design [31].
2.11 Stability
The frequency and intensity stabilities of the extended cavity laser are often poor.
The frequency is susceptible to fluctuations in environmental conditions that cause
thermal expansion of the cavity medium with pressure and temperature. In addi-
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tion, mechanical and acoustic disturbances and electrical noise may broaden the laser
linewidth typically to a few hundred KHz or even to several MHz, the order of a free-
running diode. These effects also influence the output intensity with variations in the
losses from the laser cavity. In most ECDL designs there is a trade-off between the
rigidity of the device and its adjustability. There are two major stages in stabilisation
of lasers, passive stability and active stability.
Passive stability involves adjusting the mechanical design and construction of the
device to make the cavity insensitive to external effects. Laser frequency is dependent
upon the optical length of the cavity which in turn is affected by any change in
the refractive index of the cavity medium (the diode, lens, air) and any changes
in physical cavity length. This passive stabilisation is achieved through temperature
stabilisation of diode laser mountings, use of materials in mountings that have minimal
thermal expansion effects (although this is then balanced by the cost and availability
of materials), vibration sensitive mounts and floated optical tables.
2.11.1 Active Stabilisation
For many applications in atomic physics such as trace gas detection and laser cooling
and trapping it is desirable to keep the laser frequency stabilised at or near the
atomic resonance for long periods of time. There are several techniques that have been
proposed to help stabilise or ‘lock’ the output of the ECDL to a particular wavelength.
These techniques include side-of-fringe locking, top of fringe known as Pound-Drever
locking [32, 33] and dichroic atomic vapour laser locking (DAVLL) [34, 35]. For an
ECDL stabilisation system to be effective it must involve a fine tuning mechanism by
which the laser frequency may be adjusted and a frequency reference by which any
drift in the frequency can be assessed and corrected. Fine tuning can be achieved
by current modulation or cavity length variation. Transmission peaks from stable
cavities such as Fabry-Perot etalons [36, 37], and molecular and atomic absorption
lines are commonly used as frequency references [38]. Frequency locking is typically
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implemented by applying a small frequency modulation or ‘dither’ to the laser to
generate the first derivative of the transmission or absorption peak. By applying
negative feedback the laser can then be locked to the zero error of the derivative
signal. The laser frequency can be locked to either the peak, (peak locking) or a
side of one of these transitions, (side-of-fringe locking). Side-of-fringe locking delivers
a simple lock using elementary electronics whilst allowing a variation in the locking
frequency over the width of the locking slope. Peak locking provides a more robust
solution at the expense of more complicated electronics and being unable to vary the
locking frequency without additional optics.
Servo-locking Loop
A servo locking system allows negative feedback to be applied to stabilise a laser to a
particular frequency. A basic servo-loop is shown in Figure 2.13. The system requires
a signal and a reference to compare it to. The reference can take the form of a stable
optical cavity or, as in this case, an atomic transition. There is a perturbation in
the laser in the form of noise which causes the frequency to vary over time. The
comparison between the two signals is used to create an error signal indicating how
far the signal frequency is from the reference, which is fed through compensation
electronics to create a negative feedback loop. The feedback signal is used to cancel
the effect of perturbations in the laser operation and return the laser to operation at
the reference point.
In an ECDL, the method of feedback is the piezo-electric transducer (PZT) which
is attached to the cavity grating. In some laser locking scenarios it is possible to
employ two servo systems simultaneously, one with a fast response and one with a
slow response to correct for noise across an increased frequency range. In ECDLs, the
PZT corrects for slow drift and the current compensates for high frequency noise. This
is known as current/PZT locking. This is a similar theory to the use of current/PZT
variation in achieving mode-hop-free tuning ranges.
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of basic servo loop
PID Locking
A laser can be stabilised using a control that incorporates locking electronics into the
control box of the laser. This proportional, integral, differential stabilisation circuit
(PID) automatically feeds back to the laser scan and current control circuits [39].
The PID lock is referenced to a DC value that is set by finding an appropriate point
where it crosses the absorption signal.
To achieve stabilisation the scan rate of the laser is reduced to minimum value and
the PID circuit is then used. The regulator scans the PZT across a range and it will
stabilise when the lockpoint and the reference level coincide. If this reference level is
not found then the process begins again and the PID continues to scan the PZT until
the appropriate signal level is obtained.
The parameters of the PID are adjusted to fine tune the circuit to focus in on the
reference lock point. This is a trick used to find an appropriate operating point
when the servo locking range is limited. The PID levels are set by adjustment of
potentiometers. Once the coarse scan range was set the integrator (I) contribution
is first adjusted, increased from zero to the point at which oscillation in the error
signal is achieved, then reduced to just below the point at which oscillation occurs. A
similar scheme is then adopted for the proportional (P) and derivative (D) controls.
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The levels of these contributions are reduced to the point just below where feedback
starts to have an effect. This is a measure taken to avoid the laser jumping across
the scan to other points where the reference and signal may coincide that may not
be across a frequency reference feature.
2.12 Applications
Single-mode continuous-wave (C-W) laser sources with wide wavelength tuning ranges
are very useful for high resolution spectroscopy. Applications range from laser cooling
to trace gas analysis, industrial process monitoring and combustion diagnostics. For
such applications it is essential that tuning is continuous and free from mode-hops.
When an enhancement scheme such as the extended cavity is implemented the output
from diode lasers satisfies the requirements for these varied applications.
Optical data storage, consumer electronics, telecommunications have all found uses
for diode lasers within their systems, bolstering the commercial market for these
lasers and in turn further influencing the direction of research in both industry and
academia.
2.12.1 Optical Communications
Coherent optical communications systems require single frequency narrow linewidth
sources. Commercially, ECDLs play an important role in the test and measurement of
components for optical communications systems, such as filters, couplers and isolators
in wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems [40], measuring the wavelength
dependence characteristics and isolation of these devices. Dispersion and polarisation
measurements in optical components have also been made using ECDLs [41, 42].
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2.12.2 Biological Applications
The use of lasers within biological applications has flourished in recent years, forming
its own area of study known as biophotonics. Diode lasers have found many uses in
this area both within diagnostic equipment and in studies of behaviour of biological
samples [43, 44]. Laser spectroscopy is used widely in biology to identify character-
istics of samples, an application of which, involving Raman tweezers spectroscopy, is
described in Chapter 5.
Diode lasers have now replaced traditional Argon-ion and dye lasers as the source
used in confocal microscopy assemblies. To be able to excite many of the common
fluorospheres, blue or UV light was required which had been obtained from Argon-ion
lasers. These sources were unsuitable for a number reasons but the introduction of
violet diodes has allowed their use in a variety of confocal microscopes [45], overcoming
many of the limitations seen as a result of the original laser sources.
2.12.3 Atomic and Molecular Applications
Diode lasers in extended-cavity configurations have been extensively for detailed
atomic and molecular spectroscopy [46, 47, 29, 48, 49] They have also been used
successfully in laser cooling of rubidium, caesium and lithium [50, 51]. This has un-
derpinned studies of Bose-Einstein condensation and Fermi gases in these elements
[52].
For most absorption spectroscopy measurements the spectral characteristics of the
laser beam such as linewidth and tuning capability are more important than the
spatial characteristics. Tunable diode laser spectroscopy is a wide ranging and highly
successful technique, that is now used routinely for trace gas detection, frequency
standards and atomic clock measurements [53, 54, 55] to pollution monitoring and
environmental detection [9].
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Rapid wavelength modulation capability is at the heart of diode laser based modula-
tion spectroscopy for trace element analysis. The ease with which a diode laser can
be tuned makes it ideally suited for modulation techniques. Chapter 5 describes this
approach applied to the spectroscopy of mercury using diode lasers.
2.13 Summary
This chapter has described how semiconductor diode lasers have been developed to
become ideal devices for a wide variety of applications. The benefits of a diode laser
within an external cavity that emits a high quality circular beam can be easily seen.
The narrow linewidth and broad tuning range creates a tool that fulfills the stringent
requirements of laser spectroscopy. The work described in this thesis is wholly based
upon applications of ECDLs where the benefits of an external cavity configuration
are key to the success of the application. The successful demonstration of the violet
emitting diode laser has opened several new applications, some of which are described
herein. Schemes for the stabilisation and coherence enhancement of the output from
diode lasers were presented and an overview of the applications that currently employ
diode lasers. Overall the chapter shows the versatility of diode lasers and the success
and relative ease with which they can be manipulated to suit individual applications.
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Chapter 3
Non-Linear Optics
The invention and subsequent widespread commercial availability of the laser pro-
vided users with a light source that had sufficient intensity for optical frequency
mixing within dielectric media to be observed. Non-linear optical frequency conver-
sion is an attractive option to users in order to extend the coverage of the spectrum
currently available with conventional laser sources. This has motivated experimental
demonstrations of non-linear processes including second harmonic generation (SHG),
optical parametric generation (OPG) and sum frequency generation (SFG). This is
also the principal motivation for much of the work described in this thesis.
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3.1 Introduction
Non-linear optics is a branch of optics where the polarisation of a medium responds
non-linearly with the application of an electric field. The phenomena is widely used
to adapt the outputs from existing light sources such as lasers to gain light of differ-
ent wavelengths through mechanisms of frequency conversion, namely up and down
conversion and frequency doubling and tripling.
The recent introduction of blue laser diodes emitting in the blue region of the visible
spectrum has opened up the field to work within a spectral region previously only
available via complicated frequency conversion methods. Now, the short wavelength
visible spectrum is accessible and these lasers can be used in frequency conversion
schemes to obtain access to the UV region of the spectrum. The work in Chapters
4 and 6 has used non-linear optical effects to access those regions of the spectrum
unattainable with single devices.
Non-linear optical processes such as those referred to in the chapter abstract have
only been possible since the development of techniques that enhance the efficiency
of the frequency conversion process. The efficiency of these processes can be vastly
improved by ensuring that the interacting waves travelling through the medium have
matching phase velocities and ensuring that the energy flow within a non-linear pro-
cess, characterised by the non-linear susceptibility, χ2, is maintained. This process,
called phasematching, exploits the natural birefringence of the optical anisotropic ma-
terials used as non-linear media and now in conjunction with periodically-poled phase
matching underpin the success of devices based upon non-linear optical phenomena
today.
In this chapter the basic theory of non-linear optics is introduced and the concept of a
three wave mixing process is described. Ways of maximising the non-linear optical in-
teraction through the technique of phasematching and a description of techniques used
for this are introduced. The phenomenon of optical parametric generation (OPG) and
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its practical incarnation, the optical parametric oscillator (OPO) are described and
then its inverse process, sum frequency generation (SFG) is introduced.
3.2 Linear and Non-linear Optical Processes
Linear and non-linear optics concern the interaction of dielectric materials with elec-
tromagnetic radiation. When such a medium is subjected to electromagnetic radiation
the electrons within that medium are polarised with respect to its nuclei. Where the
electric field associated with the radiation is small (i.e we have low optical powers),
the induced polarisation of the medium is linearly proportional to the applied field
according to
P (t) = ε0χE(t) (3.1)
where P (t) and E(t) are the polarisation and electric field vectors respectively and
ε0 is the permittivity of free space. The interaction between the electric field and
polarisation takes place via the susceptibility, χ. At these low field strengths this
relationship is linear and as such is the starting point for the regime of linear optics
which governs effects such as dispersion and absorption. This relationship is analogous
to Hooke’s Law.
The linear dependence of the induced polarisation is, in fact, an approximation and
is valid only for small electric fields. The Hooke’s Law analogy can be used to good
effect here to describe the change from linear to non-linear optics. When a spring is
subject to a force the dependency of the force on its extension is linear, provided the
force is small. When a large force is applied to the spring Hooke’s Law breaks down -
the relationship between the force and extension ceases to be linear. Similarly when
the optical electric field strength is comparable in size to the inter-atomic electric field
within the material, as can be the case with laser radiation, the linear polarisation
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response is no longer sufficient and a power series expansion must be used to yield
P (t) = ε0(χ
(1)E(t) + χ(2)E2(t) + χ(3)E3(t) + ........) (3.2)
The first term represents the linear polarisation. This is identified by the first order
susceptibility χ(1) and the linear electric field E(t). The subsequent terms represent
the second, third and higher order polarisations, each governed by a separate suscep-
tibility. These terms can be referred to as non-linear terms. In most materials the
effect of susceptibilities higher than the third order is small and can only be observed
at very high intensities. Third order effects include the optical Kerr effect [1], two
photon absorption [2] and Brillouin and Raman scattering [3, 4, 5]. Therefore we are
most interested in the effect of the second order susceptibility χ(2). By considering
the second order susceptibility alone the expression above can be written as
P (t) = ε0(χ
(2)E2t) (3.3)
3.2.1 Second Order Nonlinear Optical Processes
For the second order susceptibility to have an influence, the dielectric material must
be non-centrosymmetric, as χ(2) vanishes in materials that are centrosymmetric i.e
materials that have a centre of symmetry within the unit cell of their lattice structure.
If the field incident on the dielectric consists of a single frequency ω1 then it is simple
to show, from Equation 3.3, that the resulting polarisation term will oscillate at
2ω1. However there are a number of possiblities if the electric field consists of two
oscillating components, ω1 and ω2. The electric field is now:
E(t) = E(1) cos(ω1t) + E(2) cos(ω2t) (3.4)
Substituting this equation into Equation 3.3 gives an expression for the polarisation
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P (t) = ε0χ
(2)
(
E1
2
[cos(2ω1t)]+
E2
2
[cos(2ω2t)]+
E1
2
+
E2
2
+E1E2[cos(ω1+ω2)t+cos(ω1−ω2)t]
)
(3.5)
This expression contains terms that describe fundamental second order non-linear
processes. Examination of these terms show that the χ(2) interaction gives rise to
frequencies at twice that of the interacting fields, 2ω1 and 2ω2, Second Harmonic
Generation (SHG); the sum and difference of the two frequencies, ω1 +ω2 and ω1−ω2,
Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) and Difference Frequency Generation (DFG) and
a final, frequency independent term at DC. The two types of non-linear interaction
described in the work in this thesis involve difference frequency generation through
the mechanism of optical parametric generation and the process of sum frequency
generation. SFG is simply the inverse process of DFG and thus a theoretical treatment
of this will be the inverse of the theory of DFG. Maxwell’s wave equation for a non-
absorbing, non-conducting dielectric medium containing no free charge is
∇2E = µε0 δ
2E
δt2
+ µ
δ2P
δt2
(3.6)
where µ is the permeability of the medium and ε0 is the permittivity of free space .
Equation 3.3 is substituted into Maxwells equation to account for non-linear polari-
sation. If the interacting fields are along the z-axis, the wave equation that describes
the propagation of electromagnetic fields in non-linear media is given by:
δ2E
δz2
= µε
δ2E
δt2
+ µ
δ2
δt2
(ε0χ
(2)E2) (3.7)
where ε is the permittivity of the medium.
A second order non-linear process can be viewed as a three wave mixing process and
thus the frequencies of the optical fields must satisfy energy conservation and the
relationship
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ω3 = ω1 + ω2 (3.8)
where ω3 is the highest frequency component within the interaction and ω1 the lowest.
The electric fields of each of the waves involved in the interaction can be defined as
E1(z, t) =
1
2
[
E1(z)e
i(k1z−ω1t) + E∗1(z)e
−i(k1z−ω1t)
]
(3.9)
E2(z, t) =
1
2
[
E2(z)e
i(k2z−ω2t) + E∗2(z)e
−i(k2z−ω2t)
]
(3.10)
E3(z, t) =
1
2
[
E3(z)e
i(k3z−ω3t) + E∗3(z)e
−i(k3z−ω3t)
]
(3.11)
By substituting into the Maxwell nonlinear wave equation and with some manipula-
tion it can be shown that
δE1z
δz
= −i(2ω1ε0)
[
µ0
ε1
]1/2
deffE3(z)E
∗
2(z)e
i∆kz (3.12)
δE2(z)
δz
= −i(2ω2ε0)
[
µ0
ε2
]1/2
deffE3(z)E
∗
1(z)e
i∆kz (3.13)
δE3(z)
δz
= −i(2ω3ε0)
[
µ0
ε3
]1/2
deffE1(z)E2(z)e
i∆kz (3.14)
Equations 3.12 to 3.14 are known as the coupled wave equations. deff is the effec-
tive non-linear coefficient. deff is the fundamental mechanism of non-linear optics by
which the three interacting fields are coupled, enabling energy flow between fields.
These equations are the starting point for the analysis of many non-linear optical
effects and they can be applied universally to any three wave mixing process that in-
volves χ(2). Physically this coupling is responsible for the exchange of energy amongst
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the interacting fields as they propagate through the medium. The coupled wave equa-
tions can be used to describe the precise gain and depletion within the interacting
fields in a non-linear optical process.
Before considering the method of solving the coupled wave equations, we first consider
a useful set of relations that can be derived from the. Recalling equations 3.12 to
3.14 and multiplying them by E∗1 ,E
∗
2 and E
∗
3 gives
δ|E1z|2
δz
= i(2ω1ε0)
[
µ0
ε1
]1/2
deffE3(z)E
∗
2(z)E
∗
1(z)e
i∆kz (3.15)
δ|E2z|2
δz
= i(2ω2ε0)
[
µ0
ε2
]1/2
deffE3(z)E
∗
2(z)E
∗
1(z)e
i∆kz (3.16)
δ|E3z|2
δz
= −i(2ω3ε0)
[
µ0
ε3
]1/2
deffE3(z)E
∗
2(z)E
∗
1(z)e
i∆kz (3.17)
From these equations it can be seen that
n1
ω1
δ|E1(z)|2
δz
=
n2
ω2
δ|E2(z)|2
δz
= −n3
ω3
δ|E3(z)|2
δz
(3.18)
The intensity of an electromagnetic field wave of amplitude E(z) is
I =
1
2
ε0nc|E(z)|2 (3.19)
where n is the refractive index and c is the speed of light. By substituting for the
intensity in Equations 3.15 to 3.19 and simplifying we obtain
δ
δz
(
I1
ω1
)
=
δ
δz
(
I2
ω2
)
= − δ
δz
(
I3
ω3
)
(3.20)
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Equation 3.20 is the most common form of the Manley-Rowe relations which can be
used to describe the flow of power between monochromatic fields which are coupled
through one specific order of non-linearity. The Manley-Rowe relations show that the
destruction of any single pump photon results in the creation of exactly one photon
at each of the downconverted frequencies. This is based upon the assumption that
the phase relationship between the waves is correct to allow energy to be transferred
from the incident to the downconverted waves. If the total intensity IT is defined as
the sum of I1,I2 and I3 and recalling Equation 3.8 then
δIT
δz
=
δI1
δz
+
δI2
δz
+
δI3
δz
= 0 (3.21)
showing that there is conservation of energy within a second order non-linear optical
process.
3.2.2 Phasematching
The solutions to the coupled wave equations describe the evolution of the three in-
teracting fields as they propagate through non-linear medium during the process of
OPG. The use of these equations to analyse non-linear optical effects requires some
assumptions to be made. Firstly the waves should be Gaussian rather than plane
waves as this is a more accurate depiction of the physical reality of the field. Sec-
ondly we assume that the amplitude of the optical fields remains constant over the
length of the crystal. The detailed method for the solution of these equations has
been given in reviews of Boyd and Ashkin [6] and Byer [7] and in [8]. Here I will draw
on and summarise the most relevant details.
Recalling the coupled wave equations we can choose a new variable α such that |α|2
is the normalised photon flow. By expressing the coupled wave equations in terms
of this new parameter we obtain simple first order differential equations which are
further manipulated via integration to give
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α1(L) = α1(0) + 2τα3(0)α
∗
2(0) (3.22)
α1(L) = α1(0) + 2τα3(0)α
∗
1(0) (3.23)
α3(L) = α3(0) + 2τα1(0)α2(0) (3.24)
It appears that there is gain at the weak fields α1 and α2 and depletion at the strong
pump α3. However the factor τ in these expressions defined below
τ = κLsinc(
∆kL
2
) expi(
∆kL
2
) (3.25)
is crucial. κ is a constant factor that is determined by the non-linear coefficient deff ,
the coupling between the three Gaussian beams and the frequency and refractive
index of each beam. L is the propagation distance or the crystal length. However,
the crucial determinant as to whether a field will experience gain or loss is the sinc
function sinc(∆kL
2
). The ∆k term is the wavevector mismatch and it represents the
difference in the momentum of the three waves. It is given by
∆k = k3 − k2 − k1 (3.26)
where
∆k =
n3ω3
c
− n2ω2
c
− n1ω1
c
= 0 (3.27)
Equation 3.27 is the phasematching equation. Figure 3.1 is the plot of the sinc
function which can be thought of as a gain curve describing the parametric generation
process.
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Figure 3.1: Sinc Function
The sinc function is at maximum value where the wavevector mismatch is zero - perfect
phasematching. However, phasematched behaviour is still possible as the function decreases
away from the peak.
For maximum gain ∆k , the difference in momentum between the three waves, and
thus the wavevector mismatch must be zero. This maximises the strength of the non-
linear interaction and is known as perfect phasematching. For any non-zero value
of ∆k the gain rapidly decreases, and the efficiency of the non-linear interaction
is reduced. If ∆k is non-zero, as the beam propagates through the crystal (i.e as
L increases) eventually the sinc function becomes negative. This results in energy
being transferred back to the strong field from the weaker downconverted fields. The
power in these downconverted waves reaches a maximum when L = pi
∆k
. This length
is the coherence length which determines the length of the non-linear crystal over
which non-linear conversion is possible. In practice the coherence length is usually
of the order of a few tens of microns. From this we can introduce the concept of the
phasematch bandwidth which is defined as the interval over which
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| ∆k |≤ pi
L
.
To satisfy the phasematching condition the refractive indices of each wave must be
the same. In reality the refractive index of a material is a function of frequency
and therefore the refractive indices of the three waves will always be different. Two
well established solutions to this problem are birefringent phasematching and quasi-
phasematching.
3.2.3 Birefringent Phasematching
Birefringent phasematching attempts to overcome the problem that material disper-
sion introduces in the attempt to phasematch and thus maximise the efficiency of the
non-linear process. This technique exploits the tendency of materials used in non-
linear optics to have anisotropic refractive indices. In such cases the refractive index
of a material at a given wavelength is dependent upon the propagation direction of
light and its polarisation. Waves polarised parallel to a plane containing the so-called
optic axis experience a refractive index that is dependent upon the angle of propa-
gation. For waves polarised normal to the plane the refractive index is the same and
independent of the angle of propagation. Therefore if one chooses the correct angle
of propagation and polarisation for each of the three waves it is possible to have all
three refractive indices the same and thus satisfy Equation 3.27 and phasematch the
parametric process. A detailed discussion on the phase-matched tuning mechanisms
in birefringent non-linear materials is given in [9].
3.2.4 Quasi Phasematching
For a non-phasematched interaction the maximum power generated in the signal and
idler waves occurs after one coherence length lc. Beyond this length the propagating
fields and the fields created by the driven polarisation interfere destructively and
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there is a decrease in power. However if a phaseshift were applied periodically to
the oscillating polarisation every coherence length there is continuous constructive
interference. As a result that the power in the signal and idler fields would increase
throughout the length of the crystal. This is the concept of quasi-phasematching. This
technique was first demonstrated in 1966 [10] and is usually achieved via a technique
known as periodic poling first demonstrated by Yamada et al [11]. This involves
’flipping’ the direction of ferro-electric domains within the non-linear material in
order to always ensure a phaseshift of pi. A schematic of a periodically poled material
is shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Quasi-Phase Matched Non-Linear Material
A periodically poled material has the sign of the non-linear coefficient modulated every
period to correct for phase mismatch
While this does not affect the linear refractive indices of the waves (and thus their
k-vectors), the phase of the local polarisation oscillations induced by the pump wave
via the χ(2) susceptibility is different by pi in adjacent crystal sections. A suitable
spatial poling period (often referred to as the grating period), which represents the
length between each domain inversion, is chosen using:
∆k = k3 − k2 − k1 −K = 2pi
(
n3
λ3
− n2
λ2
− n1
λ1
− 1
Λ
)
(3.28)
in which ∆k 6= 0 is the remaining mismatch due to the dispersion of the crystal and Λ
is the grating period. This ensures that the waves generated by the local polarisation
are on average in phase with the waves generated at other locations along the beam
path. Thus there is constructive interference of the generated waves along the entire
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crystal.
QPM has several important advantages over BPM. Firstly QPM can be achieved for
any pair of downconverted waves and is not limited by the natural birefringence of
suitable non-linear crystals. Secondly, QPM gives access to the highest non-linear
coefficient (usually found with parallel polarisations of all three waves) which results
in highest output powers and conversion efficiencies and in the lowest threshold for
parametric processes. Furthermore, QPM allows one to design crystals that provide
simultaneous phase matching of several different frequency conversion devices based
upon a single crystal. Finally using QPM, the shape of the phasematching curve i.e
the parametric gain of the phase mismatch can be designed.
The work in this thesis uses both QPM and BPM materials. The OPO described
in Chapter 4 uses periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) and the sum frequency
generation described in Chapter five uses beta-barium borate (BBO), a birefringently
phasematched non-linear crystal. Although the benefits of QPM materials have been
highlighted here, this is in particular reference to the benefits seen in OPOs and the
benefits of BPM materials are still acknowledged not least in the successful work
described in this thesis.
3.3 Optical Parametric Generation and Oscillation
Optical Parametric Generation (OPG) is a non-linear optical effect that is a result of
the interaction between a strong optical field, called the pump, at a frequency ω3 with
the electrons in a non-centrosymmetric crystalline material. This interaction yields a
pair of optical fields at frequencies ω2 and ω1 such that
ω3 = ω2 + ω1 (3.29)
The two downconverted fields are the signal and idler, terms that traditionally refer
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to the higher and lower frequency waves respectively.
Generated beam
frequency ω2
Non-linear crystalIncident beam
frequency ω3
Generated beam
frequency ω1
Figure 3.3: Optical Parametric Generation
The pump wave is incident upon the non-linear crystal. Via the second order susceptibility
χ(2) the signal and idler waves are generated.
OPG can be described as a photon splitting process - the pump photon of energy E
splits into two lower frequency photons the energies of which sum to the energy of the
pump photon. When coupled with phasematching techniques described earlier, the
OPG process forms the basis of an optical parametric amplifier (OPA). A single round
trip wave does not provide any useful or significant output power. To produce signifi-
cant continuous wave output powers it is necessary for at least one of the three waves
to be resonant in an optical cavity surrounding the non-linear crystal. To understand
this process in more detail we need to consider the propagation of the pump, signal
and idler through the non-linear material, in terms of a three-wave mixing process.
The majority of parametric devices are operated within an oscillator configuration,
as in a conventional laser, by enclosing the non-linear gain medium within an optical
cavity to provide feedback at generated waves. This type of configuration is known as
an optical parametric oscillator (OPO). The amplification of the parametric waves to
macroscopic levels is achieved by successive passes through the non-linear crystal and
coherent output can be extracted from the oscillator. For a qualitative description of
the working principle of the OPO we must consider the most basic setup of an OPO
as shown schematically in Figure 3.4.
A laser beam at the pump source at an optical frequency ωp is sent through the
non-linear crystal placed in an optical resonator formed by the mirror M1 and M2.
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Pump
Signal Wave
Gain Medium
Mirror Mirror
Idler Wave
Figure 3.4: Generic Optical Parametric Oscillator
OPG is initiated within a cavity whereby there is feedback at the generated waves and the
parametric waves are amplified with output obtained at the output mirror of the cavity.
The non-linear crystal is selected for providing significant second order dielectric
susceptibility χ(2) which enables a three wave mixing process. As a result the pump
wave travelling through the crystal provides gain for the signal and idler waves. The
output waves satisfy the energy conservation law
ωp = ωs + ωi (3.30)
The gain provided by the pump wave for the signal and idler waves means that
weak signal and idler waves travelling through the crystal are amplified whilst the
pump power depletes. An initial signal and idler intensity is present due to vacuum
fluctuations within the nonlinear crystal. As a result it is only necessary to provide
the pump laser beam from an external source. By placing the non-linear crystal
inside a resonator for the signal wave the signal is fed back into the crystal where it
is further amplified through power transfer from the pump wave.
The Manley-Rowe relations in Equation 3.20 show that power is transferred between
the propagating waves as they travel through the non-linear medium. The gain
increases with the intensity of the pump wave, and as a consequence, there is a
minimum pump intensity at which the amplification of the signal wave in the crystal
compensates for the round trip losses in the resonator (due to mirror transmission,
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absorption and scattering). At this threshold pump intensity, optical parametric
oscillation sets in i.e a periodically oscillating signal wave is generated from an initially
random field fluctuation. At the same time a significant portion of the pump power
is converted into signal and idler power. This transfer of power from the pump wave
to the generated waves reduces the pump intensity inside the non-linear crystal and
thus the signal gain. In close analogy to the case of laser oscillation this effect is
called ‘gain saturation’. This leads to to steady state operation of the OPO where
the signal power generated in the crystal exactly balances the resonator losses for the
signal wave. The frequencies of the two generated waves are not fixed but can be
tuned over wide wavelength ranges. This frequency tunable down-conversion of the
pump laser in the OPO is caused by the non-linear interaction of the three waves via
the χ(2) susceptibility. This process can be highly efficient, with the vast majority of
the pump laser radiation converted to the two lower frequency beams.
While Equation 3.30 states that the sum-frequency of a signal and idler wave pair is
equal to the pump frequency, it does not determine which of all possible signal-idler
frequency pairs will actually be generated. In steady-state operation, the signal and
idler frequency pair that is generated has a minimum threshold pump intensity (in
analogy to a laser with spectrally broadened gain). Thus, the generated frequencies,
and with them the ratio of the signal and idler frequencies are determined by the
frequency dependence of the parametric gain in the crystal and by the frequency
dependence of the resonator losses. In general, the parametric gain in the crystal
provides only a coarse selection of the frequency ranges of the signal and idler wave,
whereas the exact frequencies are given by the frequency selectivity of the OPO
resonator. Therefore an OPO tends to operate at signal idler frequencies for which
the wavevector mismatch, ∆k, is minimum. By changing the refractive indices for
the three waves, for example by changing the crystal temperature or the direction of
the beams through the crystal, this condition can be fulfilled for different frequency
combinations, allowing, within certain limits, the output frequencies of an OPO to
be coarsely tuned.
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3.4 Optical Parametric Oscillators
In 1965, Giordmaine and Miller demonstrated the first optical parametric oscillator
(OPO) a device that exploits the non-linear optical frequency conversion phenomenon
of optical parametric generation (OPG) and converts laser radiation into two coher-
ent waves with lower frequencies [12]. Following this there was slow progress in the
development of devices due to a lack of suitable non-linear materials and pump laser
sources. However recently, with the development of better pump laser sources, par-
ticularly those based on diode pumped solid state gain media and QPM materials
such as PPLN there has been much progress in this area. These improved apparatus
allow a variety of cavity geometries to be investigated for CW-OPOs. These include
the singly resonant oscillator (SRO), double pass (DP), doubly resonant oscillator
(DRO), triply resonant oscillator (TRO), pump enhanced (PE), split cavity and intra
cavity. The main consideration in this review will be the SRO and the DRO. The
operating principles of the OPO are well documented [13, 1, 15]. OPOs have been
demonstrated in all temporal regimes from femtosecond to continuous wave (C-W). In
most pulsed applications OPOs are configured as singly-resonant oscillators (SROs)
but in the C-W regime, DROs are more common.
The optical parametric process can be initiated in the presence of at least one res-
onant field (signal or idler). The specific resonated field depends upon the desired
wavelength to be used as an output from the device and on the power capabilities
of the pump source. The OPO can be categorised according to the number of the
resonating fields within the cavity. If only one of the optical parametric fields is res-
onant within the cavity then the configuration is called singly resonant OPO (SRO).
If both parametric waves are resonant within the cavity the device is known as a dou-
bly resonant OPO (DRO). When the pump as well as the signal and idler is resonant
within the cavity the system is called triply resonant OPO (TRO). This latter type
of OPO is rarely implemented due to complication with maintaining three resonant
waves within a single optical cavity.
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The number of waves brought to resonance within the OPO cavity drastically affects
the operating characteristics of the device. The important differences between the
various resonant cavities include the pump power threshold, the conversion efficiencies
and the pump frequency stability requirements.
Singly Resonant Oscillators
The most practically robust and simple configuration is the SRO. The main advantage
is that with only one wave resonant within the cavity any frequency perturbations in
the pump field are taken up in the non-resonant field, obviating the need to keep the
cavity actively locked.
Pump
Resonant Wave
Gain Medium
Mirror Mirror
Non-Resonant Wave
Figure 3.5: Singly Resonant OPO (SRO)
Only one of the downconverted waves (either the signal or idler) is resonant within the
cavity
Either the signal or the idler wave is resonant whilst the non-resonant generated
wave and the pump exit the cavity after a single pass through the crystal. With only
one resonant wave the SRO is simple to realise and is a stable device which exhibits
smooth tuning characteristics. The disadvantage of this device is the high operational
threshold typically displayed by these devices, in the multi-watt region described in
Section 3.4.2.
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3.4.1 Doubly Resonant Oscillators
Doubly resonant oscillators have both the signal and idler resonant in the cavity.
Pump
Resonant Waves
Gain Medium
Mirror Mirror
Figure 3.6: Doubly Resonant OPO (DRO)
Both the signal and idler waves are resonant within the cavity
A detailed description of the design and operation of a DRO device is given in Chapter
4. The characteristics of this device are described in more detail examining the
methods used to adapt the output from a DRO to make it smooth, mode-hop-free
and stable, suitable for use in applications such as trace gas detection.
Significant reductions in threshold of the OPO can be achieved by using the DRO con-
figuration. In order to maintain resonance of both the parametrically generated waves
the DRO has very strict cavity requirements to keep the waves on resonance within
the cavity. The strict cavity stability requirements along with the complications in
smoothly tuning the DRO whilst keeping both the signal and idler on resonance had
hindered the development of the DRO into practical devices for spectroscopic appli-
cations. Recent developments in pump sources and cavity refinements have brought
about the realisation of the potential of the DRO particularly in the field of high
resolution spectroscopy.
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3.4.2 Threshold in OPOs
The threshold of an OPO is the amount of pump power required to achieve optical
oscillation [15], corresponding to the point where the gain just equals the losses in
the resonator. The threshold power in a CW-OPO is affected by the level of focusing
of the pump into the non-linear crystal and the length of the cavity. An expression
for the threshold of an OPO can be derived by equating the gain with loss for each
wave for a single round trip of the cavity. The exact procedure is dependent upon
the OPO configuration, the particular cavity and the pump focussing conditions. For
any OPO, the minimum threshold occurs when the confocal parameter of the pump
beam is made equal to the length of the non-linear crystal to minimise the pump
volume and hence maximise the intensity inside the crystal.
Threshold expressions can be derived by equating the gain and loss for each wave
on a single round trip of the cavity. The exact procedure depends upon the partic-
ular cavity and pump focussing conditions. For any OPO the minimum threshold
occurs for the case of confocal pump focussing. In such a configuration the confocal
parameter of the pump beam is made equal to the length of the non-linear crystal to
minimise the pump volume and hence maximise the intensity inside the crystal.
The SRO has only one resonant wave and it is assumed that the idler wave leaves the
non-linear crystal after a single pass. The pump propagates through the medium in
the forward direction only so parametric gain occurs for the propagation of the signal
in this direction only. We also assume that the losses from the signal wave from the
cavity are small so to a first approximation we can assume that the signal wave is
constant throughout the non-linear medium. The threshold power for a confocally
pumped SRO is [1, 9]:
P inp,th,min =
npε0c
4
piLd2eff(1− δ2)2ν3p=s
(3.31)
In Equation 3.31, =s is the finesse of the cavity for the resonant signal wave, L is the
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crystal length, np is the refractive index at the pump, δ is
2νs−ν
νp
and is a parameter
that defines the degree away from degeneracy at which the OPO operates.
In a DRO the crystal experiences two intense waves (the resonant signal and idler
waves). Consequently the pump power required to reach oscillation threshold is much
lower for the DRO than for the SRO. Both resonant waves experience small fractional
power losses on each round trip and so we assume that both are constant throughout
the length of the crystal. Close to threshold we also assume that both the signal and
idler fields are much smaller than the pump. The expression for the threshold of a
DRO is similar to that of the SRO but it is necessary to adapt Equation 3.31 by
dividing by a factor to account for the additional cavity finesse associated with the
double resonance requirement to yield:
P inp,th,min =
n2pε0c
4
2Ld2eff(1− δ2)2ν3p=s=i
(3.32)
Equation 3.32 shows that the threshold is halved for each resonant wave. This is to be
expected as the wave makes two passes through the crystal, which effectively doubles
the crystal length. Similarly, double passing the pump further reduces the threshold
as the pump interacts with both downconverted waves over twice the crystal length :
P inp,th,min =
n2pε0c
4
8Ld2eff(1− δ2)2ν3p=s=i
(3.33)
Equation 3.33 shows that there is a factor of four reduction in the threshold for the
double passing of the pump compared to the single pass case. There is a significant
reduction in the threshold for a DRO compared to that required for a SRO, often from
watts [16] to the order of tens of milliwatts i.e a factor of 100 difference, as shown
in [17] and in the results given in Chapter 4. For a full derivation and consideration
of threshold see [15, 9, 19]. The high threshold requirements for a SRO place strict
power requirements upon the pump laser source for these devices and negates the use
of diode lasers within these devices.
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Generally the threshold of OPOs is reduced if their pump waves is within the visible
spectrum. The threshold power that is required scales with the cube of the pump
wavelength. Pumping an OPO in the visible has not been possible given problems
with absorption in non-linear media at short wavelengths limiting output power from
OPO devices. Chapter 4 details the construction of an OPO device using an IR laser
with suitably low threshold requirements such that it could be adapted for pumping
by a violet laser diode.
3.5 Sum Frequency Generation (SFG)
Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) is an inverse process of OPG. In SFG, two funda-
mental beams are brought together in a non-linear crystal and the resulting output
beam is of higher frequency than the fundamental beams, shown in Figure 3.7. The
mathematical treatment of SFG can be described as an inverse of OPG theory. The
origin of SFG is in the ω1 + ω2 term described in Equation 3.5. The detailed deriva-
tions of SFG can be found in a number of excellent accounts [20], the most relevant
details are indicated here. The energy conservation condition for SFG is the same as
in the OPG case, except that with frequency up-conversion, the generated beam is of
much higher energy than the fundamental beams. Recalling Equation 3.8, the energy
conservation condition can be applied here with the higher frequency component, ω3
attributed to the generated wave and the lower frequency components, ω2 and ω1 are
the fundamental waves. The phasematching conditions are applied in a similar way.
Sum Frequency Generation SFG where the two input waves are of the same wave-
length is a special case knows as frequency doubling or second harmonic generation.
Frequency tripling or third harmonic generation is another special case that can yield
extremely high energy, short wavelength output.
In Chapter 6, SFG is used to generate ultra-violet (UV) light from the mixing of a red
and violet diode laser, to obtain a source of UV light appropriate for spectroscopic
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Figure 3.7: Sum Frequency Generation (SFG)
Two waves propagate through a non-linear crystal and the output is a wave of higher energy
and frequency than the input waves
investigations. The theoretical power generated from the SFG interaction is directly
proportional to the product of the fundamental beam powers, shown in Equation 3.34
[10, 9]:
P3 =
16d2effm
2l2ω1ω2P1P2
piε0c3n1n2n3
(3.34)
Here Pi is the power, where i=1,2 are the fundamental beam powers and i=3 is the sum
frequency power. The respective beams have a frequency ωi, modified by a refractive
index ni inside a crystal of length l. deff is the effective nonlinear coefficient, c is the
speed of light and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. The factor m is included to
take into account the difference of the beam focussing within the crystal to waists of
wi for each respective beam described as
m =
w1w2w3
w21w
2
2 + w
2
1w
2
3 + w
2
2w
2
3
(3.35)
Equation 3.34 is a generalised expression that can be used for combination of any
two beams within a crystal. The generated power can be maximised by careful
consideration of the parameters of two focussed beams. This alternative approach is
described in greater detail in Section 6.3.1.
The technique of SFG has been widely used in frequency conversion applications. Dye
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and argon ion lasers have been used in conjunction with frequency doubling and sum
frequency generation techniques [22, 23]. Additionally, these lasers have been used
alongside diode lasers to generate light in the UV. To increase the output power from
these systems an enhancement cavity can be used to multipass the non-linear crystal.
This type of configuration has been used to access the UV region at 194nm, 213nm
and 369nm [24, 25, 26]. The non-linear conversion efficiency with these techniques
is on the whole quite poor, as such the suitability of the output radiation from the
conversion is only applicable for those applications where low power is required. In
the case of diode lasers for this application, microlensed diode lasers were used for
SFG, where the maximisation of the non-linear process was a key consideration in
gaining sufficient output for a spectroscopic application. We were successful in gaining
output an order of magnitude greater than that previously reported which went on
to allow improved spectroscopic investigations as described in Chapter 6. The SFG
technique has been especially successful in the application of vibrational spectroscopy
at interfaces [27, 28]
3.6 Summary
The ability of single frequency lasers to be incorporated into frequency conversion
systems is a tool widely used to obtain wavelengths that are difficult to obtain through
direct methods. This chapter described the use of non-linear optics that allows this
to take place. The origins of the non-linear susceptibility χ was shown along with
the different orders of polarisation that arise to describe the behaviour of light when
it interacts with media. The work herein is concerned with second order effects
and these were described in detail, particularly the specific situations of parametric
generation in both frequency up-conversion (SFG) and down-conversion (OPG). Both
these techniques have been experimentally realised in Chapters 4 and 6.
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Chapter 4
Design and Operation of Doubly
Resonant Optical Parametric
Oscillator Pumped by an External
Cavity Diode Laser
An Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) is an ideal device for trace gas detection as it
gives a wide tunable wavelength output. By incorporating the new violet diode lasers
to pump an OPO, the blue/green region of the spectrum will be accessible , allowing
investigations into atomic species with transitions in this region. Applications of
OPOs in spectroscopy have been wide ranging and very successful. Here I report the
design and operation of an OPO device suitable for pumping with a violet diode laser.
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4.1 Introduction
Since the first realisation of the OPO, many different types have been developed as
sources of both pulsed and continuous wave (CW) coherent light. OPOs are now
available in a wide spectral range from the ultra-violet to the infra-red, providing
average output powers in the range of a few mW to several watts. The wavelength
tuning capabilities and high power efficiency make OPOs ideal for many applications
[1].
Following the first demonstration of the OPO both pulsed and continuous wave (C-
W) devices were demonstrated [2, 3]. Whilst other frequency mixing techniques
were limited in their tuning range by the tuning characteristics of the laser sources
used, OPOs allowed broad tunability from a single fixed-wavelength pump source.
These devices use cavities that resonated both of the parametrically generated waves
(signal and idler), known as the doubly resonant OPO (DRO), in order to reduce the
threshold pump power. However this double resonance requirement results in a high
degree of instability in output power and wavelength.
This chapter details the design, modelling and operation of a doubly resonant OPO
pumped directly by an external-cavity diode laser (ECDL). This device was to be
used to investigate the tuning characteristics of a doubly resonant optical parametric
oscillator (DRO) and attempt to address some theoretically predicted solutions to the
stability challenges posed by the double resonance condition. In addition the design
of the DRO was to be later adapted for pumping with a violet emitting diode laser.
The implications and potential advantages of an OPO device that is pumped in the
blue are discussed and future work based upon this device design is proposed.
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4.2 OPO Tuning Behaviour
The basic theory and configuration of an OPO was given in Chapter 3. OPOs can be
tuned in a variety of methods. Temperature tuning involves varying the temperature
of the non-linear crystal. Angle tuning involves changing the propagation angle of the
crystal. Varying the wavelength of the pump source is known as pump tuning. Grat-
ing tuning involves changing the grating period of the quasi-phasematched (QPM)
crystal. These are all coarse tuning methods.
The spectral characteristics of an OPO are determined by a number of factors includ-
ing the phasematching conditions, cavity resonance restrictions and energy conserva-
tion requirements. The major factors in wavelength selection criteria for an OPO are
the energy conservation and phasematching requirements introduced in Chapter 3.
For the phasematching condition to be met, the wavelengths must satisfy Equation
2.10. From this we can define the phasematching bandwidth. This is the range of sig-
nal and idler wavelengths for which we obtain parametric gain. Coarse tuning defines
a broad spectral region over which the signal and idler frequencies are phase matched,
the fine tuning properties are the critical requirement in providing narrow-linewidth,
amplitude-stable, continuously tunable OPOs. These frequency selection processes
are closely linked to the output power stability.
In the case of a singly resonant oscillator, the resonant wave adopts the frequency
of the cavity mode closest to the maximum gain of the phasematching bandwidth.
The non-resonant wave is free to adopt any frequency that satisfies the phasematching
condition so the frequency stability of the resonant wave is determined by the stability
of the OPO cavity. Any fluctuations in the frequency of the pump wave result in
shifts in the frequency of the non-resonant wave which will adjust to maintain the
phasematching condition. Singly-resonant optical parametric oscillators (SROs) have
an obvious advantage over doubly-resonant optical parametric oscillators (DROs)
with respect to tuning capability. The signal can be tuned continuously with the
idler (which is non-resonating) within one free spectral range (FSR) of the OPO
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cavity. As there is only one resonant field the SRO is more stable and more tolerant
of any large noise perturbations. It is important to note here that SROs are not
completely without sensitivity to perturbation. Any small perturbation for example
in the cavity length will always be transferred to the signal wave and consequently
the idler. In this instance, a DRO is fairly robust to small perturbations and any
changes will only affect the output power and not the frequencies whereas they will
have more impact on the output from an SRO. However large perturbations result in
far more predictable and long range frequency changes in a DRO than in an SRO [4].
4.2.1 Tuning Behaviour of Doubly Resonant Optical Para-
metric Oscillators
In a DRO, 4 conditions must be satisfied simultaneously: energy conservation, phase-
matching, and cavity resonances for both the signal and idler. Whilst the DRO offers
threshold powers compatible with common narrow linewidth CW lasers it is widely
recognised to be overconstrained. This introduces stability and tuning restrictions
which were first observed in 1968 ([3] and which have since been well documented
since in literature [5, 6, 7]).
Signal and idler frequencies that satisfy the energy conservation condition are called
mode-pairs, shown in Figure 4.1. Normally there are several mode-pairs within the
phasematching bandwidth whose signal and idler frequencies are close to the cavity
modes. The cavity modes of the signal and idler are plotted on two scales which
have a common point at the degeneracy frequency. The signal scale increases in
frequency from left to right while the idler scale decreases in frequency at the same
rate. Any pair of points on the two scales which are vertically aligned represent a pair
of frequencies that conserve energy for the given pump frequency. Any pair of cavity
modes in vertical alignment represents satisfaction of both the double resonance and
energy conservation requirements. Dispersion causes different cavity modes for the
signal and idler to have different FSRs. Modes that are in vertical alignment show
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the ideal operating point for the cavity as this represents conservation of energy.
Operating point
Vertical alignment
indicates energy
conservation
Signal modesincreasing νs
increasing νi Idler modes
Figure 4.1: Alignment of Mode Pairs in a DRO
The signal and idler modes on different scales increasing in opposite directions. The modes
that are in perfect alignment are shown as the operating point of the DRO.
Comparatively small changes in either cavity length or pump frequency can cause the
OPO output to switch from one mode pair to another. Depending upon the degree
of mismatch in the free spectral ranges (FSRs) of the signal and idler waves, the
new mode pair is either adjacent to the original pair or many mode pairs removed.
These two possibilities are, respectively, a mode hop and a cluster hop. The degree of
mismatch dictates the level of detuning of either the cavity length or pump frequency
required to cause a mode hop. In addition, it is useful to know the amount of detuning
required to move from the centre of one cluster to the centre of the next cluster.
The critical parameter affecting mode selection in a DRO is the mismatch between
the intermode spacing of the signal and idler modes compared to the cavity finesse. If
the mismatch is large compared to the width of the cavity resonances, then the DRO
is prone to cluster hop. If the mismatch is small, a mode hop within the central cluster
is more likely. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 describe mode and cluster hops. The simultaneous
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resonance condition is only satisfied at intervals a number of FSRs apart. The interval
over which this occurs is referred to as the cluster spacing. Changes in cavity length or
pump frequency results in two combs of modes moving across each other in opposite
directions, causing new mode pairs to come into alignment. This indicates a change
in the signal and idler frequencies. The three potential outcomes, mode-hopping,
cluster-hopping and failure to reach threshold are described below.
Mode Hopping
A mode-hop is where the pair of modes next to the current pair move into alignment
resulting in a change of one FSR in the signal and idler frequencies. If we assume
that the original mode pair is exactly on resonance then by changing the cavity mode
frequencies by a total amount equal to the mismatch in the free spectral ranges,
∆FSR there will be a mode hop. Thus the condition for a mode hop is given by
2∆Lzs
λs
+
2∆Lzi
λi
= ∆z (4.1)
where λs and λi are the wavelengths of the signal and idler respectively, ∆L is the
change in the cavity length. zs, zi and ∆z are the FSRs of the signal and idler and
the FSR mismatch respectively. Hence for a DRO, the change in the cavity length
required to obtain a mode hop, ∆Lhop, is
∆Lhop ≈ ∆z
2z
λp (4.2)
where λp is the pump wavelength.
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Operating point
Detuning from phase-matching centre n s ® n i ¬
Operating point
Figure 4.2: Mode Hopping
A small perturbation causes the OPO to shift its operating point to an adjacent mode pair.
This is likely to occur when the difference in the FSRs of the signal and idler is close to
zero. Where the FSRs are similar, a wide cluster spacing is likely.
Cluster Hopping
The second possibility is cluster hopping. In this case, ∆z between the signal and
idler is larger than for the mode-hop case. The clusters that are adjacent to the
central cluster suffer a smaller reduction in net gain due to an increase in the phase
mismatch. As tuning occurs and the combs of modes slide over one another the next
mode to attain the highest net gain is in a cluster adjacent to the original one. Further
tuning results in the mode pair adjacent to the original pair coming into alignment
and the OPO hops back to the central cluster, operating on the mode pair adjacent
to that at which it started. The number of modes between the centre of one cluster
and the centre of the next cluster is given by ∆z/z. Thus from Equations 4.1 and
4.2 for the conditions for a mode hop, we can similarly obtain the amount of cavity
length detuning, ∆Lcluster, and pump frequency detuning, νp−cluster, required for a
cluster hop from the centre of one cluster to the centre of the next cluster:
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∆Lcluster =
λp
2
(4.3)
νp−cluster = FSR (4.4)
These quantities are equal to the interval between cavity resonances of the pump field
within the OPO cavity.
Operating point
Operating point
Detuning from phase-matching centre n s ® n i ¬
Figure 4.3: Cluster Hopping
A large perturbation cause the OPO operation to shift to a mode pair within another
cluster. This is more likely to occur where the difference in FSRs of the signal and idler
waves is large. This causes a smaller cluster spacing
The third possible outcome is when no mode pairs are sufficiently coincident, meaning
that the DRO fails to reach threshold. In this case it ceases to operate until a mode
pair come into sufficiently close alignment for threshold to be reached. Consequently,
the DRO switches on and off continuously as it waits to attain threshold so there
are large fluctuations in output power. The degree of phase-mismatch and loss in
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the cavity varies with frequency, and consequently so does the threshold. The effect
of this upon the mode and cluster hopping processes is to add additional frequency
fluctuations.
It is these processes and effects that limit the practical use of DROs. However the
much lower threshold power requirement for DROs motivates efforts to improve the
stability and tuning of the DRO.
4.3 Diode Lasers as Pump Sources
For a laser to pump an OPO it should have sufficient output power, possess high
spectral quality, have a diffraction limited output and be tuneable and stable. It is
also desirable for the pump source to be efficient, inexpensive, compact, rigid and all
solid state.
When considering the size and efficiency of a pump source, the ideal choice for a
CW-OPO is a high power diode laser. Diode pumped OPOs were first demonstrated
using injection locked diode laser arrays [8]. Diode lasers exhibit all of the desirable
characteristics to make them excellent pump sources for a CW-OPO. One of the
main advantages of diode pumping is the wide tunability of the pump wavelength.
Semiconductor lasers are broadly tunable both by current and temperature. As de-
scribed in Chapter 2, an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) offers lower operational
threshold, less sensitivity to randomly phased feedback light, reduced sensitivity to
unwanted injection current and temperature changes and wider mode-hop free tun-
ing, making it a very promising candidate for pumping a CW-OPO. The ability to
continuously tune the output of an ECDL provides a further means of tuning the
output of a CW-OPO. The disadvantage the ECDL compared to the solitary diode
laser is its lower output power, requiring a sufficiently low threshold for the OPO.
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4.3.1 The Pump Source
The ECDL system used is configured in a standard Littrow external cavity config-
uration as discussed in Chapter 2. The two laser diodes used in this work were a
Spectra Diode Labs (SDL) AlGaAs device operating at 810nm within a homebuilt
Littrow external cavity configuration with a maximum power rating of 100mW. The
violet diode with which we hope to eventually pump a DRO device is a Nichia GaN
device operating at 405nm. A basic characterisation of the violet diode laser is given
in Chapter 5. The threshold current of the IR laser when free running is 23.4mA. In
ECDL configuration, threshold was reduced to 17.6mA. The temperature and current
tuning characteristics were typical for a diode laser. The maximum output power in
the external cavity was 90mW, a reduction from 130mW in free-running configura-
tion.
4.4 The DRO System
Previous work had shown that a periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystal
would be expected to give a minimum threshold of the order of milliwatts within
typical cavity parameters [9]. By defining these cavity parameters, extensive Math-
cad modelling based on modematching and gaussian beam propagation theory was
carried out to set parameters for the experimental work. The aim was to construct a
DRO pumped directly by a violet ECDL based exactly on the design of the mid-IR
emitting OPO described here. By developing the OPO system using an ECDL it
was anticipated that the stability of the DRO could be improved in part with a more
stable pump source. As the ECDL provides a ready source of narrow linewidth, single
mode output, the effect of the stability of the laser on the OPO operation is no longer
an issue and introduces a new opportunity for implementation of active stabilisation.
The non-linear crystal is configured for propagation along the optical x-axis with all
three interacting waves polarised along the z-axis. The dimensions of the crystal are
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19mm by 11mm by 0.5mm. The manufacturers’ standard configuration allows eight
different grating periods to be poled adjacently along the y-axis.
The pump beam is guided through the optical system shown in Figure 4.4, ensuring
sufficient isolation and the correct polarisation for use in the OPO.
Cylindrical Telescope
(in junction plane)
Modematching Lens
Optical
Isolator
Polarising
beamsplitter
l/2 plate
80mm 100mmECDL
Scanning F-P
Interferometer
M1
M2
OPO Cavity
Figure 4.4: Schematic of the DRO Cavity Configuration
The pump wave (λp)is collimated through the modematching lens and enters the OPO
cavity. This wave travels through the PPLN non-linear crystal and the signal and idler
waves (λs, λi)are output.
A series of beam steering mirrors guide the beam into the OPO cavity. The isolator
ensures that the laser is not destabilised by feedback effects. The cylindrical telescope
that delivers a circular beam (same size of beam in horizontal and vertical planes)
and beamsplitter cube and halfwave plate to form a variable beamsplitter. The
beamsplitter is also used to split off a small portion of the beam to monitor the
spectral behaviour of the laser through a Fabry-Perot interferometer.
4.5 Optical System Design
The design and configuration of an OPO cavity must satisfy certain requirements to
give appropriate size and shape to the beam within the cavity. The cavity must be
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stable and the field within the cavity retains a Gaussian intensity distribution. The
divergent effects of the optical system on the Gaussian pump beam will affect the final
beam waist position. The field at any point in the cavity can be described in terms of
Gaussian beam parameters, primarily the radius of curvature of the wavefront R and
the beam radius w that is perpendicular to the resonator axis. The point at which
the radius is at its minimum, w0, is the beam waist. At this point R is infinite (a
plane wavefront) and the beam is said to be collimated. The beam waist is a crucial
factor as this is the point where the beam irradiance, is greatest. This irradiance
does not change significantly over a distance. Thus the lowest threshold operation
for an CW-OPO occurs when the beam waists of all the resonant waves in the cavity
are situated at the centre of the non-linear crystal. At the waist, the cross-sectional
area of the beam (A) is piw20. A certain distance from the waist the cross sectional
area doubles to 2piw20. This distance at which this occurs is the Rayleigh range. The
confocal parameter, b, is twice the Rayleigh range:
b =
2pinw20
λ
(4.5)
Here, n, is the refractive index of the medium that the beam propagates through
and λ is the wavelength of the light. The confocal parameter is the distance over
which the dimensions of the beam within the cavity remain approximately constant.
For optimum focussing the confocal parameter is matched in size to the length of
the non-linear crystal. The non-linear interaction is maximised when the beamwaist,
w0, is located at the centre of the crystal. This condition gives an expression for the
beamwaist when Equation 4.1 is re-arranged where b = Lx:
w0,min,(confocal) =
√(
λLx
2pin
)
(4.6)
This equation gives a value for the beamwaist that will allow an estimate of the cavity
length for minimum threshold. This analysis assumes that the beam dimensions
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will remain constant throughout the length of the non-linear crystal. However a
more detailed examination of the minimum pump threshold requirements concerning
focussed Gaussian beams is given by Boyd and Kleinman [10]. This paper studies the
case of a DRO, as we have in our situation, assuming that the confocal parameters
of all three of the resonant beams within the cavity , the pump, signal and idler, are
equal. In their analysis, Boyd and Kleinman apply a an extra multiplication factor
hm(B, ξ)
−1 to the expression for minimum pump threshold. The function hm(B, ξ) is
defined by two beam parameters relating to the walkoff (B) and focussing (ξ). Where,
as is the case here, quasi-phasematched materials are used, walkoff is not a factor so
B=0. Therefore hm(B, ξ) has a maximum value (where the pump threshold is at a
minimum) of 1.2 when ξ=2.84.
It is now possible to combine Equations 4.5 and 4.6 to obtain an expression for the
minimum beamwaist. Using Equation 4.7 an estimate for the value of the beamwaist
was obtained, and this value was used within an ABCD matrix cavity model to
identify the required cavity length to deliver this beamwaist.
Focusingparameter =
λ0Lx
2pins(w0)2
(4.7)
This is where the optimum focusing parameter = 2.84, λ0 = 1.2µm, ns = 2.162,
Lx = 0.019m.
4.6 Cavity Modelling using ABCD Matrices
The position and size of the beam waist in the resonator cavity are crucial parameters
in determining the cavity length and position of optical elements in order to achieve
successful OPO operation. By modelling these parameters, the initial positions for
the practical setup can be determined, making it easier to realise. The use of ABCD
matrices is a well established technique for determining these parameters [11].
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Firstly the length of the cavity must be determined, by imposing the condition for a
stable cavity, which arises from the conditions that satisfy the propagation of a Gaus-
sian beam. A stable cavity has a complex beam parameter, q , that is reproducible
over a single round trip. This condition determines the waist, w , and the radius
of curvature of the wavefront, R , at a reference point in the cavity. Therefore it is
necessary to determine the dimensions of the cavity that will give a minimum beam
waist at the centre of the crystal.
q =
1
r
− i λ
piw2
−1
(4.8)
Applying a system matrix 
 A B
C D


to the stability condition yields
q8 =
Aq + B
Cq + D
(4.9)
If we set q8 = q then the complex beam parameter is reproducible over a single round
trip. When a system matrix for a particular resonator configuration is known, q, R
and w can be calculated. The beam waist w0 and the distance it is from the reference
point z, can then be found using the following equations
w20 =
w2
1 + (piw
2
λR
)2
(4.10)
z =
R
1 +
(
λR
piw2
)2 (4.11)
Table 4.1 shows the ABCD matrices for some common optical elements.
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Resonator Element ABCD Matrix Parameters
Free Space

 1 d
0 1

 d=distance
Crystal

 1 Ln
0 1

 L=crystal length, n=refractive index
Spherical Mirror

 1 0
−2
R
1

 R=radius of curvature
Lens

 1 0
−1
f
1

 f=focal length
Table 4.1: Common ABCD Matrices
Using these fixed parameters, the beamwaist is w0 = 24.31µm. In addition, simple
ABCD models are used to obtain the optimum position for the modematching lens
outside the cavity once the parameters of the pump beam are defined. This is done
by further modelling which defines the positions of the collimating lens after the
diode laser and the separation of lenses in the cylindrical telescope. The system is
a product of the various matrix elements that describe the propagation of the beam
through one round trip of the OPO cavity. For one complete round-trip of the cavity,
shown schematically in Figure 4.5, there are nine separate elements within the cavity
stability matrix.
1. Beam starts at centre of crystal. Travels a distance Lx
2
to exit the crystal.
2. Travels through air from crystal edge to output cavity mirror.
3. Beam reflected from output mirror with radius of curvature of 0.025m.
4. Beam travels back from output mirror to the edge of the crystal.
5. Beam travels through full length of the crystal.
6. Beam propagates through air from the crystal edge to the input cavity mirror.
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Lcav
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(L -L )/2cav x (L -L )/2cav x
L /2cav L /2cav
L /2x L /2x
Reference Point at crystal centre
Figure 4.5: Roundtrip of OPO cavity
The diagram shows all the dimensions and elements used in an ABCD matrix analysis of a
single round trip of a Gaussian beam propagating through the cavity.
7. Beam reflected from input through mirror with radius of curvature of 0.025.
8. Beam goes from input mirror to the crystal edge.
9. Beams travels from crystal edge back to the centre of the crystal completing
one round trip of the cavity.
The dimensions used to model the round trip are given in Table 4.2. Figure 4.6 shows
the modelling results for a stable cavity. The cavity stability condition is satisfied for
a cavity length of 0.11m.
Having determined suitable cavity configurations defining the input beamwaists, the
propagation of the pump beam throughout the entire system must be matched to
this. To determine an appropriate focal length and position for the modematching
lens another ABCD beam trace analysis is applied. The modematching lens focusses
the incoming pump beam into the cavity. As stated earlier the beam waist must be
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Cavity Element Dimension(m)
Crystal Length Lx 0.019
ROC Cavity Mirror 1 0.030
ROC Cavity Mirror 2 0.050
Initial Cavity Length 0.090
Table 4.2: Cavity Parameters for ABCD Matrix Calculation
Cavity Length (m)
Beamwaist (m)
w =2.431.100
5
2.10-5
4.10-5
0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14
Figure 4.6: Modelling Results for a Stable Cavity
The graph shows that the minimum beam waist is achieved at the crystal centre for a cavity
length of 0.11m
at the centre of the crystal. The ABCD analysis here must take into account the
propagation of the beam through the optical elements from the output of the diode
laser to the input mirror of the OPO cavity. The dimensions required for this analysis
are shown in Figure 4.7 and their values give in Table 4.3.
The distances z and y were modelled using Mathcad to ensure a circular beam
throughout the entire system. The dimensions for a stable cavity were included
within the modematching analysis.
Figure 4.8 shows that the beamwaist is obtained when distance Lm = 0.08m. This is
confirmed by the second graph showing that when the modematching lens is in this
position, the confocal focussing requirement is satisfied.
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Figure 4.7: Modelling for the position of modematching lens
The diagram shows the parameters and elements used for an ABCD matrix analysis for the
positon of the modematching lens from the cavity.
Cavity Element Dimension(m)
Diode Laser to collimating lens (z) 0.0002
Collimating Lens to telescope (y) 0.2
Telescope Separation (x) 0.083
Telescope to modematching lens (D) 2.0
Cavity Length (Lcav) 0.11
Focal Length of collimating lens (fcoll) 0.002
Focal length of telescope lenses (f1 and f2) 0.022, 0.060
Table 4.3: Cavity Parameters for Modematching Lens ABCD Matrix Anal-
ysis
Double passing the pump wave should have the effect of reducing the threshold of the
device further as shown in Chapter 3. A beamsplitter splits off the resonant waves
and allows the pump wave to be reflected back into the cavity via a double passing
mirror, shown in Figure 4.9. To account for the double passing of the pump, the
cavity position needs to be realigned to provide for the focussing of the beam at the
crystal centre. This is achieved again with the aid of Mathcad modelling where the
cavity is redefined to include the input cavity mirror and the double passing mirror.
The same basic model is used but the differences in the round trip travel, caused by
the asymmetry of the cavity, is accounted for. Table 4.4 shows a summary of the
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Beam Waist (m)
Modematching Lens Position(m)
2.431.10-5
0.08m
Distance from
crystal centre
(m)
Modematching Lens Position (m)
Figure 4.8: Modelling Results for the position of the modematching lens
The graphs shows that the modematching lens gives the beamwaist at 0.08m from the input
cavity mirror. The second graph shows that this position gives the beamwaist at the crystal
centre.
modelling results for both single and double passing of the pump wave.
Cavity Configuration Cavity Length(m) Modematching Lens Position(m)
Single Pass Pump 0.011 0.08
Double Pass Pump 0.090 0.13
Table 4.4: Summary of Mathcad Modelling Results
4.7 OPO Operation
The PPLN crystal was poled with eight grating periods from Λ = 21.0µm to 22.4µm.
This allows phasematching of the idler wavelengths from degeneracy to 5µm between
room temperature and 200oC when pumped at 810nm. The end faces of the crystal
were coated to give R < 0.2% over the range 1.16 − 1.25µm, R < 0.8% over 2.35 −
2.8µm and R=1.5% at 810nm. The mirrors were coated to have reflectivity at the
signal and idler wavelengths and high transmission of the pump wavelength.
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Beamsplitter
HR signal,AR Pump
Mirror HR Pump; AR
signal,idler
Figure 4.9: Double Passing of Pump
The DRO cavity is shown with the pump (red), signal (yellow) and idler (blue) waves.
The cavity is assymetrical to account for the mirror that is used to double pass the signal
through the cavity
OPO Threshold Measurements
The threshold of the OPO was reduced to its minimum value for both single and
double pass operation. The output powers for the two cases are shown in Figure 4.10.
The threshold power of the OPO in single pass was measured as 41mW and the
threshold in double pass was 21mW. These were the best values obtained and the
factor of two reduction in the threshold as a result of double passing follows the
theoretical pattern described in Section 3.4.2.
OPO Efficiency
Figure 4.11 shows a plot of the efficiency of the OPO for both single and double pass
of the pump wave. The efficiency shown in these figures is that as measured after the
output coupling from the cavity and is not a measure of the conversion efficiency of
the non-linear process that would be measured within the cavity.
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Figure 4.10: Threshold of DRO
Graphs of output power versus input power show the threshold of the OPO for single pass
(a) and double pass (b) operation, where the slope of the graph suddenly increases signalling
the start of parametric oscillation behaviour.
For the single and double pass of the pump the maximum efficiency is 5.5% and 7%
respectively.
From these values it is possible to estimate the efficiency within the cavity and within
the crystal, thus investigating the efficiency of the OPG interaction. The output
mirror of the OPO has a reflectivity of 99% so using the following equations,
Poutput =
[
a
a + b
]
Pdownconverted (4.12)
where a is the output coupling of the DRO cavity and b is the parasitic loss in the
cavity. Parasitic loss can be attributed to a number of factors including absorption
within the crystal, thermal effects and the reflectivity of the signal and idler from the
cavity mirrors.
Downconversionefficiency =
Pdownconverted
Pinput
(4.13)
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Figure 4.11: Efficiency of DRO with for single and double pass of the pump
wave
The graphs show the efficiency at the output of the OPO for the single pass pumping (a)
and double pass pumping (b)
To estimate the downconversion efficiency trends in Figure 4.11 are used along with
an estimate of the parasitic loss within the DRO cavity. An estimate of the conversion
efficiency will be made using a parasitic loss value of 10% of the input pump power.
This value is chosen as for most OPO applications, parasitic loss values of greater
than 10% of the pump power would characterise a cavity that is not operating at its
optimum and would suggest that the design of the OPO cavity needs to be amended.
Thus the figure of 10% of pump power is the maximum desirable parasitic loss in an
OPO cavity.
For the single pass case the peak efficiency occured for an input power of 230mW.
The output power of the OPO at this input power is 13.5mW, parasitic loss is 23mW
and output coupling is 1% of the pump (2.3mW). Thus from these values the down-
converted power is calculated from Equation 4.13 to be 148.5mW. Therefore the
conversion efficiency for this interaction is 65%. Similarly for the double pass case,
the peak efficiency occurs for a pump power of 175mA and output power of 13mW
so the downconverted power is 143mW. Therefore the conversion efficiency is 82%.
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Figure 4.12: Temperature Tuning of OPO for Signal and Idler Wavelengths
The variation in the signal and idler wavelengths as a result of changes in temperature of
the non-linear crystal.
The OPO was tuned by alteration of the crystal temperature. The OPO was operated
through three grating periods and the wavelengths of the output signal and idler waves
were measured. Figure 4.12 shows the tuning of the OPO over three grating periods.
For the 21.6µm grating period, the signal wavelength range was 61nm (5THz) which
demonstrates the wide tunability of these devices. The wavelength range attainable
over all three grating periods was 1.2µm to 1.23µm for the signal and 2.3µm to 2.6µm
for the idler wavelengths. For a spectroscopic tool, the wavelength range of an OPO
is better than any other device available, allowing spectroscopy on a wide choice of
different elements.
4.8 Discussion
Although the results obtained from the working OPO were limited by time, there was
sufficient data to allow some trends to be identified and future work to be proposed.
Temperature tuning was obtained over three grating periods of the crystal giving a
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wide wavelength range for the device. Both single and double passing of the pump
beam resulted in successful operation. By double passing the OPO, a lower threshold
power was obtained, increasing the variety of pump sources available for this type of
device. The threshold requirements for an OPO relax with shorter pump wavelengths
so it is conceivable that for the violet OPO the threshold would be lower than 21mW,
which is an output power that is attainable by a violet diode laser such as those
characterised in Chapter 5. In addition, double passing the pump further restricts
the number of potential oscillation conditions, thus providing a more stable output.
The development of the DRO system was attempted in order to obtain a source of
continuous, stable tunable laser radiation of frequency and wavelength that is, with
certain restrictions,user selectable. It was discussed earlier that the DRO is more
prone to discontinuous frequency output than other cavity configurations. There has
been extensive theoretical and experimental work carried out on the tuning of bire-
fringently phase matched (BPM) DROs [12, 5, 6]. However, as yet, these phenomena
have not been investigated for quasi-phase matched DROs. Lindsay [9, 13] exam-
ined these issues theoretically by modelling the tuning and stability behaviour of the
DRO system described in this chapter. Based on experimental observations, Mathcad
modelling and comparisons with the predicted and actual observed behaviour of BPM
DROs, it appears that there are factors involved in the stability and tuning that are
typical to quasi-phase matched materials (in the initial case periodically poled lithium
niobate (PPLN).
Observation of the operation of the DRO showed that it exhibited strong cluster
hopping behaviour resulting in no well defined points of simultaneous resonance as
the cavity length was varied. This has significant implications for the stability of
the device. The characteristics of the PPLN DRO could not be explained by simple
mode-hopping behaviour. Close to degeneracy, the behaviour was similar to that
exhibited by Type I BPM devices. However, results showed that the outer clusters
have a similar threshold to the central cluster and that the phasematching bandwidth
was not sufficiently narrow to exclude outer clusters. There were large increases in
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the phasematching bandwidth of the DRO at degeneracy. For comparison, the clus-
ter spacing was also calculated for the same parameters and then the ratio of the
cluster spacing to the phasematched bandwidth was calculated. It was found that at
these wavelengths there were 4 to 6 clusters within each phasematch bandwidth, many
with a threshold close to minimum. This is in contrast to observations of BPM DROs
where systems exhibited typically 3 and 1 clusters within the phasematch bandwidth.
Material ∆νpm ∆νcl Number of clusters
Type 1 BPM 5.6THz 1.62THz 3
Type 2 BPM 450GHz 260GHz 1
QPM 1.07THz 169GHz 4− 6
Table 4.5: Clusters for different phase-matched materials
The combination of the number of clusters and their thresholds being so similar gives
rise to the competition between clusters and the cluster hopping behaviour. This
problem appeared to be intrinsic to PPLN at these wavelengths.
The number of clusters within the phasematching bandwidth is independent of the
length of the crystal and is solely dependent upon the refractive indices and frequen-
cies of the signal and idler waves. The ideal situation is a large cluster spacing and
small phasematch bandwidth in order to minimise the possibility of multiple clus-
ters. From the expression for the ratio of phasematch bandwidth to cluster spacing,
∆νpm
∆νcl
, we want the conditions for where the phasematch bandwidth is minimum.
Again the behaviour of the DRO in different conditions was modelled. At degener-
acy ∆νpm is always large. The cluster spacing is large when the refractive indices at
the signal and idler are almost equal. From the modelling results it was seen that
∆νpm remained large for pump wavelengths in the near IR region. Thus we conclude
that, over this tuning range, we expect a small phasematching bandwidth for shorter
pump wavelengths, i.e. those in the visible. To clarify this, ∆νpm
∆νcl
as a function of
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signal wavelength for various pump wavelengths was plotted as shown in Figure 4.13.
This showed that the number of clusters at longer wavelengths is generally higher
than for shorter wavelengths. Thus cluster selection is always a problem for pump
wavelengths in the near IR.
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Figure 4.13: Variation in number of clusters with pump wavelength [13]
∆νpm is dependent upon the dispersive properties of the material. Therefore it was
sensible to see if this trend still existed when other periodically poled QPM ma-
terials were used in the modelling. The materials used included PPKTA, PPKTP
and PPRTA. The trends were similar regardless of the material as shown in figure
4.14. No material offered a significantly better ratio of cluster spacing to phasematch
bandwidth than PPLN.
Following this work, potential solutions to the cluster hopping problem have been
identified as described in the next section.
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Figure 4.14: Cluster numbers with different periodically poled materials
[13]
Frequency Selective Elements
An intracavity element such as an etalon will have the effect of suppressing the outer
clusters within the phasematch bandwidth. The etalon will achieve this much faster
than a reduction in the phasematch bandwidth. The etalon, if chosen to have a FSR
larger than the phasematching bandwidth, can be positioned such that it only allows
transmission of a cluster at a particular position. In this way, not only is the problem
of cluster hopping overcome, there is a further element of selectivity introduced into
the operation of the DRO. By adjusting the angle of the etalon, the cluster can be
chosen.
Improved Locking Scheme
Side-of-fringe locking schemes have been used to good effect in various applications of
stabilisation from solitary diode lasers to OPOs but creates further problems regarding
cluster hopping. When side-of-fringe locking is used, the electronic locking circuit
tries to keep the power of the OPO at a constant level. Therefore it is necessary to
have a monotonic variation in the output power around the lock point. This occurs
only in side-of-fringe locking. In contrast, the top of fringe locking technique has the
output power decreasing in both directions away from the lock point. The top-of-
fringe method is more complicated to implement than side-of-fringe as the electronic
circuit cannot tell solely from the variation in power in which direction the cavity
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length must change in order to bring the OPO back to the lock point. Improving the
locking technique is a measure that can be employed to minimise the effect of the
cluster hopping without actually preventing the occurence of the phenomenon.
In the context of cluster hopping the side-of-fringe method causes additional problems
as overlap between clusters occurs at the side of the fringe. A small perturbation from
the lock point will cause the locking electronics to see the power variation from the
adjacent overlapping mode which it will then lock to. Also, because the ‘opposite’
side of the next fringe is overlapping with the original fringe, the response of the
power to changes in cavity length will actually have the opposite sign and the locking
electronics will accelerate the change in this direction until it reaches the other side of
the new fringe. This means that it is very difficult to use the side-of-fringe method to
reliably lock the OPO output where there are lots of overlapping modes and clusters.
The top-of-fringe method does not experience this problem to the same extent, but
if there is a sufficiently large perturbation the OPO could move away from the top
of the fringe into a region where there is an overlapping fringe leading to the same
problem.
Shorter pump wavelength (Visible pumping of OPO)
The mathematical modelling carried out by Lindsay [9] demonstrated that the use
of a shorter pump wavelength yields a smaller phasematching bandwidth (Figure
4.13). Pumping a DRO with a visible laser would allow a practical investigation
of the effects of a reduction in the pump wavelength on the tuning properties of the
device. If the phasematching bandwidth was shown to reduce and the cluster hopping
problem overcome, a potential solution to the stability problems of the DRO could
be designed and implemented thus moving the DRO towards its goal of becoming
a reliable working device. Thus a DRO pumped using a violet diode laser provides
an opportunity to gain access to a previously unattainable region of the spectrum.
the possibility for obtaining smooth tuning of a QPM DRO would be increased. In
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addition, a reduction in the pump wavelength will also introduce a different range of
generated signal and idler waves.
4.9 Summary
In this chapter the process of designing and obtaining parameters for a practical OPO
system was described. A brief discussion on the stability and tuning issues so crucial
to applying these devices was then followed by a detailed description of ABCD matrix
modelling for the system design using Mathcad. A DRO was successfully built and
operated with a threshold power as little as 21mW demonstrating the suitability of
diode lasers as pump sources. Temperature tuning over three grating periods showed
the wide range of wavelengths attainable by an OPO, indicating their potential as
spectroscopic tools. A discussion of potential investigation to improve the spectral
characteristics and stability of DROs was given, as well as the potential to pump the
OPO using a violet diode laser.
The development of a smoothly tuning DRO based upon a quasi-phasematched ma-
terial requires extensive investigation into the tuning properties of these devices. One
solution that was identified was the use of a violet emitting pump diode laser with
modelling having indicated that the shorter wavelength would yield conditions more
suitable for smooth tuning. In addition there has been no previous demonstration of
an OPO device that is pumped by a violet diode.
Much of this potential work is feasible however due to factors outwith of the laboratory
I was unfortunately unable to continue with the OPO project and fully investigate
the DRO system. To the best of my knowledge the tuning and stability issues still
exist and an OPO pumped directly by a violet emitting diode laser has not yet
been achieved. The development of a device such as this and its application to a
spectroscopic investigation along with further investigation of the tuning properties
of the device would be an interesting and worthwhile aim for a PhD project.
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Chapter 5
Characterisation of Diode Lasers
for Spectroscopy
Tunable diode lasers are readily adaptable for use in spectroscopic applications. In
the work described in this thesis the diode laser output has been carefully set to suit
the application. Basic information about the operating characteristics of the diode
laser are crucial for success with experimental investigations. Here the violet and red
diode lasers used in this thesis are described and the experimental data obtained is
used to determine the parameters required for each device in the chosen application.
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5.1 Introduction
In this chapter I present results of the characterisation of red and violet diode lasers
to determine their spectral characteristics and tuning behaviour. For each laser the
threshold current was found along with the temperature and current tuning charac-
teristics. In addition information about the linewidth and tuning range of the lasers
is presented; crucial parameters for spectroscopic applications. The lasers that are
used include a Nichia violet diode laser at 405nm in both free running and home-
built extended cavity operation, sutiable for pumping an OPO and red and violet
microlensed diode lasers for use in sum frequency miximg to obtain UV light. Finally
the properties of a commercially constructed violet extended cavity diode laser are
investigated and then this laser is used to measure the hyperfine structure of indium,
demonstrating a simple application of tunable diode laser spectroscopy. The absorp-
tion features of indium are then used as a frequency reference for use in stabilisation
of the laser. The use of a hollow cathode galvatron source of indium atoms shows the
first demonstration of the use of a blue diode for the spectroscopy of indium in such
a source.
5.2 Basic Characterisation of Violet Diode Laser
for pumping an Optical Parametric Oscillator
As described in Chapter 4, an OPO device that is pumped by a violet diode laser
would be desirable, not only for accessing a previously unobtainable region of the
spectrum with these types of devices, but also to allow investigations into the spectral
properties of the OPO. The blue diode laser that is used here is a Nichia Corporation
NLHV3000E device with the manufacturers’ specifications detailing a nominal C-W
output of 30mW at 405nm.
Figure 5.1 shows the response of the output power of the laser to a variation in the
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Figure 5.1: Output Power versus input current for a free running Nichia
violet diode laser
The sharp change in the slope indicates the threshold injection current and marks the
beginning of laser operation.
injection current. The injection current was increased whilst the output power was
recorded using a Newport power meter. The threshold current for the laser is 37mA,
and the maximum output power is 27mW. This output power was typical for blue
diodes. Red and IR diode lasers typically have output powers greater than 100mW,
but with generally higher threshold currents.
Figure 5.2 shows the wavelength tuning range for the Nichia violet diode. For a
variation in injection current the change in the wavelength of the laser output was
recorded. The operating current of the diode laser was fixed at 45mA. The range of
wavelengths obtainable is over 1.4nm with the largest range of mode-hop-free tuning
for the temperature variation between 17 and 20 degrees, where the wavelength is
406.5nm.
After characterisation in free running mode shown in figures 5.2 and 5.1, the laser
diode was incorporated within a home built Littrow external cavity configuration
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Figure 5.2: Wavelength versus temperature for a free running Nichia violet
diode laser
Short continuous segments of similar wavelength values show the tuning of a single longi-
tudinal mode as a result of varying the optical path length.
using a holographic UV grating (1800 lines/mm) and collimated over a large distance
(∼4m). The diode was held within a standard mount and the grating contained
within a machined holder which was mounted using a commercial 1 inch adjustable
mirror mount which allowed the grating orientation to be altered in both the vertical
and horizontal direction. The laser diode was temperature stabilised using a Peltier
thermoelectric cooler (TEC) which was sandwiched using heatsink paste between the
laser mount and an aluminium baseplate. At first the thermistor that provided the
feedback to stabilise the temperature was placed at the top of the aluminium mount,
however this was not sufficiently close to the laser diode for the feedback to the
temperature controller to operate properly. To alter this the thermistor probe was
then placed within the mirror mount, closer to the laser diode.
One of the benefits of introducing optical feedback within a laser diode device is a
reduction in the threshold operating current. In order to obtain the lowest threshold
current for the ECDL configuration, the first order diffracted beam from the grating
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must be aligned with the diode output. This is achieved practically by placing the
grating within a kinematic mount allowing orientation of the grating in the horizontal
and vertical directions. In the alignment procedure, the laser is operated just below
threshold and the second, diffracted, less intense beam is observed to return to the
centre of the collimating lens. If this beam is observed separately to the main diode
laser beam then not all of the diffracted beam is being coupled back to the diode,
showing that the ECDL is not in perfect alignment. By careful adjustment of the
grating, the two beams can be coincident upon each other, ensuring that the diffracted
light passes through the centre of the collimation lens and couples back into the diode.
Through careful alignment the threshold of the laser was reduced from 35mA in free
running mode to 27.8mA in the external cavity mode, demonstrating the reduction
in threshold as a result of using an external cavity.
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Figure 5.3: Wavelength-Current Characteristic of a Nichia violet extended
cavity diode laser
The wavelength maintains a step function, but over a far smaller wavelength range
Figure 5.2 shows the wide tuning range and the ‘step’ characteristics of the wave-
length of a free running diode laser. In contrast, Figure 5.3 shows the wavelength
tuning range of the diode when operated in an external cavity configuration. The
diode current was varied from 28mA to 45mA with the temperature stabilised at 20
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degrees. The step function remains but the wavelength range has reduced consider-
ably to 0.1nm which demonstrates that the laser oscillates preferentially on a single
longitudinal mode.
To observe the spectral output from the diode laser both in free running and extended
cavity configurations, the output from the laser diode was observed on an optical
spectrum analyser (OSA). The laser light was aligned and coupled into the OSA via
an optical fibre probe. The spectra recorded are shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of spectral output from the free running and exter-
nal cavity diode laser
The multimode output from the free running laser (a)and the single mode output from the
ECDL (b) are clearly shown.
The spectral outputs shown in Figure 5.4 show the difference in the spectral output
from the diode laser when operated free running and extended cavity. For the free
running diode there are 4 modes shown and the laser supports oscillation at these
four modes, over a wavelength range of 0.9nm. In contrast the ECDL oscillates on a
single mode over a range of 0.2nm. The feedback introduced by the extended cavity
encourages the single mode oscillation.
Phase continuous tuning of the diode laser was also attempted. Without the use of
the electronic circuit, the mode hop free tuning range was 6GHz. An electronic circuit
was used in a method similar to that described in [1]. The circuit is used to vary the
length of the solitary and extended cavity within the same ratio. The mode hop free
tuning range achieved was 16.5GHz shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: 16.5GHz Mode-Hop-Free Tuning of Nichia Violet ECDL
Transmitted fringe pattern of the violet ECDL through a low finesse Fabry-Perot interferom-
eter (FSR=1.5GHz) with a fixed length. There are 11 equally spaced fringes corresponding
to 16.5GHz of mode-hop-free tuning. (Smooth tuning trace obtained by D. Gawron)
5.3 Characterisation of red and violet microlensed
diode lasers
The red and violet microlensed diode lasers (MDLs) that are used with great success
in the experimental work described in Chapter 6 have been characterised extensively
in [11]. Here I give a summary of this characterisation and present some experimental
data taken.
The MDLs were characterised both in free running and extended cavity mode with
the goal to demonstrate that the quality of the output beams can be retained whilst
maintaining good tuning and spatial characteristics. For the free running laser sys-
tems the microlensed diodes were placed within a collimation tube (Thorlabs UK
LT230P-A), mounted on home built aluminium mounts, temperature stabilised to
10mK. In separate investigations the MDLs were placed within a Littrow external
cavity configuration. For both lasers the polarisation was determined by observation
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of the power transmission through a λ
2
plate whilst the diode laser head was rotated
to find the orientation that delivered the maximum output power.
5.3.1 Red free running microlensed diode laser
The free running red diode (Blue Sky Research California, PS110) operates at 661nm
with a maximum output of 50mW. The beam quality measurement gave M2 values of
1.1 in the horizontal plane and 1.6 in the vertical plane [11]. The spectral output of
the laser was monitored using a spectrum analyser with 300MHz free spectral range
(FSR) and finesse of 500. The linewidth of the laser was 3 MHz. A continuous
mode-hop free tuning range of 58GHz was measured using a spectrum analyser with
FSR=2GHz. This was observed by variation of the current from 108.1mA to 119.1mA
demonstrating a tuning rate of 4.8 GHz/mA.
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Figure 5.6: Output power and wavelength characteristics for variation in
injection current for the red microlensed diode laser
The power output (a) and wavelength (b) of the red MDL was recorded for an increase
in the injection current. The threshold of the laser is deduced from (a) as 50mA and the
wavelength range in running mode is 2.25nm.
The threshold of the red MDL is 50mA and the maximum output power of the diode
laser is 43mW. The wavelength range was obtained by observation of the wavelength
of the output beam whilst the injection current was varied from the threshold to the
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maximum operating current. The temperature of the laser was fixed at 21 degrees.
The range of wavelengths from the laser at this temperature is from 660.25nm to
662.4nm.
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Figure 5.7: Linewdith of Red Microlensed Diode Laser
Linewidth (11MHz) and FSR (300MHz) of a free running red microlensed diode laser.
The spectral linewidth of the red MDL was measured by observing the output from
the laser through an Fabry-Perot etalon, controlled via an optical spectral analyser
which provides a high voltage input to the etalon and allows the amplified output
from the etalon to be observed on an oscilloscope. The linewidth is measured at the
full width half maximum (FWHM) of the mode and is calculated as a ratio of its
FWHM to the frequency spacing between adjacent modes given by the FSR of the
etalon, which in this case is 300MHz. For use in the mercury spectroscopy application
described in Chapter 6, smooth mode-hop-free tuning of the red MDL was obtained
over 58GHz without any need for enhancement of the tuning range via electronic
control. The injection current of the laser was set at 114mA. This tuning range was
obtained without any further electronic control of the temperature and current. The
wide continuous tuning range demonstrated by the MDL lasers shows their ability to
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run in single longitudinal mode in contrast to standard diode lasers. This is attributed
to the use of a microlens.
The characteristics of the red MDL when operated in external cavity are given in [11].
5.3.2 Violet microlensed diode laser in ECDL configuration
The free running violet diode (Blue Sky Research (California) VPSL-0450-N5B) oper-
ates at 413nm with a continuous output of 25mW. Measurements of the beam quality
yielded M2 values of 1.3 in the horizontal plane and 1.5 in the vertical plane [11]. The
laser output was observed directly on a spectrum analyser with a FSR of 1GHz and fi-
nesse of 500. The linewidth of the diode was less than 22GHz and a continuous tuning
range of 40GHz, scanning from 51.8-62.7mA giving a tuning rate of 5.06GHz/mA.
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Machined
grating holder
Temperature
controlled base plate
Piezo-electric
Transducer Disk
Diode Laser in
Collimating
Tube
Vertical adjuster
Horizontal  adjuster
40mm
70mm
Figure 5.8: Photograph of violet microlensed ECDL
A homebuilt Littrow external cavity diode laser showing the optical and mechanical elements
used within a Littrow extended cavity configuration.
The diode was placed within a home-built ECDL system based upon a Littrow con-
figuration. Figure 5.8 shows a photograph of the home built system. The laser is
mounted upon an aluminium plate under which the TEC is sandwiched between this
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plate and a larger aluminium base. The grating holder is machined at a specific angle
to allow the correct orientation of the grating to allow the first order diffracted beam
to be returned to the laser diode. This holder is then attached to the mirror mount
with a screw, allowing the coarse adjustment of the orientation of the grating using
the horizontal and vertical adjusters. The piezo-electric transducer disk allows fine
tuning of the length of the extended cavity and can be used to optimise the tuning
characteristics.
The threshold of the ECDL was reduced to its minimum value by careful alignment
of the diode output with the grating back reflected spot as described earlier.
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Figure 5.9: Output power and wavelength characteristics for variation in
injection current for the violet microlensed ECDL
Variation of power (a) and wavelength (b) with injection current for the violet microlensed
diode laser in ECDL configuration. The threshold of the laser is 53mA and the maximum
output power is 16mW.
The grating is a HoloUV grating with 2400 lines per mm which was found to yield
maximum output power, largest tuning range and narrowest linewidth [11]. The
maximum output power from the violet MDL was 16mW and the threshold was
53mA. The output power is similar to that of a normal diode with an elliptical
output beam, as shown in the characterisation of a commercial violet ECDL. The
wavelength response of the diode laser was measured at a constant temperature of 12
degrees. The wavelength tuning of the diode laser showed very few regions of smooth
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tuning, demonstrated by the observation of a mode-hop-free fine tuning range of less
than 3GHz. The wavelength range of the ECDL is very narrow however, with a
variation of 0.15nm. For use within the mercury spectroscopy application, the violet
MDL is current and temperature tuned to deliver the correct wavelength light for
sum frequency generation of UV light.
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Figure 5.10: Linewidth of Violet Microlensed Diode Laser in Extended Cav-
ity
Linewidth (8MHz) and FSR (1GHz) of a violet microlensed diode laser in an external cavity
configuration.
The linewidth of the violet MDL was measured by observation of the spectral output
of the laser using a Fabry-Perot etalon with a FSR=1GHz and finesse of 500. Figure
5.10 shows the linewidth of a single longitudinal mode with respect to the spacing
between adjacent modes.
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5.4 Characterisation of T-Optica Laser
Here, a commerical GaN external cavity diode laser (T-Optica Photonics AG DL100)
based on a Littrow geometry is characterised. The use of this laser within a spectro-
scopic application is described later in this chapter.
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Figure 5.11: Power and wavelength characteristic for variation in injection
current for commercial ECDL
Variation of output power (a) and wavelength (b) with injection current for T-Optica violet
ECDL.
The threshold of the laser is 37mA and the maximum output power is 16mW. The
temperature was fixed at 20oC. The wavelength range obtained demonstrated the
step function and clearly shows a mode jump where the laser operation switched to
a lower wavelength.
The linewidth of the laser was determined by observing the output on a Fabry-Perot
spectrum analyser with a FSR of 1GHz and finesse of 500. The linewidth of the laser
was found to be 7MHz as shown in Figure 5.12.
For most spectroscopic applications a large mode-hop-free tuning range is desirable.
To successfully resolve all the features of the indium transition within a single scan
of the laser a mimimum mode-hop-free tuning range of 20GHz was required. A
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Figure 5.12: Linewidth and Free Spectral Range of Commercial Violet
ECDL
Linewidth (7MHz) and FSR (1GHz) of T-Optica commercial violet diode laser in external
cavity.
Littrow ECDL can be tuned smoothly by means of adjusting the injection current
and grating angle. This tuning range is limited, however, as the adjustments of the
two parameters are difficult to match. However a wider range could be obtained by
employing a feed-forward loop where the PZT voltage and the injection current are
adjusted within a ratio maintaining constructive interference, increasing the mode-
hope free tuning range. This method is widely used within spectroscopic applications.
For the configuration described here, the output of the laser was enhanced by using
an integrated scanning control box (Scan 110). A frequency calibration of the laser
scan was performed using a confocal Fabry-Perot etalon with a free spectral range of
1GHz.
The characteristics of the laser highlighted its suitability as a source for spectroscopy
on Indium. The linewidth (7MHz) is much smaller than the full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) of the narrowest absorption peak of the indium profile (5 GHz).
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Figure 5.13: 35GHz Mode-Hop-Free Tuning
35GHz mode-hop-free tuning of T-Optica violet laser measured using an Fabry-Perot etalon
with FSR of 1GHz.
5.5 Indium
Indium has a strong 52P1/2 − 62P1/2 transition at 410nm. This line has already been
used in high resolution spectroscopy for hyperfine structure measurement and has
proved a fruitful application for violet diode lasers. One of the major applications for
the use of indium is in atom lithography, allowing the deposition of atoms to grow
semiconductor structures to obtain photonic bandgap structures [3]. Hildebrandt et
al used a violet diode laser to detect the absorption spectrum of indium vapour within
a cell [4]. The cell was heated to 1300 degrees and was used to resolve the transitions
from F=4,5 to F’=4,5. In addition, well resolved Lamb dips were observed. Leinen et
al [5] provided information about the structure from spectroscopy on an atomic beam
of indium produced by a heated vapour cell. They were able to resolve individual
isotopes in the atomic beam. Hult et al have measured the hyperfine structure of
indium and observed the fluorescence of indium atoms induced by a violet diode laser
within a pressure flame [6]. Rasbach et al [7] applied the techniques of high resolu-
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tion saturation and polarization spectroscopy to indium vapour contained within a
sapphire cell heated to 600 degrees. The sapphire is used because of its sensitivity to
high temperatures, crucial when the cells are heated within the experimental setup.
They performed measurements using both a violet diode laser and then also with a
violet light generated at 451nm by a frequency doubled Ti:Sapphire laser.
Here, I describe the use of a hollow cathode lamp source of indium atoms for the
spectroscopy of indium using a violet diode laser. The use of hollow cathode lamp
could provide a simple and effective source of indium to produce an atomic beam
suitable for use within nanofabrication applications. For atomic transitions that are
narrow or weak high sensitivity techniques are required to detect the features. This
is the case for indium where vapour cells must be heated to increase the density of
the atoms. A hollow cathode galvatron provides a high density vapour of indium
atoms. The HCL obviates the need for heating apparatus for a vapour cell, simpli-
fying an experimental setup. For these reasons HCLs have been used in many laser
spectroscopy applications [8, 9, 10]
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Figure 5.14: Indium Energy Level Scheme
The energy level scheme of atomic indium corresponding to the F=4,5 to F’=4,5 transition.
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The absorption spectrum and hyperfine structure were obtained using a source of neu-
tral indium atoms in a hollow cathode galavatron (HCL) (Hamamatsu series L2783-31
In). This is the first demonstration of laser spectroscopy of indium using a hollow
cathode lamp.
In a galvatron, shown in Figure 5.15, a discharge plasma is generated in the hole
through the cathode. Laser light is incident upon the cathode and propagates through
the hole. When the absorption wavelength of the atoms in the discharge plasma
is resonant with the laser light, the electronic properties of the discharge plasma
are altered, delivering an optogalvanic signal. When the laser wavelength and the
absorbed wavelength are resonant, the strongest optogalvanic signal is obtained. As
the wavelengths go off resonance the signal becomes much smaller.
Input Window
Anode
Cathode
Output Window
Figure 5.15: Construction of Galvatron
The transparent cathode is a 15mm long hollow cylinder with a 3mm inner diameter.
The maximum current for the galvatron is 10mA. Indium atoms are sputtered from
the surface of the cathode by energetic ions produced in the xenon buffer gas. There
are advantages of using a hollow cathode discharge instead of the more commonly
used vapour cells. For experiments using indium cells it is necessary to heat the cells
to over 1000oC, however HCL experiments can be performed at room temperature.
However, the lifetime of a HCL is limited due to its method of operation which leads
to degradation of the lamp and reduced production of the trace element.
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5.6 Absorption Spectroscopy of Indium
For this application a commercial T-Optica violet ECDL, characterised earlier, was
used. The experimental setup for the absorption spectroscopy is shown in Figure
5.16. A polarisation beamsplitter is used to divide the laser beam. One portion was
incident on a photodiode as a reference. The other beam was used for the absorption
spectroscopy and is passed through both the anode and cathode of the HCL. The
beam coming out of the HCL is split further to enable simultaneous diagnostic mea-
surements of the wavelength and tuning of the laser with interaction of the indium
atoms. The absorption is detected as a difference in intensity between a reference
beam and a beam that has interacted with the indium atoms. Both detected signals
are displayed on a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 520A).
T-Optica
Violet ECDL
Monitor
Photodiode
M2
M1
Wavemeter
Detector
Photodiode
Indium
Galvatron
Polarising
Beamsplitter Cube
l/2ND Filter
Figure 5.16: Experimental Setup for Indium Spectroscopy
The violet diode laser is aligned through the hollow cathode lamp using mirror M1. The
beam interacts with the indium atoms and the output beam is detected by the detector
photodiode. The polarising beamsplitter cube allows a portion of the laser beam to be split
off and aligned using mirror M2 to the monitor photodiode. The wavelength of the laser is
ascertained by the wavemeter.
To obtain the indium spectrum, the HCL was powered using a current of 10mA
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and the laser wavelength scanned through the line to observe any depletion in the
power output from the galvatron, indicating the presence of indium. The laser was
temperature and current tuned to give output at 410.176nm, the given wavelength
for the indium line on the NIST database [11]. We were, however, unable to resolve
the indium line despite extensive refinements of the setup. However, by examination
of published work in this area the indium line was quoted at 410nm and only one
reference gave an indication of the line being at 410.3nm. In order to find the line
a searching process was initiated whereby the laser was temperature tuned from
410.33nm downwards and the difference between the two signals was observed at each
wavelength range until depletion indicating a single peak was observed at 410.297nm.
Subsequent tuning to 410.293nm delivered all four of the hyperfine features within a
single scan shown in figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Hyperfine structure of indium at 410nm
The spectrum shows the features corresponding to the F=4,5 to the F’=4,5 transition in
indium. The spectral separation between the features are indicated.
The frequency separations between the features are in good agreement with the hy-
perfine measurements shown in work by Leinen, Hildebrant and Hult [4, 5, 12].
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5.6.1 Locking to the Indium Line
The principles of active stablisation and the locking of a laser to a frequency reference
through use of electronic feedback circuits was described in Chapter 2. Absorption
features are appropriate frequency references and here the use of an indium absorption
feature to stabilise the violet diode laser is described.
The strongest absorption feature was chosen as the reference feature. The output
of the laser was monitored by observing the spectral modes of the laser through a
Fabry-Perot etalon. The signal that interacts with the trace species was detected
using a photodiode and the output of the photodiode was fed into the locking circuit.
The locking electronic box (T-Optica PID100) was used to zoom in on the feature
and the reference point was set at the side of the fringe. The procedure for fine
tuning of the stabilisation feedback loop was performed by adjusting in turn the
proportional (P), integral (I) and differential (D) controls on the locking electronic
circuit. The systematic procedure for this type of stabilisation was given in Chapter
2. In side-of-fringe locking the size of the feature is important with a larger fringe
providing a bigger region over which the frequency change is less dramatic, allowing
the stabilisation feedback loop to operate properly and providing a longer term lock.
The lock point can be set at a point in the centre of the fringe, far away from any
rapid changes in the frequency where the fringe gradient is steeper for example near
to the top of the fringe.
Achieving stabilisation was initially non-trivial as the reference indium feature was
weak, a result of degradation of the galvatron. The drift of the laser was much
greater than would have been expected for this type of stabilisation scheme. However,
observation of the spectral output from the laser, observed using a Fabry-Perot etalon,
indicated a significant difference in the laser output for locked and unlocked operation.
Figure 5.18 shows a significant difference between the spectral output the drift of the
locked and unlocked laser. Trace 5.18(a) shows the output from the laser when the
negative feedback circuit is not used. Over 15 minutes the laser drifts by 357MHz
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Figure 5.18: Frequency Stabilisation of Violet ECDL over 15 minutes
Trace (a) shows the unlocked behaviour of the laser where there is a larger drift and a a
mode jump. Trace (b) indicates laser stabilisation.
and there is a clear mode jump, which indicated that the laser switched its operating
point. In contrast Trace 5.18(b) shows the effect upon the laser spectrum when the
feedback circuit is employed. The drift of the laser frequency is 120MHz and the laser
continues to oscillate on the same mode.
The effect of the stablisation scheme is further confirmed by examination of the
behaviour of the error signal. Figure 5.19 shows the effect on the error signal when
the lock is on and off. When locked the error signal is at zero, indicating a zero error
between the reference and signal, but when unlocked the error signal drifts from the
zero point.
The stabilisation results indicate that with a stronger absorption feature, such as those
obtained with the initial detection of the spectrum, then the stabilisation would be
much more successful. When unlocked the drift of the laser is 333MHz and there is
clearly a mode hop indicated by the extra mode. For the locked trace there is no
mode-hop and the drift is only 120MHz. This result demonstrates the use of the
feedback loop to keep the laser operating at the pre-determined reference frequency.
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Figure 5.19: Effect of the stabilisation upon the error signal
Traces (a), (b) and (c) shows the effect of the lock upon the behaviour of the error signal.
Trace (d) shows the effect on the error signal when the feedback loop has too much gain.
In Figure (a) the error signal is recorded over 100s without the use of the lock. Figure (b)
shows the effect upon the error signal over 100s when the lock is implemented. In Figure
(c) the difference in the error signal when the lock is implemented after 50s is shown.
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5.7 Summary
In this chapter the characteristics of diode lasers used were given and are summarised
in Table 5.1.
Laser Threshold Power Tuning Linewidth Application
(mA) (mW) (GHz) (MHz)
Nichia (FR) 35 27 – – –
Nichia (EC) 27 17 7 – OPO
Red MDL 50 42 58 11 SFG
Red MDL (EC) – 26 6 6 SFG
Violet MDL – 24 40 22 SFG
Violet MDL(EC) 53 15 3 8 SFG
T-Optica (EC) 37 16 37 7 Indium
Table 5.1: Summary of Diode Laser Characterisation
The output powers of violet diode lasers were found to be much lower than those
demonstrated by their longer wavelength counterparts and they have much shorter
smooth tuning characteristics. This is due to their structure, a result of the effects
of confinement of carriers that had for so long prevented short wavelength diode
lasers from being of any practical use. The use of a microlens within a diode laser
assembly creates an extended cavity effect with a small amount of feedback to the
diode from the back facet of the lens. This gave a degree of stability to the laser
output as demonstrated by the large mode-hop-free tuning range (58GHz) from the
free running red MDL.
The use of a violet diode laser for the spectroscopy of Indium at room temperature
allowed all of the features in the hyperfine structure to be resolved. This simple
application of tunable diode laser spectroscopy demonstrated the versatility of these
devices in these applications. Although the results for the stabilisation of the com-
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mercial ECDL to an indium absorption feature were inconclusive, the technique used
was appropriate. The behaviour of the error signal indicated that the feedback loop
was working and further refinement of parameters along with stronger indium fea-
tures would be most appropriate to obtain convincing laser stabilisation. Further
investigation on this method of stabilisation would hope to have a stronger feature
and thus a larger side-of-fringe locking range to choose. It is conceivable that sta-
bilisation of the laser with a drift of less than 1MHz would be possible. In addition
the opportunity exists for comparisons of this stabilisation method with top-of-fringe
locking and locking to an external stable reference cavity.
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Chapter 6
Wavelength Modulation
Spectroscopy with Diode Lasers
Modulation spectroscopy techniques improve the signal to noise of recorded spectra,
allowing refinement and improvement in the acquisition of experimental data. Often
features within trace species are weak and not easily identifiable with direct detection
methods. A diode laser based spectroscopy system that is able to detect and distin-
guish spectral lines that are broadened with a direct detection system is a powerful
tool which can be applied to a variety of media as demonstrated here with mercury
vapour detection and Raman spectroscopy of biological samples.
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6.1 Introduction
Tunable diode lasers are ideal for optical spectroscopy because of their narrow linewidths,
large tuning ranges and stable outputs. They are more compact and rugged than
many other laser sources and have enabled spectroscopic methods to be used outside
the laboratory as well as within. Applications of diode laser spectroscopy include
remote sensing, trace gas detection and process monitoring. They can be used to
monitor environmentally important species. High power semiconductor diode laser
sources and high-efficiency frequency doubling have enabled the generation of narrow-
band tunable radiation for UV spectroscopy. Recent widespread availability of blue
diode lasers has allowed frequency conversion techniques to access the UV region.
The use of modulation spectroscopy techniques serves to improve the signal to noise
[1] and may be implemented with tunable diode laser spectroscopy [2, 3, 4]. Direct
absorption techniques are attractive because of the ease of interpretation of the re-
sults and the simplicity of the experimental parameters. However for applications
that require greater noise rejection and lower detection limits, wavelength modula-
tion methods are a promising solution. Broadened spectral features are difficult to
resolve with direct absorption measurements where the method is sensitive to the
magnitude of the intensity of the feature. In contrast modulation spectroscopy is a
derivative method that is sensitive to the curvature of the lineshape of the spectrum.
This difference in the measurement principle is demonstrated in this work, where
wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS) allows resolution of individual isotopes
with a natural mix of mercury giving a level of insight unattainable with the direct
technique.
The 61S0 − 63P1 intercombination line of mercury at 253.7nm is one of the most
studied lines in atomic physics. There are many spectral features of interest with the
natural mercury vapour combining isotope transitions with the hyperfine structure.
Although innovative techniques and enhancements to vapour discharge lamps have
allowed some improvement in experimental precision, the resolution has until rela-
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tively recently been limited by an unresolved hyperfine isotope structure. Recently,
spectroscopic investigations on this line using two diode lasers has been able to resolve
these features. The 61S0 − 63P1 intercombination line in mercury, has been accessed
by Jacobs et al [5] who frequency quadrupled a 1016 nm semiconductor laser in a
bulky, multi-pass, two-stage process to deliver 150 mW of 254 nm light and obtained
a scan width of 40 GHz. Alnis et al [6] were able to generate 0.9 nW of UV light
using sum frequency mixing of a 5 mW, 404 nm, extended-cavity diode laser and a
30 mW single mode 688 nm diode laser. This had an optical to optical efficiency
of 2.57x10−6%. However, they were reliant upon a combination of multiple adjacent
scans over 80GHz to see the all of the mercury absorption features. In comparison,
in this chapter I present a compact, all diode laser based system that demonstrates
over 50nW of UV light output and resolution of the absorption features of mercury at
254nm within a single, 58GHz scan, with an efficiency of 2.54 x10−4 % [7]. In addi-
tion a system to allow wavelength modulation spectroscopy of WMS is also described.
The results presented show a far more detailed investigation than had previously been
attempted [6], involving the use of low modulation frequencies and extensive inves-
tigation into the optimum parameters for WMS of the mercury vapour. The design
of the SFG system is presented along with details of the methods used to maximise
the non-linear conversion in the crystal, resulting in high generated UV power. The
spectra of mercury ressolved using pressure cells at both atmospheric and low vapour
pressure are given, the latter allowing resolution of individual features within the
mercury natural isotope mix. The spectral features are then also identified using a
low frequency wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS) technique where the rapid
detection allows clear isotope separation within the natural mix to be identified. In
addition direct and WMS spectra were recorded for a low vapour pressure source of
the 198Hg isotope of mercury. All of these results were obtained within a single scan
of the system, obviating the need for complicated combinations of multiple scans to
observe all of the spectral features. Absorption signals were recorded for direct de-
tection and WMS techniques. In each case an accurate frequency spacing between
features is given and a comparison between the two techniques is shown. Efforts to
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optimise the parameters for WMS are described along with investigations into the ef-
fects of modulation amplitude, modulation frequency and harmonic detection. These
results demonstrate the sensitivity and power of the WMS over the direct detection
technique and show a very detailed investigation into the properties of the mercury
line at 253.7nm.
The WMS detection method was also applied to Raman tweezers laser spectroscopy
for investigations on polymer spheres and biological cell samples. The WMS method
demonstrates the first use of this type of detection system using tunable diode lasers.
The system shows a clear improvement in the signal to noise, shorter acquisition times
for spectra and effective rejection of the background fluorescence which hinders the
determination of spectral features within the sample.
6.2 Mercury
Mercury has seven naturally occuring isotopes, 196Hg, 198Hg, 199Hg, 200Hg, 201Hg,
202Hg and 204Hg. Even isotopes have integer spin and nuclear spin of zero; odd
isotopes have half integer nuclear spin. The spin of the isotope contributes to the
spectral features of the vapour. Zero nuclear spin results in individual isotopic shifts
in the spectral lines whereas integer spins causes splitting of the energy levels forming
hyperfine structures which coincide with the 204Hg, 198Hg and 196Hg isotope shifts,
shown in Figure 6.1. The resolution of these features within the mix is shown with five
individual spectral features. The spectral features occur as a result of the nuclear spin
coupling with the angular momentum of orbiting electrons [8]. Typical background
concentrations of mercury in air are a few ng/m3. Environmental pollution monitoring
systems based on Zeeman absorption and LIDAR techniques have already been used
to identify mercury in air [9, 10]. The LIDAR systems are mobile but not compact.
Here, a powerful, compact, diode laser based alternative is presented.
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Figure 6.1: Naturally Occuring Mercury Isotopes
The even isotopes make single contributions to the absorption line structure. The two odd
isotopes contribute to the structure, combining with the even isotopes.
6.3 Absorption Spectroscopy of Mercury
6.3.1 Generation of 254nm light
An explanation of the χ(2) interaction that causes second order non-linear optical
interactions was presented in Chapter 3. Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) is a spe-
cific case of this interaction, where two fundamental waves interact within a non-linear
crystal to generate a single, higher frequency wave. This phenomenon is described in
more detail in Section 3.12.
To generate light at 254nm a frequency conversion system based upon SFG was as-
sembled from scratch, using a free running microlensed diode laser (MDL) at 662nm
and an MDL within a Littrow external cavity configuration using a holographic UV
diffraction grating for single mode operation at 411nm. The two lasers were wave-
length matched to deliver sum frequency generated light in the UV. The properties of
the two microlensed lasers are summarised in Table 6.1 and presented in more detail
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Figure 6.2: Photograph UV Generation
in [11] and in Chapter 5. The system was initially setup by A. Carruthers who suc-
cessfully obtained the broadened mercury spectrum shown in Figure 6.5. Following
on from this work, I led the assembly of the system in an alternative configuration,
and after generating the maximum UV power from the system, resolved the fine struc-
ture features using a low vapour pressure mercury cell manufactured by the School’s
departmental glass blower.
Wavelength(nm) Output Power (mW) Linewidth(MHz) Continuous Tuning(GHz)
662 50 11 70
411 14 (ECDL) 4 6
Table 6.1: Properties of microlensed diode lasers for generation of 254nm
[11].
Figure 6.3 shows the practical set-up for the generation of UV light.
The two laser beams were brought together by using beam steering mirrors (M1 and
M2 for the red beam; M3 and M4 for the violet beam) and combined by a dichroic
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Figure 6.3: Sum Frequency Generation of UV
Experimental setup for generating 253.7 nm. M1-M6 are mirrors, L1-L6 are lenses. PMT is
the photon multiplier tube, IF is the interference filter, PIN 1 and PIN 2 are the pinholes,
BBO is the non-linear crystal, BS is the dichroic beam splitter, the glass slide is marked
Glass and λ/2 denotes the halfwave plate.
beamsplitter (BS). Both the beams were then aligned through two pinholes (PIN 1
and PIN 2) to ensure good beam overlap through propagation within the non-linear
crystal. A lens system (L5 & L6) was introduced to focus the combined beams into
the crystal. L5 was an uncoated, 50mm focal length lens that focussed the red and
blue beams into the crystal. L6 focusses the output from the crystal onto the first UV
mirror. L6 is coated for maximum transmission of blue and UV and recollimates the
beam out of the crystal. To minimise the harmful effects of back reflection into the
red diode laser, the lenses were anti-reflection coated. The non-linear crystal was a β-
barium borate (BBO) crystal, cut at θ = 49.3o and φ = 0o with dimensions of 3mm by
3mm by 8mm. The crystal was coated on the front face for transmission at the input
wavelengths and the back face coated for transmission at the up-converted wavelength.
The crystal was mounted on stage that permitted rotation through 360 degrees and
then also onto an X-Y-Z translation stage, allowing precise alteration of the crystal
orientation to ensure maximum non-linear conversion. The position of the crystal was
determined crudely at first, with the alignment achieved by aligning the back-reflected
red beam back to the pinhole, PIN 2, slightly left of centre. In this orientation, the
generated beams were aligned using the two UV mirrors that were used to guide the
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beam onto the photomultiplier tube (PMT) through a monochromator ensuring that
only UV light at 254nm was detected. To fine tune the alignment the output from the
PMT was observed on a oscilloscope and adjustments made accordingly to maximise
the gain. Firstly the crystal mounting was adjusted to obtain maximum gain, firstly
coarsely and then with further fine adjustment using the X-Y-Z actuators on the
mounting. There was little need to adjust the crystal rotation as this had already been
optimised for SFG in the previous application of this system using the atmospheric
vapour pressure cell. Once the position of the crystal had been set, further fine
adjustment was used to yield the maximum gain. This involved adjustment of the
UV mirrors (M5 and M6) to ensure optimum alignment onto the PMT and then slight
adjustment of the red and blue beams to perfect the alignment through the crystal.
At various stages during this alignment system the PMT became saturated and filters
(BluF and IF) were introduced to allow further detection of generated light.
To maximise non-linear frequency conversion the beam sizes of both lasers were col-
limated using cylindrical lens systems, (L1 & L2 and L3 & L4) The beams can be
shaped to match their size to either their beamwaists, w0, or the confocal parameter,
b, of the BBO crystal. In Section 3.5 an expression for the theoretical SFG power was
given. For the case of different matched parameters this expression can be adapted.
For the case where the beamwaists of the two fundamental beams are the same, but
the confocal parameters are different, m, given in equation 3.x. can be simplified
using 1/w23 = 1/w
2
1 + 1/w
2
2. For equal beamwaists, w1 = w2 so m is further simplified
to w3 = w1,2/
√
2. Thus the conversion efficiency η for the SFG process as described
in [12, 13] can be given by
η =
P3√
P1P2
=
2d2eff l
2ω1ω2
√
P1P2
piε0c3n1n2n3w21,2
(6.1)
In contrast the generalised expression can also be adapted for optimum phasematching
and thus for matched confocal parameters. To account for Gaussian beam focussing
and walk off the Boyd-Kleinmann multiplication factor is introduced.
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P3 =
2d2effω1ω2P1P2lk0h(B, ξ)
n1n2n3c3ε0pi
(6.2)
For matching the confocal parameters of the two beams to the length of the non-
linear crystal (b=8mm), the theoretical UV power that should be generated by this
system is 83nW [7], based upon the assumption that the red and violet laser beams
are overlapped optimally within the non-linear crystal and that their dimensions
remain constant within the crystal and the confocal parameters are matched for both
beams. To satisfy these conditions the beamwaists for the two beams would be
different, (17.6µm for the violet and 22.5µm for the red). This means that the waist
of the red laser must be increased thus reducing the amount of power from the laser
available for non-linear conversion. With the initial system used, there was no further
beamshaping using lens relays, the beamwaists were matched to 20µm resulting in a
generated UV power of 6.5nW. Although a significant improvement on the previous
reported best (0.9nW), the theoretical power suggested that if the system parameters
were optimised, the system would yield more power.
Conventionally, for non-linear conversion, matching the beamsize to the confocal pa-
rameter ensures stability and maximum efficiency. However, here theoretical mod-
elling indicated that matching the beamwaists rather than the confocal parameters
would deliver the best overlap between the two beams [14]. As the beam diameter of
the red laser is larger than that for the violet laser within the crystal a substantial
amount of the red laser power is not used for conversion. Ruffing et al [15] during
investigations into the parametric generation of violet light, showed that the most
efficient non-linear conversion is obtained for a situation where the beamwaists of the
lasers are matched, utilising all of the available laser power within the non-linear in-
teraction. By matching the beamwaists of the two lasers to 40µm the power available
for SFG is increased [7].
Table 5.2 shows that significantly higher powers were obtained for matching the
beamwaists. Matching the beam parameters is achieved by choosing the correct lens
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relay and improvements in the output power when the beamwaists were matched to
40µm by finding the most appropriate combination of lenses.
Matched Parameter Lens Relay(Red) Lens Relay(Blue) UV Power (nW)
b= 8mm 100 + 50 50 + 40 17.8
w0=20 µ m None None 6.5
w0=40 µ m 100 + 50 100 + 50 50.3 [14]
Table 6.2: Lens Systems used to maximise UV output
The UV beam power was measured using the photomultiplier tube (PMT) with filters
to ensure only the UV light was detected and prevent saturation of the PMT. The
PMT is sensitive to blue and UV light only, so a chopper was used to exclude the red
to provide a simple check of the light being generated and allow this to be maximised.
The measurement of the UV power at the back facet of the crystal was calculated
by determining the power at the PMT and then accounting for the transmission
properties of the different optical elements within the system after the crystal.
Once the PMT had been saturated a more direct measurement of UV was taken using
an optical power meter. Although the power meter can be used to directly measure
power at a certain set wavelength, its response time is much slower than that of the
PMT and so initially the PMT was used to maximise the UV power. The power
meter was placed after the monochromator and the UV mirrors and a glass slide was
used to differentiate between generated UV light and background noise. The output
UV power of 50.3nW was over an order of magnitude greater than that previously
reported [6], a direct result of the improvement in SFG conversion efficiency, described
in Section 3.5, and [7]. This improvement in efficiency is attributed to the use of
microlensed diode lasers as the circular output beam allows more of the direct diode
output to be used for non-linear conversion and reduces the requirement for lossy
beamshaping optics within the system.
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6.4 Direct detection absorption spectroscopy of mer-
cury
To access the mercury line the sum-frequency system described was used to generate
light at 253.7nm. The red and violet diode lasers were temperature and current
tuned to set their wavelengths at 662.3nm and 410.3nm respectively. To detect the
mercury absorption line, the experimental setup was adapted, as shown in Figure 6.4,
to include a lens relay to focus the UV beam into the mercury cell and the output
focussed onto the PMT with interference and blue filters used as before.
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Figure 6.4: Experimental setup for absorption spectroscopy of mercury
Experimental setup for spectroscopy of mercury. A lens relay is used to focus the UV beam
into the mercury cell. The UV light is then detected,using the PMT.
To minimise the effect of scatter a pinhole is placed at the beam focus immediately
before the PMT. To monitor the sweep of the laser, a glass slide is used to pick off a
small amount of the light from the red laser to ascertain that the tuning is mode-hop-
free. The red laser was current and temperature tuned to deliver a large (58GHz)
mode-hop-free scan and a corresponding wavelength shift of 662.268nm - 662.354nm.
This wavelength shift was measured using a Burleigh laser wavemeter. The frequency
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scan was clarified by use of a Fabry-Perot etalon with a free spectral range of 2GHz.
This was matched with a coarse tuning of the violet ECDL to access the mercury
absorption line. The long smooth scan of the red laser allowed all of the features of
the mercury absorption line to be resolved within a single scan of the red laser.
The fine structure of mercury was only obtained with a low pressure mercury cell due
to the effects of pressure broadening. The spectra obtained with high and low pressure
cells are shown in Figure 6.5. The lower pressure spectrum shows clearly resolved
transitions that fit with the broadened features from the measurement at atmospheric
pressure. The hyperfine structure aligns with the pressure broadened scan, with the
frequency separation of the two traces and the resolved features matching in shape
and size. Figure 6.6 shows an accurate frequency calibration of the mercury features.
This calibration was obtained using an accurate 58GHz scan, measured using a Fabry-
Perot etalon with a FSR of 2GHz. Using this etalon and observing the modes on an
oscilloscope allows a measurement of the frequency scan to be ±1GHz . The spacing
between features was determined by zooming in on the separations. This allowed a
more precise determination of the spacings between the individual features accurate
to ±0.5GHz.
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Figure 6.5: Absorption Spectrum of Mercury
Mercury absorption signal from an atmospheric pressure cell (black) and from a low pressure
cell(grey) with a natural isotope mixture, taken at room temperature normalized to account
for the power variation over the scan. (Signal from atmospheric pressure cell obtained by
A. Carruthers)
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Figure 6.6: Frequency Calibration of Absorption Spectrum of the Natural
Mix of Mercury Vapour
The trace shows the frequency separation between the fine structure features of mercury.
The frequency span of all the features is 19.35GHz and the separation between the individual
fine structure features are 6.25GHz, 4.1GHz, 4.7GHz and 4.3GHz.
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6.5 Modulation Spectroscopy techniques for trace
gas detection
When techniques for tunable diode laser spectroscopy are adapted to include modu-
lation of the laser wavelength the detection sensitivity is vastly improved, delivering
a powerful and highly precise spectroscopic tool without the need for complicated
alterations to a direct detection method. Diode lasers are especially well suited for
high sensitivity absorption spectroscopy because it is possible to tune their emission
wavelengths over the whole absorption profile by changing the temperature of the
laser and modulating the drive current. This results in simultaneous intensity and
frequency modulation of the emitted light.
6.5.1 Review of Modulation Spectroscopy
The benefits of employing modulation techniques have been explored extensively re-
sulting in a huge number of gas sensing publications. This section gives a brief review
of some of the notable work carried out in this area.
Song and Jung [1] give an excellent review of wavelength and frequency modulation
spectroscopy (WMS and FMS) techniques as well as other modulation techniques,
Two-Tone Frequency Modulation Spectroscopy (TTFMS) and the sweep integration
method. Bomse et al applied gave a comparison between FMS and WMS when applied
to detection of absorption of N2O using a lead-salt diode laser [16]. A theoretical
description of the two methods is given by Supplee et al [17].
Diode lasers have been used within modulation spectroscopy systems to detect cae-
sium [2] water vapour, oxygen [18] and have been used to assist with the characteri-
sation of a laser [19]. The technique has been used in the spectroscopy of cesium to
generate a frequency standard for diode laser stabilisation [20]. The technique has
been used with blue diode lasers to detect trace gases: Alnis et al applied wavelength
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modulation to the detection of potassium [3] and mercury [6]. However they were
unable to see any discernible difference between this method and direct absorption
for mercury. In contrast the results presented here show a more detailed investigation
into the WMS technique, using a much lower modulation frequency and show the
resolution of features that are not visible through direct detection.
6.5.2 Theory of Wavelength Modulation Spectroscopy
Modulation spectroscopy with diode lasers involves applying a sinusoidal modula-
tion to the drive current at a frequency f whilst the operating wavelength of the
laser is slowly tuned across the absorption line under investigation. There are two
major techniques in modulation spectroscopy, wavelength modulation (WMS) and
frequency modulation (FMS). The techniques are essentially the same but they are
applied in different frequency regimes. Wavelength modulation spectroscopy employs
modulation frequencies that are much smaller than the half width of the absorption
feature of interest, ω1/2. By defining a parameter, xm, the differences between the two
techniques can be explained simply. If xm =
ωm
ω1/2
then for WMS, xm < 1, whereas for
FMS xm > 1. The signal resulting from the applied modulation is then demodulated
by a phase sensitive detector at the modulation frequency or at harmonics of this.
Wavelength modulation spectroscopy is a commonly used method in trace gas de-
tection applications and involves the use of modulation frequencies ∼ kHz. There
are several reasons why WMS can provide benefits to laser-based absorption tech-
niques: Analysis of samples by absorption techniques are based upon the difference
between two large signals which is observation of the detector signal in the presence
and absence of the target species, similar to detecting the signal on and off resonance
respectively. This is accomplished by continuously tuning the wavelength over the
resonance which can be readily achieved with diode lasers. The other reason is that a
smooth modulation of the wavelength at f , followed by the detection of the signal at
f and higher harmonics, shifts the signal to a higher frequency where the 1/f noise
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of the detector, which can dominate at lower frequencies, is significantly smaller. 1/f
noise is most commonly associated with the noise of the detector and can be a sig-
nificant problem with laser light detectors. The optimum harmonic is not necessarily
n=1 and is dependent upon the degress of deviation away from the central frequency
and the effect of the noise at lower modulation frequencies.
Figure 6.7 shows a typical absorption spectrum and a wavelength modulated absorp-
tion spectrum. In WMS, as the wavelength is scanned across the atomic transition,
the wavelength modulation is converted to amplitude modulation (AM) giving rise
to a modulation in the optical absorption of a sample at the same frequency. As the
scan continues across the absorption profile, the amount of FM to AM conversion
varies.
The conversion of FM to AM is dependent upon the slope (or derivative) of the
absorption at that frequency. It is often referred to as ‘slope conversion’. Essentially
the lock-in amplifier measures an AC voltage (or current) of a particular frequency
and gives output in the form of a DC voltage proportional to the value of the AC
signal being measured. The amplifier is termed ‘lock-in’ because it locks to and
measures signals at the particular frequency of interest ignoring all other signals at
the input. The heart of the lock-in amplifier is a phase sensitive detector, sometimes
known as the demodulator. It is this part of the instrument which demodulates the
signal of interest and it should be noted that its output is a function of the relative
phase angle between the input signal and the associated reference signal. It follows
therefore, that the lock-in amplifier can also be used to measure the relative phase of
two signals of the same frequency.
Near to the point of maximum absorption (i.e the bottom of a power depletion dip,
marked C in Figure 6.7) the conversion of FM to AM is very small at frequency f(zero
at the line centre). As one moves from the low frequency to the high frequency side
of the peak the phase relationship between AM and FM is reversed (the differences in
the AM signals marked at B and D in Figure 6.7. If the scan is continued away from
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Figure 6.7: Frequency Modulation to Amplitude Modulation
The figure shows the effect of modulation upon a feature and the conversion from a direct to
a derivative feature.The letters A-D indicate the different effects of the slope of the feature
upon the conversion of FM to AM [21].
the absorption (i.e away from the power depletion) AM disappears because of lack
of absorption and a near zero slop (point A in Figure 6.7). It is possible to plot the
ratio of AM to FM versus the laser frequency and the phase inversion of the signal
is represented by the sign change. The curve is thus the derivative of the absorption
profile.
There are three frequencies that are associated with FM signals. The carrier frequency
ω0 is the centre frequency of the signal. The second frequency is the frequency
deviation ∆ω which is a measure of how far the instantaneous frequency departs
from the carrier frequency. The third frequency is the modulation frequency ωm
which measures how quickly the instantaneous frequency varies about ω0. We can
define the wavelength modulation index,M , as the maximum deviation of the laser
from the carrier frequency in terms of the frequency half width:
M = βxm (6.3)
where β is the FM index defined by β = ∆ω
ωm
.
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6.6 Wavelength Modulation Spectroscopy of Mer-
cury
Modulation techniques have peviously been applied using a similar system on the
same mercury line previously by Alnis et al [6]. Their method used a high modulation
frequency of 5MHz and they were unable to see any discernible difference between the
direct and modulation detection methods. Here I demonstrate low frequency WMS,
and detailed investigation into system parameters. There is a considerable reduction
in the noise contribution with the WMS spectra compared to the absorption spectra.
In addition the WMS spectra were all obtained within a single scan of the system.
Furthermore the investigations into the single isotope source indicated the presence
of other isotopes, features that were not visible with the direct detection system. The
improved technique described here is a direct consequence of the increased UV power
obtained as a result of using microlensed diode lasers in the SFG system [22] and the
detailed refinement of the system parameters to yield the clearest spectra. Figure 6.8
shows the setup for the WMS experiment.
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Figure 6.8: Setup for Wavelength Modulation Spectroscopy
The output from the PMT is fed to a lock-in amplifier which demodulates the signal. A
small current modulation is applied to the diode laser from the lock-in amplifier.
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The direct detection absorption system is adapted so that the output from the pho-
tomultiplier tube is input into a digital lock in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems
Model 830). Harmonic detection requires that a sinusoidal modulation be imposed
on the laser wavelength for modulation spectroscopy while the laser wavelength is
scanned continuously. This modulation was generated in the digital lock-in ampli-
fier. The frequency and amplitude of this modulation can be altered to suit the
best parameters for the system. Initially, a sine wave modulation of frequency 1KHz
with amplitude of 48mV was applied to the blue external cavity diode laser that
was temperature and current tuned to deliver an emission wavelength of 410.29nm.
The modulation transfer function of the diode laser is given by the manufacturer as
20mV/1A. The smooth scan of 58GHz that is used here was obtained over a varia-
tion in injection current of 11mA, therefore gives a value for the transfer function of
105MHz/mV thus implying that an applied modulation with an amplitude of 1mV
will apply deviation to the laser from its centre frequency of 105MHz. A function
generator gives an adjustable ramp at 0.8Hz, applied to the red laser in the same way
as in the direct absorption measurement, again providing us with 58GHz of mode hop
free tuning. The time constant of the lock-in amplifier was set to 10ms, providing a
sufficient amount of signal averaging for good signal to noise. Our system provided
flexibility with the ability to modulate both lasers. When modulating the red laser a
home built mixer circuit is used to apply the sweep and dither concurrently. Figure
6.9 shows the difference in the modulation spectra obtained when the modulation is
applied to each laser.
For both cases the modulation system was able to detect signals where the corre-
sponding spectra were able to resolve the features of the mercury vapour. However
the signal to noise was significantly improved when the modulation was applied to
the red laser concurrently with the sweep. For all subsequent measurements the
modulation was applied to the red laser and the violet ECDL was temperature and
current tuned to deliver the correct wavelength (411.3nm) to access the mercury line
at 253.7nm.
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Figure 6.9: WMS spectra with the current modulation applied to both the
red and violet lasers
A comparison of wavelength modulated spectra when applied to different lasers within the
SFG system. Figure a) shows the modulation when applied to the free running red laser.
Figure b) shows the spectrum when modulation is applied to the violet ECDL.
The amplitude of the applied sinusoidal modulation is a crucial parameter when
performing WMS experiments. If the amplitude is too large then the resolution of
the spectrum is compromised and eventually causes distortions in the lineshape of
the feature. The 198Hg single isotope source is contained within a glass cell at low
atmospheric pressure. Figure 6.10 shows the effect of varying the amplitude of the
modulating sinusoidal signal on the resolution of the detected features. The results
show that if the deviation of the laser is increased then the there is a broadening
effect upon the detected features, decreasing resolution and introducing distortion. It
is a crucial parameter in allowing us to identify and resolve spectral features. If it is
too large the resulting spectrum will be broadened and the clarity of the spectrum is
lost. The initial modulating amplitude of 48mV is shown to be unsuitable, resulting
in broadening of features.
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Figure 6.10: Spectra recorded for detection of the 198Hg isotope with a vari-
ation in modulating amplitude
The figures show the effect of increasing the amplitude of the applied sinusoidal modu-
lation upon the resolution of the detected features. The frequency deviation of the laser
corresponding to the applied modulation is given with each figure.
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6.6.1 Detection at different harmonics
For a system with significant detector 1/f noise, a harmonic detection system can
be used effectively to shift the detection to higher harmonics where this noise effect
is diminished and there can be a significant improvement in the signal to noise ratio
(SNR). Pin diodes are commonly used detectors and have a relatively high 1/f noise
at the frequencies used for modulation [23]. In our system, a photomultiplier tube is
used which only displays 1/f noise at very low frequencies [24], much lower than the
kHz regime of frequencies used in this work.
Detection of the signal by the lock-in amplifier can occur at different harmonics of the
modulation frequency, nf , which influences the signal to noise ratio and in turn the
clarity of the output spectra. The Stanford lock-in amplifier can detect harmonics up
to n= 19999 as long as nf does not exceed 102KHz. In order to find the optimum
detection parameters for this system, spectra with detection at harmonics n=1,2,4 for
modulation frequencies of 1kHz at a constant modulating amplitude of 4mV shown
in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Harmonic detection spectra for 1KHz modulation frequency
The spectra recorded at f, 2f and 4f are shown in figures (a), (b) and (c) respectively.
In the published literature, detection has tended to occur at higher harmonics [2,
16, 18]. The results obtained here showed no improvement in the spectral resolution
and signal to noise when the detection was shifted to a higher harmonic. This was is
believed to be in a large part due to the very low 1/f noise present in photomultiplier
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tubes. However, the low modulating amplitude used here is also a major factor. The
amplitude of the applied sinusoidal modulation affects the deviation of the laser from
its centre frequency and the amount of conversion from FM to AM. To explain this, it
is necessary to consider the frequency spectrum of the FM signal. When FM signals
are generated the instantaneous frequency at any time t can be given by
ν(t) = A0sin(ω0t + βsinωmt) (6.4)
where ω0 is the carrier frequency, A0 is the amplitude of the carrier, t is the time,
and β is the FM modulation index
The Fourier series expansion of Equation 6.4 is given by:
ν0(t) = J0A0sinω0t + (6.5)
2A0(J2(β)sin2ωm(t) + J4(β)sin4ωmt + ......)sinω0t (6.6)
+2A0(J1(β)cosωmt + J3sin3ωmt + .....)cosω0t (6.7)
The spectrum of a sinusoidally modulated FM wave consists of an infinite number of
sidebands at higher frequencies on each side of the carrier frequency. The coefficients
of the Fourier series expansion, Jn(β) are Bessel functions of the first kind of order
n and argument β and give the amplitude of the sideband corresponding to the nth
harmonic of the modulation frequency ωm. The series of Bessel functions are shown
in Figure 6.12. Odd harmonics are only significant at higher amplitudes where there
is considerable distortion of the lineshape.
The functions characterise the frequency component of the modulated light spectrum
[17, 21, 25]. For a given modulation index there are certain upper and lower sidebands
that will affect the FM spectrum. As the modulation index increases the number of
sidebands increases. From Figure 6.12 we can see that for any given modulation index,
there are a finite number of Bessel functions whose value is considerably different to
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Figure 6.12: Bessel Functions
The Bessel functions shown are of order 0-6 with argument m. They provide a measure of
the amplitude of the sidebands generated by a sinusoidally modulated FM signal.
zero. As such only the corresponding number of upper and lower sidebands contribute
to the FM spectrum.
As the deviation of the laser from the carrier frequency increases, the number of
sidebands that contribute to FM spectrum increases and the division of strength of the
carrier frequency amongst the sidebands is not linear. The effect of those sidebands
that contribute less than 1% of the magnitude of the initial carrier is considered
negligible. The contributions from sidebands varies so it can be preferable to move
the detection to higher harmonics where the SNR of the sidebands at further deviation
from the carrier frequency is better. From this it is simple to deduce that for systems
where 1/f noise is significant, detection at higher harmonics (where the deviation of
the laser is larger and the number of detected sidebands increases) can be a more
useful detection method. The contribution made by these sidebands to the spectrum
will only be detected when their magnitude exceeds the noise level. The influence on
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Figure 6.13: Plot of the frequency spectrum of an FM signal
The sidebands that are shown arise from the different frequency components of the FM
spectrum. As the amount of deviation of the laser frequency increases the detection of
those sidebands at higher harmonics is possible
the modulation index also is dependent upon the lineshape. Doppler, Lorentzian and
Voigt fitted lineshapes will all respond differently to different amplitude variation
due to the difference in the curvature of the lines resulting in a difference in the
AM contributions. There has been detailed examination of the optimum wavelength
modulation index, M , for these lineshapes at different harmonics [26, 27].
These effects were observed by measuring the peak signal height at different harmonics
for a variation in the modulation index. For n=1,2,4,6 the peak height of the most
abundant isotope, 202Hg was recorded for variation in the amplitude of the sinusoidal
modulating signal from 0.004V to 0.036V shown in Figure 6.14. The signal output
at even harmonics modulation index follows a Bessel function at low indices that
characterise the frequency modulation of signals. The results show that by operating
the system at 1kHz and detecting at the first harmonic yields the best result for this
system. The amplitude can be increased to 0.012V to get the best signal output
without compromising the resolution of the features. At this modulating amplitude,
the wavelength modulation index is 1.58. The corresponding Bessel function of the
first order J1(β) has its maximum value at 1.78. For comparison the signal outputs
at odd harmonics n=3 and n=5 were also recorded, shown in Figure 6.15.
It should be the case, because only even harmonics occur within the Fourier series
expansion, that detection at odd harmonics should only occur if there is a distortion
in the lineshape. The corresponding Bessel function J3(β) in Figure 6.12 shows that
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Figure 6.14: Output signal at even harmonics for variation in modulation
index
The graph shows the magnitude of the WMS signal when the degree of laser deviation from
the carrier frequency is varied. A comparison at different harmonics is shown. The maxi-
mum signal for the first harmonic is obtained a modulation index 1.58. The contributions
of the signals detected at higher harmonics are not significant at this amount of deviation
of the laser from its centre frequency.
there is a slow rise in this function, whereas the rise in the 3f signal in Figure 6.15(a),
is very steep, not following the Bessel function pattern. The other odd harmonic 5f
also does not follow the corresponding Bessel function J5. This is due to a large
deviation in the laser frequency caused by a large modulating amplitude. For the
3f and 5f signals to be significant there must be a distortion in the lineshape of the
absorption feature, usually an indication of overmodulation. As shown in Figure 6.15,
at the points where the odd harmonic contributions start to become significant the
deviation of the laser caused by the applied modulation is sufficiently high to cause
distortion and broadening effects as shown in Figure 6.10.
At low modulation indices, there is only a significant contribution from the first
harmonic. The optimum SNR for the 1st harmonic occurs at a modulation index of
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Figure 6.15: Output signal at different harmonics for variation in modulation
index
The graph shows the magnitude of the WMS signal for variation in the modulation index for
detection at odd harmonics (a) and then for harmonics n=1-6 (b). The odd harmonics are
only significant at modulation indices that indicate large deviations in the laser frequency
from the carrier, implying that the lineshape is distorted.
1.58. The peak of the 1st order Bessel function is at 1.78. At small deviations where
there is some contribution from the second harmonic, the first harmonic contribution
is still much greater. At higher indices where 2f is significant, third harmonic signals
are also significant which indicates distortion of the lineshape, which is confirmed by
the size of the modulating amplitude corresponding to this modulation index. Figure
6.15 shows that odd harmonic contributions are significant at higher modulation
indices which implies distortion, over modulation and risks modulation that causes a
deviation of the laser that is greater than the linewidth of the feature of interest.
Shifting detection to the second harmonic can be done in two ways, either detecting
at 2f or increasing the modulation frequency to 2kHz. However, as shown significant
2f signals are only obtained where there is lineshape distortion. If ωm is increased
to 2kHz then the risk occurs that the relaxation time of the system will not be quick
enough to allow for the quicker modulation.
This analysis shows that for this system there is no advantage gained by shifting the
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detection to the second or higher harmonics. The 1/f noise contribution from the
PMT is negligible at the frequencies used here.
6.6.2 Measurement of Isotope Separation in Mercury
The parameters for the WMS system were a modulation frequency of 1kHz with a
corresponding modulation amplitude of 0.004V. With this system I was able to resolve
all of the features within the natural mix with the WMS system shown in Figure 6.16.
The features are separated by the zero crossing points which align with the absorption
features, thus confirming that the WMS is a representation of the mercury features.
From this spectrum the frequency separation between the isotopic features has been
measured and found to match the separations measured from the direct detection
spectrum in Figure 6.6.
The frequency separation between the individual features are shown in Figure 6.16.
The frequency span of all of the features is 19.2GHz, compared to 19.35GHz for the
direct detection method. The estimate of the accuracy of the spacings is as for the
direct measurement. The points at which the signal returns to zero are clearly evident
in the WMS spectrum, clearly indicating where there was the presence of mercury.
The very low noise on the trace allows a more accurate discrimination between the
features.
Figure 6.17 shows a comparison between the two techniques for spectroscopy on the
single source of 198Hg.
Figure 6.17 shows the results when the modulation system was applied to a single
isotope source of mercury. The details of the purity of the source were not available
and the resolution of extra features within the mix suggests that some other isotopes
were present. The WMS system shows clearly the resolution of features that are not
visible with the direct detection system. This is due in large part to the improvement
in signal to noise with the WMS method. The location of these features and the
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Figure 6.16: Wavelength Modulated Spectrum for the Natural Isotope Mix
of Mercury Vapour
Resolution of isotopes within the Mercury vapour. The individual features are discriminated
by the zero line (red dashed) and the frequency separation between the individual features
are given.
frequency separation between them suggests the presence of other mercury features
that, according to the frequency spacing, can be tentatively assigned to 201Hg or 199Hg.
However due to the limited information regarding the source and the limits of the
WMS system (these measurements were taken at the lowest modulation amplitude)
further investigation into these features was not possible.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of direct and WMS techniques for absorption of
198Hg isotope
The spectra from a single isotope source taken with direct detection (a) and wavelength
modulation (b). The resolution of features within the wavelength modulation spectrum
indicates the presence of features that are visible because of the reduction in signal to noise
with the WMS technique. The frequency spacings of these ‘new’ features suggest that these
are mercury and they can be tentatively assigned to residual 201Hg or 199Hg
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6.7 Wavelength Modulation Raman Spectroscopy
6.7.1 Introduction to Raman spectroscopy
When light interacts with matter the photons can be absorbed, scattered or pass
straight through without any interaction with the material. If the energy of the
incident photon matches the energy gap between the ground and excited state of
a molecule, the photon can be absorbed and the molecule is elevated to the higher
energy state. This is the principle behind absorption spectroscopy which detects the
reduction in energy of the incident light caused by the absorption within the media.
When a photon scatters as a result of interaction with a molecule, its energy does not
need to match that of the difference between the energy levels of the molecules. Scat-
tered photons can be detected at an angle to the incident light beam providing their
is no simultaneous absorption within the material by electronic transitions similar to
that of the incident light. Most scattered photons retain the energy and thus wave-
length of the incident photons. This is known as elastic scattering. However, a small
portion of the incident light is scattered at different (usually lower) energies, known
as inelastic scattering. This inelastic scattering phenomenon was first observed by
Raman and Krishnan in 1928 [28] and has since been referred to as Raman scatter-
ing. Raman scattering occurs due to a change in the vibrational or rotational energy
within a molecule. It is the change in vibrational energy that can provide insight into
the chemical composition of a sample. Spectroscopy based upon the phenomenon of
Raman scattering is widely used to detect vibrations in molecules that will provide
information on the chemical composition of a sample. The energy difference between
the incident and Raman scattered photons is equal to one of the vibrational bond
energies contained within the scattering molecule. A Raman spectrum is therefore a
plot of the molecule bond energies against their relative scattering intensities.
The energy difference between the incident and scattered photons are shown by the
arrows in Figure 6.18. Raman spectroscopy is normally characterised in wavenumbers
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Figure 6.18: Raman Scattering
and is related to the energy difference between the initial and final vibrational levels.
The wavenumber ν¯ is given by:
ν¯ =
1
λincident
− 1
λscattered
(6.8)
which characterises a frequency difference ∆ν given by:
∆ν = −c∆λ
λ2
(6.9)
where c is the speed of light, λ is the excitation wavelength and ∆λ = λincident −
λscattering, the wavelength difference between the inital and final vibrational levels.
6.7.2 Raman Tweezers Spectroscopy
Raman tweezers spectroscopy is a combination of Raman spectroscopy and optical
tweezing [29, 30, 31]. The tweezer is used to trap particles under investigation for the
duration of the spectroscopic investigation. This combination of techniques allows the
study of important biological systems that were previously very difficult to observe.
Raman spectroscopy has shown great potential in biomedical applications. It can be
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applied to samples of varying sizes from single cells to intact tissue. Investigations
into single cells are greatly improved with the ability to hold a cell in place whilst
spectroscopic measurements are taken. Without the use of tweezers cells can move
from the focal position during the acquisition time, required for a Raman spectra, due
to the effects of Brownian motion or cell mobility. The use of optical tweezers within
a Raman spectroscopy system allows a cell to be trapped whilst it is excited to obtain
the Raman signal. The trapping laser combines the necessary power to induce Raman
excitation whilst simultaneously trapping a single particle under investigation.
The setup is very similar to that of a typical optical tweezer, however the use of the
beam splitter allows sampling of the collected Raman signal. Often a confocal ar-
rangement is used to reduce the background signal collected from the sample. Finally
a holographic notch filter is used to provide a very narrow blocking band that reflects
the on axis Rayleigh scattered light but the reflectance band is so narrow that they
allow the Raman signal to pass through.
One of the major challenges of Raman spectroscopy is the very weak signal. In
materials such as biological tissue the Raman features are often obscured because of
the strong background fluorescence. Additionally, the intensity of the signal is limited
by the neccessity of operating at excitation intensities sufficiently low to prevent
damage to the biological sample. A Raman signal can be enhanced by increasing
acquisition time of the spectra. However, in the case of live cells, this can cause
damage due to extended irradiation by the Raman excitation laser. In addition, a
Raman signal can be obtained from the environment that surrounds the sample, and
the fluorescence of the laser making it difficult to distinguish the molecular features
within the sample.
Thus the Raman spectroscopy technique can be improved in three major ways:
1. Shorter acquisition time
2. Rejection of background fluorescence
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3. Increased signal to noise
There is considerable effort focussing on the enhancement of signal to noise, rejection
of background and faster acquisition times. The use of silicon-based charged-coupled
devices (CCD) in the measurement of Raman spectra have significantly improved the
technique due to the high sensitivity and low noise in these detectors. A wavelength
modulation detection system appears to address all of these issues together with little
need for complicated alterations to the experimental setup and relatively simple data
processing.
Wavelength modulation techniques have been applied to the detection of Raman
features previously [32]. This system used a dye laser to detect Raman features
in methyl alcohol. Since this study there was relatively little investigation into the
technique, but the problems of background fluorescence and weak signals were still
investigated and remain a vital problem that must be overcome for Raman detection
to be used practically. A derivative system was used to investigate biomembranes with
the specific intention of improving the signal to noise. In this case a dye laser was used
to provide the excitation [33]. This work yielded a factor of two improvement in the
signal to noise over the direct technique. All previous examples of Raman modulation
spectroscopy have used a photomultiplier tube as a detector which although effective,
is not efficient for detection of signals over the frequency range that is required for
Raman spectroscopy. The CCD allows large frequency ranges to be sampled with ease
and thus in combination with a modulation system proves to be extremely powerful.
To date wavelength modulation or derivative Raman spectroscopy has not been per-
formed using diode lasers, or upon trapped cells.
Acquisition Time
The weak nature of the Raman scattering leads to spectra that are characterised
by their relatively long acquisition times. It is necessary to sum the contributions
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of repeated spectra to obtain features of sufficient magnitude. This brings many
problems including the potential damage to cell samples from prolonged excitation
with laser light. In addition, the long time precluded this method from being adopted
for in vivo studies on patients. The long acquisition times that arise, because of the
need to obtain spectra with sufficiently large signal to noise have so far prevented the
Raman technique from being used for in-vivo studies of human tissue. Acquisition
time is important for different reasons - firstly fluorescence is a slower event than the
Raman scattering and appearance of Raman features. If acquisition times can be
improved, the effect of background will become less of a factor in analysis.
Background fluorescence
Fluorescence interference is a significant problem that affects the ability to measure
the resonance of Raman spectra. Fluorescence intensity is generally of the order of
mW whereas good chemical Raman signals are much weaker (∼ 1000s photons) and
Raman signals from biological samples are much weaker still (∼ 10s photons). This
problem arises from the absorption of the excitation light within the sample and is
intrinsic to the technique.
Principle component analysis (PCA) is an important and commonly used analysis
method for the detection of Raman features. PCA models are developed to quan-
tify differences between Raman data sets and have become widely used to examine
biological tissues particularly in the field of cancer diagnostics. To ensure that there
is parity between a model and a real diagnostic measurement the background effect
must be identical for both cases. If not, then the diagnosis may be affected by the
differing background effect and lead to misdiagnosis. If the effect of background in
negated then a PCA model can be used reliably to yield information about samples.
The background fluorescence can be eliminated via a shifted excitation Raman differ-
ence spectroscopy (SERDS) technique. This is a widely used technique that slightly
shifts the frequency of the diode laser, resulting in Raman features that follow the
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shifted excitation frequency whilst the background remains unchanged. This allows
the two spectra to be subtracted yielding a spectrum that is derivative like with the
background eliminated. Integration of this type of spectra then gives a spectrum from
which Raman features can be identified clearly. This technique has proved very effec-
tive in rejecting the effect of background fluorescence. The principles of SERDS are
particularly appropriate for the wavelength modulation technique which inherently
includes a shift within the laser frequency. The reduction in acquisition time with a
WMS technique means that this type of analysis is more efficient and allows more
than 2 spectra to be compared to yield the Raman features.
Signal to noise
As described earlier in this chapter modulation spectroscopy techniques enhance the
signal to noise, which can be of benefit when identifying spectra. A reduction in
noise can make previously unseen features more visible, particularly those that are of
smaller magnitude that had resulted in them being obscured by noise. For the case
of Raman spectra where the features are inherently weak and the number of features
within biological spectra are numerous and in some cases unknown, methods that can
help to unobscure features assist with the identification of the sample.
The work here shows that the wavelength modulation of the exciting light has im-
proved the Raman spectra. In addition this work is still in its elementary stage
and there are many opportunities to develop this technique in the future. There is
much scope for development of the technique with more careful investigations into
the parameters of the modulation. There is a significant impact on results when
the amplitude and frequency of the modulation is adjusted and optimisation of the
technique will require more detailed study.
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6.7.3 Experimental Setup
Here I present results demonstrating the use of a wavelength modulated diode laser
system in Raman tweezers spectroscopy of polymer microspheres and SiHa cervical
cancer cell line. The work here was carried out with colleagues Phillip Jess and
Michael Mazilu who were crucial in the experimental realisation and interpretation
of the experimental data.
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Figure 6.19: Experimental Setup for Raman Tweezers Spectroscopy
HNF: Holographic Notch Filter; DM: Dichroic Mirror; BEF: Band Edge Filter; CCD:
Charged Coupled Device; CA: Confocal Aperture;(Figure courtesy of P Jess)
The experimental setup for Raman tweezers spectroscopy can be seen in Figure 6.19.
The diode laser is a commercial (Sanyo DL-7140-201) free running diode laser emit-
ting at 785nm with an output power of 80mW. The laser has a dual role, both in
trapping the sample of interest and providing the Raman excitation. The laser wave-
length is modulated by applying a sine wave generated within a lock-in amplifier
(Stanford Research Systems Model 830). The amplitude and frequency of the current
modulation is altered to suit the characteristics of the different samples used. The
demodulation of the spectral information in this instance is done via a Mathematica
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modelling programme which processes the data collected at the CCD in the same way
as a lock-in amplifier.
The laser beam is brought into the system, via a holographic notch filter (HNF, Tydex
notch-4), to the inverted optical tweezers geometry and interacts with the sample
contained within a chamber via a Nikon E-Plan x100 NA 1.25 oil immersion objective.
The backscattered Raman light is collected by the same objective and passed through
the HNF. The Raman signal is imaged onto a confocal aperture. The Raman signal is
reflected by the dichroic mirror (DM) onto the spectrograph (Triax 550 Jobin Yvon).
This spectrograph uses a CCD camera (Symphony OE STE Jobin Yvon) for detection
of the Raman singal. The signal is imaged onto the CCD by a lens (f=80mm) placed
in front of the slit of the spectrograph. The sample of interest is help within a
chamber that is illuminated by white light to aid observation. The sample is observed
through a CCD and on a monitor which allows the trapped particle to be chosen and
observed, ensuring that the cell remains trapped throughout. The chamber is formed
of a vinyl spacer (80µm) placed between two quartz coverslips (120µm). Quartz
coverslips are used as they provides better rejection of any extraneous signals that
can hinder the resolution of the Raman features, a problem that was identified with
the use of standard glass (BK7) slides. The samples placed within the chamber are
immersed in a diluting solution.
6.8 Results
In this study, the Raman spectra obtained through direct detection and then through
modulation techniques were recorded and then compared. Firstly spectra were recorded
for polymer microspheres. Individual spheres were trapped using the tweezers and
then held within the chamber whilst spectra were recorded over 2 minutes for the
direct detection technique and then over shorter periods of time for the modulation
technique. This was to observe any benefit of using the modulation technique in
reduction of integration time, improvement in signal to noise in the shorter time
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and rejection of the effects of background fluorescence. A similar study was then
performed on cervical cancer cells.
6.8.1 Polymer Spheres
The frequency and amplitude of the sinusoidal modulation applied to the laser were
0.5Hz and 3V respectively. Figure 6.20 shows the Raman spectra for a polymer sphere
for both detection methods.
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Figure 6.20: Comparison between traditional and modulated Raman spectra
on polymer spheres
Raman spectra recorded using the traditional method in 2 minutes (a) and the modulation
method in 100ms (b). Both traces show features identified as 1: a ring deformation mode;
2: ring breathing mode; 3: C-C stretch; CH scissoring; 4: ring-skeletal stretch; These bands
have been assigned according to [34].
The modulated Raman spectra shows the resolution of features that are seen by the
direct Raman methods, but the acquisition time for the modulated spectrum was
much shorter than for the direct spectrum. All of the features from the polymer
microspheres are types of double carbon and hydrogen bonds and those that can be
determined have been labelled. An improvement in the signal to noise was obtained
by averaging repeated spectra, shown in Figure 6.21. Again, this improved SNR was
achieved in a shorter acquisition time than the direct spectrum.
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Figure 6.21: Increased Signal to Noise with Modulation Spectroscopy
A direct Raman spectrum (a) and a wavelength modulated Raman spectrum (b) of polymer
spheres
The maximum signal obtained with the direct measurement was 4000 units with a
background noise level of 900 with an acquisition time of 90 seconds whereas the
wavelength modulated signal gave a maximum signal of 17500 with a background
noise level of zero. This signal was taken in 400ms.
In addition Figure 6.22 shows a method of analysis of the modulated Raman data
which yields significant improvements in the rejection of background fluorescence and
signal to noise in short acquisition times. This method referred to as ’variance’ can be
explained by thinking of each of the 1024 pixels on the CCD detector as an individual
single channel detector. Each detector detects the Raman signal at a different pixel
and thus a different wavelength. This results in the shifting of the Raman features due
to the wavelength shift, however the background fluorescence will occur in the same
place each time regardless of the wavelength shift. This means that with the variance
technique the background effect from each detector can be eliminated and only the
Raman signal remains. With the wavelength modulated method the Raman signal is
tracked across all the pixels - and only the background is removed. The modulated
spectra show the Raman spectrum without any contributions from the background
fluorescence, ensuring that the only features that are visible are those from the sample
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Figure 6.22: Variance
Raman spectra for polymer spheres for direct detection in 2 minutes (a) and modulation
spectroscopy where the background fluorescence has been eliminated via a variance tech-
nique in 100ms (b) & in 400ms (c).
of interest. The intensity of these features could be improved by integrating over a
longer time - however the acquisition time of 400ms is much shorter that the time
taken to obtain the direct spectrum(2 minutes). This suggests that an acquisition
time of a few seconds would yield spectra with no effect of background but with more
visible features. In addition there are some features that are not completely resolved.
Alterations in the modulation parameters could provide clearer spectra and reveal
the nature of other features within the sample.
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6.8.2 Cells
The modulation system was used to obtain spectra on cervical cancer cells. The
modulation frequency applied here was 0.03Hz and the amplitude of this modulation
was 1V. Spectra were recorded over short acquisition times and then over similar
acquisition times to the traditional methods. The modulation results were integrated
to allow a more simple direct comparison with the traditional spectrum. Figure
6.23 shows the Raman spectra for a cell line for a direct spectrum and wavelength
modulated spectra.
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Figure 6.23: Reduction in Acquisition Time for Raman Spectra
Figure (a) shows the Raman spectra obtained from a cell in 90s. Figure (b) shows a
modulated Raman spectra obtained in 10 seconds and Figure (c) shows the modulated
spectra obtained in 90 seconds. The numbers 1-7 are the features of the cell that can
be determined with certainty. Those that are assigned are : 1:DNA, 2:DNA Backbone 5:
Membrane, 7: Protein. The remaining features are not assigned yet.
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In Figure 6.23 the unmodulated trace clearly shows features but the effect of the back-
ground fluorescence is evident. In (b) a Raman WMS spectrum taken in 10 seconds
the features are visible but the background is still making a significant contribution.
In (c) the WMS spectrum is taken over 90seconds and the background contribution
has been eliminated. The resolution of features with the modulation spectra is shown.
The assignment of features is an ongoing process with further research on the sam-
ples required to be able to determine the properties of the sample with any certainty.
These results show that there is great potential in refining the system parameters to
yield detailed Raman spectra in short acquisition times (less than one minute) with
minimal effect of background noise and increased signal to noise.
6.9 Summary
The spectroscopic investigations carried out in this chapter have attempted to both
yield information about spectroscopic samples and develop methods that can be fur-
ther refined and improved to be used in real applications.
This chapter detailed the assembly and successful generation of UV light at 254nm
from an SFG system based upon the mixing of two microlensed diode lasers (MDLs)
within a non-linear crystal. The assembly of the experiment was described in detail,
along with the methods used to overlap the beams within the crystal for maximum
non-linear conversion. The system described was successful in generating UV light
and the output powers obtained were over an order of magnitude greater than that
previously reported. This result and the greater conversion efficiency was as a direct
result of the use of MDLs and the precise determination of optimum beam parameters.
Following on from the development of this system, it was applied to trace gas detec-
tion, to obtain detailed spectral information about mercury. Two different methods of
absorption spectroscopy were used to measure the isotope separation within a natural
mix of mercury vapour. The direct detection system was used to obtain the structure
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of the mercury vapour within a single scan of the system. Previous work had relied
upon combining adjacent scans to observe all of the features. A precise measurement
of the scan allowed the determination of the frequency separation between all of the
isotopes within the natural mix.
The system was then adapted to allow wavelength modulated detection to be used.
The results from the WMS system were used firstly to obtain the optimum parameters
for the system to yield the clearest spectra. Analysis showed that there was no benefit
in shifting detection to higher harmonics as has been common in other applications.
This was largely attributed to the use of a detector (photomultiplier tube) that had
negligible effects from 1/f noise at the modulation frequencies used. The optimum
parameters were a modulation frequency of 1KHz with amplitude of 12mV. Accurate
frequency intervals between the isotopes were determined from the WMS spectra and
matched those determined by the direct detection system.
The system was also used to observe the spectrum from a mercury cell containing a
source of 198Hg. Here the WMS system was shown to be more powerful over direct
detection, allowing features to be observed because of the increased signal to noise.
These were identified as mercury features, showing resolution of individual isotopes
within a features, showing a level of detail previously unresolved. To the best of
my knowledge this level of detailed investigation into the mercury line has not been
carried out with a diode laser spectroscopy system. The work here provides a platform
for more high sensitive diode laser based WMS experiments. These are described in
further detail in Chapter 7.
Modulation with diode lasers was also applied with success to a Raman spectroscopy
technique. To the best of my knowledge this was the first example of a WMS system
applied to Raman tweezers spectroscopy using a diode laser. Spectra were obtained
for polymer spheres and for biological cell samples. A comparison between the WMS
spectra and the direct spectra showed clear and substantial benefits with the use of
a WMS detection system. Improvements in the acquisition time, signal to noise and
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the effect of background fluorescence interference were all seen with very elementary
results, demonstrating real promise for this technique in developing systems to provide
in vivo studies on biological tissue samples.
The work in this chapter unites all of the major themes in this thesis, diode lasers,
enhancement of the properties of diode lasers through circularisation and extended
cavity geometries, use of violet emitting diode lasers, non-linear frequency conversion
and specialised applications in spectroscopy.
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